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Standard, Est. April. talk.
Register, Est. May, 046.
SECOND COMING
OF JESUS CHRIST
• ARV. L. L. PICKETT DELIVERS
SERMON ON THAT TO-
-, NIGHT.
WRITTEN MANY BOOKS
• ALON6 THAT LINE
'PRAYER SERVICE TONIGHT AT
THE MST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH.
Dr. Jesse R. Atkins Made Vice Presi-
dent ef Tennessee Epworth
League.
"The Second Coming of Christ"
will be the theme for Rev. L L
Pickett's discourse this evening at
the Third street Methodist church
and as it is one of the greatest sub-
jects of the age and the exponent is
deeply versed on the point, no doubt
a crowded house will hear him.
Dr. Pickett is a recognized author
ity upon this subject, he having writ-
tea three works along this line, one
being "Our King Cumetk," one "The
-- 
• 'Blessed Hope of His Corning" and
the other "The Renewed Earth." He
----re% at present writing another book on
• the subject but has not yet com-
pleted it. All the books are accorded
merited recognition over the country
where they circulate liberally.
Rev. Pickett has preached along this
be In rnany places, addressing 3.500
-
people at Atlanta, Ga., in Dr. Brough-
, ton', large tabernacle there, while ten
times has he delivered the sermon in
Washington, D. C.. and nine times in
"Baltimore.
During hie remarks he will call at-
tention to the views entertained at
different cities in this respect.
It would be advisable for all to
come early this evening in order to
secure good teats.
Lass night h•- preached on 'The
Wages of Sin is Death" and the house
was well filled, despite the rainfall.
In the afternooe yesterday his sub-
ject was "The Freedom of Sin."
Th:s afternoon's worship (wenn at
2o o'clock and that for tonight al
•7:45 o'clock
Weal*, Prayer Service.
This evening at 7:4s o'clock prayer
service will he conducted at the First
Presbyterian church.
Honored With State Office.
Dispatches show *at Sunday even-
ing the sixteenth annual convention
for the Tennessee Ellsworth league
association closed at Clarksville,
Tenn., and that before adjournment
iinring the election of officers. Dr.
Jesse n. Arkin. was named first vice-
president for the entire state Dr.
Atkins is a sister of fMrs. Plla Per-
year, of Tenth and Jefferson streets,
this city, and is one of the most prom-
inent+ leaguer* for the ertire state of
'Tennessee.
Returns Today.
Rev W. J. Naylor, president of the
'Ant4-Satoon league of this city and
county. will return today from Louis-
ville, where he has been slate M'contlaY
attending the Kentucky Law and 0,'
,,der league meeting. Rev. Calvin M.
Thomprion, of the First Baptist
chntch, goes to Richmond. Va., today
from Louisville. he having attended
thso and goes to Richmond to take
part in the Southern Baptist conveys-
. tient •
Rev. Naylor yesterday spoke before
the gathering on "Publicity the Best
----
-Pettrerrere-itrot ItT part-Icretity inter-
, esthrg the Courier-Journal yesterday
morning in *peeking of matters, cons-
follows. Colonel Fanning
being the temperenee lecturer who
appears here next week in a series of
addresser: 
.
"Local option fights and the ettl-
• , forcemetrt of local option laws' were
the principal nointe discuerted in the
many speeches made. The Rev.
-Rev. W. J. ?Taylor. of Paducah, told
s.o. die efforts being made in that city
!dap 'delve /no the blind tigers and of
'the fsitenation of an Anti-Saloon
league with t.loo member', who are
flkitening 'a leeal option election.
'Atueing the other speakers were
Panning, elle svell-gmown temperance
orator of Philadelphia, who urged
that eke eonvention shOttld do noth-
ing lnimical to the 'Anti-Siloon
league."
heesnite of the old-
faqhionid man who -could tell the time
of the illy by looking at the sun?
id'
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ir::::!:::::::"""iiiCONSIDER NEW ODD FELLOWS
• IN YOUR NOTE BOOK
U. Wednesday, May ie; Snow
Fell at 1:3o S'Morning.
U Police and other rounders tot
U declared that snow fell briskly U
tt at r:so this morning for a few
13 moments. Will somebody
• please assassinate the ,man
U who works the weather nia-
U chine.
tt 11 tt It it II tt ti II VI tt tt tit 12 tt
CONDEMNS
• CITY JUDGE
FOR DISMISSING SALOON
KEEPER FOR SELLING
LIQUOR TO MINOR.
Good People of Owensboro Worked
up Over Way Things are Go-
inng in That City.
The law and order league held a
!fleeting at the court house on Sun-
day afternoon, says the Oweneboro
Inquirer, and the action of City Judge
Ilaskies in dismissieg William Ss-1
watchter on the . charge of selling
liquor to a minor, when the ease was
proven, because the liquor had been
gotten on a wager, and the letter of
Mayor Oltryan declaring there was
no necessity for a law and order
league in Kentucky„ were' ventrally
discussed and the actions of both
were codemned by speakers, but it
'as only in the Case of City Judge
Haskins that a formal resolution of
condemnation was adopted. This was
done at the suggestion of Mr. Ben T.
Field and the vote to appoint si,',00o-
mates to draw up the resolution *as
unanimous.
. The Condemnatory Revolution.
The resolution was as follows:
"Whereas • this league has been
reliably informed that the city judge
in a case in his court on May zo,
where the evidednce was indisputable,
that a certain .minor had purchasedd
beer in a certain saloon, dismissed
th,e case because he understood that
the beer was bought under a wager.
"Therefore. 13e it resolved by the
Law and Order league, of Owensboro,
that we unhesitaingly condemn such
peremptory and unlawful action upon
the part of our city judge. and call
upon all good citizens to be in at-
tendance upon the trial of such cases
that such moral influence may be
brought to bear as to preclude the re-
currence of such an unwarranted ac-
tion upon the part of our city judge.
"R. E. WILLIMS
"J. R. PILE,
"GEO. H. COX,
"S. B. VAN ARSDALE."
Delegates to State Meeting.
Attention was ca!!ed to the state
I.aw and Ordei meeting to lie .hcld at
Louisville on Tuesday, witei Goner-
nor Folk, 51 Missouri, and Senator
Carmack of Teripessee are announced
Co speak and it was suggested that
it would be well to send delegates. A
resolution to this effect was passed
and Chairman George M. Haynes and
S. W. Bedford were chosen, their ex-
penses to be paid, and all other vice
presidents or members who could go
were urged to do 60.
It was decided that meetings here-
after he held on the first Sunday aft-
ernoon of each month.
President Haynes announced that
the special committee for the pur-
pose of soliciting subscriptions to
the stock of of the proposed new pa-
per had not yet been completed and
t at -Turibli—fiifil—W11-111tLitt—TIM
was granted.
Secretary T. H. Turnner was in-
structed to provide his office with
suitably printed stationery at the ex-
pense of the league.
Secretary T. H. Turner reported
that he had notifed he twenty-six
vice presidents :n the county of their
appointment and had received from
most of them letters of aceptance
and of approval of the movement.
NEW BANK.
Cloyd's Landing, KY, May 14—The
Parmers' State bank viitels a capital
stock of $55,00o has begun business
at Casey Creek, Adnie county. The
officers of the new bank are: Presi-
dent. Charles Goode; vice-president
F. C. Land; cashier, Robert Jones.
The establishment of this 'bank makes
five banks for Adair county, three of
which have 'been established svithin
the last year.
— 
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COUNTY JAIL RECONSTRUCTION
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT HAS CALL-
ED COMMITTEE TO-
GETHER TODAY.
THEY WILL BATHER .
DETAILED INFORMATION
WITH JAIL IN BASEMMENT
THINGS WOULD BE GREAT-
LY BETTERED.
•
Fiscal Court Will Have Opportunity
To Pass on the Proposition
During June Term.
Judge Lightfoot ard the fiscal court
committee selected to look into the
question of constructing the new
county jail will have a meeting to-
day with Architect Lassiter and en-
ter into the proposition in detai'. The
conference will be conducted at the
county court house, and the com-
mittee will sift to the bottom the
project and ascertain for what the
jail can be constructed.
.Fignres already secured by Judge
Lightfoot show that the jail complete,
ii placed in the basement of the
court house building, svil' cost only
$ececoo, while the old jail can be sord
for at least je,000of $4,000, this mak-
ing the actual expenditure for the
new jail about $16,000., part of which
can be paid for this year and pert
out of next year's appropriations.
One of the main objects in want-
ing the jail -n the court house base-
ment is because jail and court house
go hand in hand in public businesss,
because every prisoner confined in
county jail gets a trial -n the court
house with exception of the few sen-
tenced in the police court. For this
reason i• Is policy to have the build-
ings adjoining, in order to save long
trips in taking prisoners back and
forth frrirn the jail to courthouse
trial. An argument against the
being on the court house lawn is tint
the prisoners make much racket at
times, and then the presence of a
jail is objectionable to all people hav-
ing business around there, and those
residing in the vicinity. By. placing
it in the basement these cayses for
ptotest will be done away with alto-
gether, and the jail brought still clos-
er to the court rooms where the pris-
oners have to be taken for trihl.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said that
the windows to be cut in the build-
ing will be level gith the greund, and
leading into the basement, will furn-
ish sufficient light for the jail, and if
this is not sufficient electric lights of
small candle power can be burned in
the basement but this latter will not
be necessary. With the jail hidden in
the basement the officials will then
rid the lawn 41 the big jail which
they have objected to for years, but
could never find money sufficient on
hand for another jail, and thereby
scolve the problem.
Tthe committee will gather details
in every particular and be ready to
report at the June meeting of the fis-
cal court what they think of the
proposition, and then if it is decided
to buiId the new jail. plenty Of time
will remain for it to .be completed
this year.
MISTAKE MINE FOR OIL
DRUM; t3 FISHERMEN DIE
Derelict Engine of War Wrath', Jana-
mess Craft; Only One Saved.
Victoria, B. C., May 14.—News of
destructioss of Japanese fishi
boat, with the loss of the en lives,
as a result of an explosioiTof a dere-
lict mine off Toyama, has been
brought by the steamer Riojust from
Yokohama. The fishermen mistook
the mine for an oil drune and were
trying to pick it up when it exploded,
smashing the schooner. Only one
man escaped, being rescued by an-
other fishing craft.
New Tobacco Worm.
Elkton, Ky., May 14.—A new kind
of tobacco fly has made its appear-
ance hi North Todd 'County and is
causing, tobacco growers newt worry
by_the manner in which it demeroys
pieta.. A nionlikbr of beills have been
hadly injured eo tar. A large crowd
heard Chace Forte. Auditor Scales
and Chairman Joe Jackson of Logan
county at the opera house here yet-
terday in 'the interest of the Tobacco
Growers" association. The organiza-
tion is in much better condition ht
Todercouttly than ever befOre..,
LODGE ROOM AND ONE BUSI-
NESS QUARTER TAKEN
UP.
ARCHITECT WILL DRAW
OFF PENCIL SKETCHES
EVERYTHING READY FOR THE
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR XECET-
ING AT MAVVILLE.
Immense Throng at Lexington At-
tending the Convention of Ken-
tucky Red Men.
Messes. Peter Beckenbach, 'Charles
G. Kelly, Robert L Conner and Tur-
ner Anderson, • of the differen Odd
Fellow lodges in this city, met last
evening with their architect, A. I..
Lassiter, to talk over the plans and
specification, for reconstructing ehe
Fifth and Kentucky avenue school
building that has been purchased by
the Odd Fellows to be their home
hereafter.
The committee has charge of ar-
ranging for the remodeling and di-
ucted the architect to draw off pen-
cil sketches showing how it would
look and what the cost would be of
converting the two second floor rooms
in the east end of the building into
the lodge room. One of the school
room, and that end of the hall will
be converted into the lodge room
proper, while the other school room
will be converted into an ante-room,
paraphernalia room and club room.
The lodge room will be 4ox.47 feet
and the ante-room, etc. soxats feet.
one wall will have to be torn out for
this and a new wall run across the
hall.
One of the prospective tenants meal
with the committee and wants one-
half of the lower floor for business
purposes He gave his ideas of how
be wanted the piaoe arranged, and
the architect will figure on WE ccoot
of reconstructing the place to that
extent The prospective tenant will
then be notified - what the rent will
cost him and if everything 's satis-
factory he will then close the deal.
Knights Templar.
Nlayeville. Ky.. May 14.—Every-
thing is in readiness for the meeting
of the grand conanandery of Ken-
tucky, Knights Templar here, and to-
night the final touches will be put on
the decorations at the temple, where
a large emblem will be placed, with
electrical effects. Pass Grand Mester
of the Encampment of the United
States Warren Larue Thomas and
wife, formerly of this city, now of
Pittsburg; Past Grand Commander 
B.
G. Witt and wife, of Henderson, and
Past Grand Commander Henry T.
Jefferson, of Louisville, arrived to-
night, and will he entertained by Past
Grand Commander Eugene Algernon
Robinson
Everybody will he disappointed to
learn that De Moiety commandery. of
Louisville, will not be here as a cam-
mandery.
Kentucky Red Men.
Lexington, Ky., May m4.—Several
hilmired Red Men have arrived here
to attend the great :ouncil of the
0-der of Kentucky, which began bete
today and continues several days, and
which is expected to be attended by
soo or 600 delegates. The trains
brought up about fifty delegates from
Louisville. Among those who came
lip are: D. H. Russell, great sachem
bet TEA e, great
senior sagamore; tar. rry
lips, John aiffords Dr. John Busch-
meyer. W. A. Crader, Henry Schweit-
ter, Al Ertglehardt, Hugo Schultz
and J. T. Gill. On Fisk same train
from Louisville came W. A. Bird, of
KAMM City', the Vest Ineohonee,
and Joe Huper, great junior saga-
mire; L. L. Reboot, Judge Cross,
Henry Friedlick and Harry Rhodes,
all of Paducah.
By the rules of the order, the great
senior .sagamore, Robert Lee Page,
at the annual council will be made
great sachem, and the great junior
sagamore, Joe Huper, of Mt. Sterling,
will be promoted to great senior saga-
more, thus leaving the position of
great junior eagamore the only one
of the regular officers to be elected.
There is a hot contest on for this
office, the candidates being Dr. Harry
J. Phillips, of Louisville; W. H, 1Mk-
1)otiald, of flaebourville, and
Notate-tut, of Covington. There will
sls't he elected six representatives to
• •
FIX BRYAN-M'CLELLAN SLATE RUMOR RAS IfTammany Leader Reports Decision
in New York Regarding
Presidency.
Omaha, Neb., May t4.—Austin W.
Tidd, an active member of Tammany
half, who called on 'Mayor Dahlman
to4y, said the powers that be in
New York had decided on Bryan for
tbi titesidefitY, lfcCtellarr for the vice'
presiency and Dahlman for chairman
of the democratic national commit-
tee.
INSPECTION
PREVENTED
NEW GRAVEL WORK ON
N'INETEENTH STREET
GONE OVER.
Rain Prevented Board of Works and
City Engineer From Thorough-
ly Examining Street.
President Wilhelm and Member
Langstaff Of the board of public
works, and City Engineer L. A.
Washington, yesterday went out and
toured North Nneteenth from Madi-
son to Trimble streets, but on as-
count of the weather did not pass on
the street that has just beei com-
pleted by being graded and graveled,
therefore another date will be chosen
for inspection of the iffiprovement.
Nineteenth street was graded and
graveled by Contractor Edward Ter-
rell between the two points men-
tioned and the board of works had
set yesterday afternoon as the time
for going out, inspecting the work,
and then accepting it on behalf of
the city, if completed according to
the contract. The three mentioned
officials went out in Mr. Langstaff's
automobile, but the rainfall was .so
hard they could not get out and prod
down into the gravel at different
places in order to see that enough
had been spread on the new thor-
oughfare as provided for in the con-
tract.
At the date to be selected soon the
new thoroughfare will be thoroughly
examined and thep passed on.
RECEIVING NEW COAT.
Railroad Hospital is Now in Hands
Of the Painters.
The Illinois Central railroad hos-
pital on West Broadway is now in
the hands of the painters, who are
painting it afresh from roof to cel-
lar, giving the handsome institution
its spring dress. It wit be the last
'if this mornth before the artists fin-
ish their labors.
Shooting Affray.
Elkton, Ky., May t4.—W. H. Lee,
a wealthy farmer living between this
place and Allensville yesterday shot
and perhaps fatally wounded Ellis
Coons, a tenant on his farm. Accord-
ing to the meagre detais thus far to
be had, it. seeme that Lee was at-
tempting to run Coons away rem the
place and get possession of a team
which Coons was Issin.g at the time,
thus terminating their relations as
landlord and tenant. A dispute, it
appears, arose as to the contract, and
I.ee drew a revolver and fired four
times at Coons and his. father, only
one ball taking effect. It appears
that Coons was unarmed.
Tile trouble with the hverage watch
dog its that he see' entire!' too
much.
the great council of the United States,
which will he held at Jamestown. The
candidates for election as representa-
tive. to Jamestown are D. H. R.
sell. L, Viesman, Dr. John Busch-
meyer. W. A. Crader, of Louisville;
William and John Walker, of Lex-
ington; Harry Rhodes and M. B.
Wallerstein, of Paducah; H. H. Den-
hardt, Bowling Green, and John I.
Winter, Maysville.
The elections will not be held till
Wednesday morning. After the wel-
come ceremonies at the auditorium
at Woodland Park this morning the
great couricl went into executive ses-
sion, which will continue all day.
Last night the Red Men gave a grand
parade through the principal streets
of the city, on which by specill ar-
rangement with the city authorities all
lights were turned off during the
parade which, was lighted solely by
the red fire from the torches of the
paraders,
FUSIONISTS WIN
ASSERTED THAT ELECTION 014
.19,5 WILL BZ THROWN
OUT.
REPORTS PERSISTENTLY
FORECAST DECISION
AND THEY EVEN PURPORT TO
GIVE HOW THE JUDGES
VOTED.
Affirm That Only One Man Will Die..
sent—Information, However Mot
Official.
Persistent Tumors, says the Cour-
ier-Journal, generally current in Lou-
isville, that the court) of appeals ham
determined the Louisville election
contest cases in favor of the fusion-
ists and soon will hand down a de-
cision holding that no election was
held in Louisville in loos, have caused
great excitement among the politi-
cians of both sides. These rumors,
which spread all over Louisville yes-
terday, set tongues to wagging and
awakened tbe., feeling whith existed
in LouisvillaAturitag the days of the
fusion campaign, when she city was
upset and on edge for weeke.
While no one asempted to say that
the information had .come from any
of the judges sf the court of appeals,
it was confidently asserted by certain
fusion leaders, and also reported from
democratic sources, that the hard and
long-fought cases have been deter-
mined, and that,,by a vote of s to r.
Judge Cantrill not voting, feel court
will decide that Louisville must have
another election for mayor and cite!
officers in November of the present
year.
Conferred Last Thursday.
The frees conferences by the judges
in considering the Louisville eases
was held last ThursdaY An effort
was made to have a conference in
Frankfort yesterday and Judge Bar-
ker was called to Frankfort from
Lonieville. but the conference was not
held on account of the illness of
J udige Hobson.
The Lonisville casts have been
placed in the hands of Judge Laseing,
who will write the °piston of the
court. The custom is usually for the
judge writing the opinion to submit
it to the come for it opinion, but the
court soinetienee pesses on a case be-
fore the opinion has been written.
Even if the cases have been deter-
mined it may be, several days or a
week before a decision 's announced,
as the opinion rrust be written
It is also possible than the court
may at the same time construe the
law ma to who would be entitled to
hold the offices if Mr. Barth and the
ostlers are removed.
Rumors Go Into Detail.
Fueion leader, even go fits far as to
say that they received information to
the effect that when the cases were
firsil taken lip in the court, in con-
sultation, Ju'd'ges (YRear, Barker and
Laseing stated that they were willing
to decide the cases in favor of the
fusionists without further considerra-
lion, believing that the facts alreedr
in their possession showed that there'
really was no lugal election in •Lottir.
%rifle.
These same ftision leaders also as-
sert that Jtsdge Hobson would not
agree to thie being done, and said
that in view of the imporsence of the
case* and the points of law involved
it would be better to have the cases
further considered before a decicion
iiiirreireigett- Prom tbe-sante *eines-
comes the information that later
Judges Hobson and Settle came over
to the side favored by Judges O'Rear
Barker and Lassing and voted with!
them in save, of the fusionists. The
reports said to have been received
say that Judge Nunn will be the only
one of the Judges to dissent frons the
opinion of the court, and that ha
alone will vote for the democrats.
Since the contests cases were sub-
mitted to the court of appeals sev-
eral weeks ago rumors of all kinds
have been flying in Louisville and
many report e have been current re-
garding the court's decision. During
the last two nr 'three days, however,
and especially on yesterday, these
Lrurnors kcrystalized into one, whichl
remainefl persistently in front and
which wae commonly repeated on the
streets and itir the hotels. This ressore
or rumor came from both democratic
••••
'(Contineed on Page Seven.),
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TO CO-OPERATE
WITH AMERICA
PROTECTORATE FOR SOUTH
AMERICAN REPUBLICS .
IDEA OF DIAZ.
President of MiliZittO T elks of ;hit
Trouble With Guatemala And
Does Not Want Blood.
New York, May 14.—In the course
of a lengthy interview in the City of
Mexico, published in the Herald to-
day, President Diaz gave out a
statement of the feeling of Mexico
_toward _Guatemala and his ideas for
remedying the conditions prevailing
in some of the Central American re-
publics. •
''Mexico," he said, "has through-
out all this trouble with Guatemala,
which came so near forcing us into
war, maintained the
 attituile of a
friendly power. ;.-That attitude is
still maintained. We do not want
to shed blood to show the Guatama-
lan government the error of their
way, and will not resort to that ex-
treme measure unless some overt act
or insult be committed, which will
demand the infliction by Mexico of
a short, sharp punishment.
Very Brief One.
"If it becomes necessary to. have
war we will make it a very brief one.
MexicO's present wonderful develop-
ment and progress must not be ham-
pered by A long drawn out conflict.
The blow, if struck, will be hard and
quick."
President Diaz then reviewed the
events leading up to the present dif-
ferences with Guatemala down to the
withdrawal of the Mexican minister,
"not," he said, "with the idea of sev-
ering d'plomatic relations but to get
him out of the way of revenge and
insult from that. government which
would compel MexiCo to administer ,a
deserved punishment by force of
arms. There the matter rests for
the time. That is why there is no
war. It is only a temporary condi-
tion, hosiever."
Continuing, Pres:dent Diaz made
this important announcement:
"The problem of the Central Am-
erican republics is a great one that
for the benefit of their salvation
must be settled .sooner. or later. It
is none of my business, and I am
not ambitious to settle it. Never-
theless, I have an idea. I believe the
best solution would be an amalga-
mation of all the Central Arner:can
countries into one strong govern-
ment, under a man with enough
strength of sharacter and honest
common sense to check the revolu-
tionary spirit that has done so much
to retard the ptogress and. develop-
ment of these countries.
Don't Want Territry.
"Mexico is willing at any time to
co-operate with the United States in
a protectorate over them and in any
meastsre that will be beneficial. I
do not know the feeling of your gov-
ernment on this matter, but I assure
you I stand ready to work with it.
"I want it distinctly understood,
however, that there must be no
thought or act of territorial acqui-
sition lin this compact. Iste.,xico
wants no addition. It is big enough
now."
Rules for Spoiling a Child.
Begin young by giving him what;
ever he cries for. Talk freely I:4s
'fore the child about his smartness as
incomparable. Tell him he is too
much for you, that you can do noth-
ing with him. Have divided coun-
sels as between father and mother.
Let him learn to regard his—fatheris
a creature of unlimited power, ca-
pricious and tyrannical; or as a mere
whipping machine. Let him learn
from his father's example to despise
his mother. Do not know or cart
who his companions may be. Let
him read whatever he likes. Let the
child ,whether boy or girl, rove the
streets in the evening—a school for
both sexes. Devote yourself to
making money, remembering always
that wealth is a better legacy for
---,rpm- -child then- prineiples in the
. heart and habit's in tile Fie; and let
him have plenty of money to spend.
Be not with him in hours of recre-
.,ation. Strain at a gnat and swollow
a camel; chastise severely for a foi-
ble, laugh at a yice. Let hint rut?
.abOut from church to church. Elec-
titian* in religion is the order of the
day Whatever burdens of virtuous
requirements you lay on his should-
- era, touch not one with your fingers.
'these rules are not untried. Many
parent,: have proved them with sub-
stantially uniflorm /results. The
warninir is given in all s adness; we
only wish there were reason to be-
heve it might reach those for whom
it is intended.—The Safeguard. ,
Madison, Wis., May 14.—Politi-
dans out the state house are sortie-
•vhat exercised this afternoon over
rurrvors that Money is being used to
influence the election of a United
States senator. Two members of the
assembly, it is s aid, have confessed
that they' have been approached or
believed" the:v were. -
ALL NOSED%
BUT BOB M'GEE
HE GOES TO THE GRAND JURY
ON A CHAROE OF
. BURGLARY.
Samuel Liebel Given Continuance on
Both Warrants Pending
Against Him.
Robert McGee, colored, was held
to the grand jury by Acting Judge
Eugene Graves in the police court,
on the charge of breaking into the
old Blacknall saloon at zoa South
Ninth street and stealing some whis-
ky, ergara,—brandy and other goods.
McGee went to jail on failing to give
$too bond. George Armstrong, Will
Jefferson and Mary Eliza Craig were
dismissed of being implicated in the
case.
Chester Wharton was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk, while Henry
Hall was given the same assessment
for intoxication.
A man named Looney was given
a continuance until today of the
breach of the peace charge against
him.
Maggie Moore was fined $5 and
costs for a breach of the peace.
Samuel Liebel was given contin-
uances in both the warranes against
him, one charging him with Using in-
sulting language, and the other with
renting one of his houses near Ninth
and Washington streets for bawdy
purposes. Both iases went over un-
til Friday.
The Origin of Gotham.
This name, Gotham, was first ap-
plied to the city of Manhattan in a
book of humorous sketches called
"Salmagundi," written about 18o7 by
Washington Irving ;n collaboration
with his brother Peter and the poet
Paulding. It was ev'dently intend-
ed to suggest that the people of New
York made undue pretensions to
wisdom, and that there were both
satire and wit in the suggestion is
shown by the story of the original
Gothamites.
Gotham was a parish in Notting-
hamshire, England. The old story,
tells how King John wished to pass
through the parish, but the people
there, fancying that the passage of
the king over a route made it a public
road, decided to prevent the. transit
by all pretending to be crazy. There-
fore, when the king and his party ar-
rived they found every one of the
inhabitants employed in some pecu-
liarly foolish task. Thus, a group
were joining hands around a thorn-
bush to keep a cuckoo from getting
away; some were triying to drown
an eel, others dipping water with a
sieve, and so on. When the king
saw these performances he swore
at the people Jo ra pack of idiots,
and, turning, departed with all his
retinue. The Gothamites were de-
lighted with the success of their
scheme for turning aside the king,
regarding it as superlatively clever.
After this, Gotham came to have
the reputation of being a sort of
headquarters for conceited fools. In
the time of Henry VIII. a book en-
titled "The Merry Tales of the Mad
Men of Gotham," one of whose ex-
ploits was to g0 to sea in a bowl.
--From the Housekeeper for May.
FINDS VALUABLE PEARL.
01.1.11. 1,1110.
Father of Evansville Boy Gets Over
Si000 for His Find.
Robert-. E. Rhoades, of Prarieton,
Inds has written 'his son Guy
Rhoades,- of.. aa. -Upper _Eighth street,
that be has just sold a pearl found spent
en a Wabash river mussel shell to a sting
firm in Paris, France, for Paso. The
pearl weighs 72 grains and was per-
fect in color and shape.
Mr. Rhoades is a mussel digger
and after finding the pearl gave it
to a buyer for disposition. lit will
receive a large per cent. of the sell-
ing price—Evansville Courier.'
The Way to Wear Tan.
Some young womea in England
have begun to dress out and out like
men. They wear a long coat cut like
a hunting coat, a cap, riding breech-
es and top boots. It is a handsome
costume and it is not immodest, but
undoubtedly attracts a good deal of
attention. They have been telling in
London lately a story about a girl
who adopted this riding rig. Pulling
up het- horse one afternoon she aaid
to an artisan who was passing: "Can
you tell me if this is the way to
Wareham?" The man looked het
over carefully. Then he touched bib
cap in a respectful manner and re
plied: "Yes, miss, yes—you seem to
'ave got 'em on 'all right."—Argo-
neut.
I.:torn a "Descriptive Catalogue of
London Tokens." published in sass,
one learns ,that at one time smok-
ing was practiced in the 'House of
Commons, for the author mentiofti
a seventeenth century order that "no
member do presume to smoke tobat-'
co in the gallery or at the table of
the hOuse Inning as committees."
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WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stat.,4 your age. We will send youTM ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable =Book
Le 
q0 'lime Treatment for Women."
: ase' Advisory Department, The
Cliwe.t.cooga medicine Co., Chattanooga, Teen.
0 it
Helpint; Hand
Thousands of women, after trying many different kinds of treat-
ment for theit.obstinate afflictions or diseases, have found in Cardui a
helping hand. If you suffer from any of the painful and distressing dis-
eases peculiar to your sex, take Cardul, for it will probably do as well
for you as it did for Mrs. Wm. Turner, of Bartonville, Ill., who writes:
"Before taking
WINt
Of
I suffered untold agony for 8 years with various female diseases. I had bearing
-downpains and pains In my head and back. I doctored and doctored and finally I was
operated on, but I suffered all the more. I then tried medicines without relief, so I
finally began to take Wine of Cardut. I have now been taking it for about a year and it
has improved me wonderfully. I can do all my housework and work in my garden every
day. Cardui has brought comfort to me in many ways. I am in good health; my nerves
are stronger; I am regular and suffer NO PAIN." Try It. a .01.
At Every Store In $1.00 Banes
WffI'rE SLAVES OF OLDEN TIMEiv!!
BY REV. THOMAS B. GREGORY.
tt is not generally known that for
a long period white slavery existed
in this country alongside of the black
bondage, and that men, women and
children of pure AnglonSaxon blood
were held in a .servitude that was in
some respects as bad as that to which
the negroes were reduced.
It was the custom of the shipmass
ters of Holland and England to in-
veigle people onto their vessels un-
der the promise of a free passage to
America, and the assurance that when
once upon the shores of the new
world plenty of work would be found
for them with excellent pay.
On re-aching the colonies the scoun-
drelly captains would make haste to
announce through every medium at
their command that good artisans
and laborers had arrived. People in
want of such flocked to the ships,
the poor Englishrnent and Dutchmen
would be sold to the highest bidders,
and the rascally captains would pock-
et the proceeds.
Others, known as Free Wilers,
came over of their own accord, hop-
ing to better their condition in the
colonies. These as a rule, were
without money, and, as a security to
the ship =rasters for their passage
over, permitted themselves to be sold
or bound out, for a stated period of
time, the price going to pay the cost
jof their getting to America_The usual price paid for threeyears' service was $too. When this
time had expired the "redemptioner"
was entitled to receive 'two suits of
clothes, a grubbing hoe, a weeding
hoe and a new •ax. Children were
told for about one-half of the above
price, and the master was required
to see to it that they were taught to
read and white, and to have at least
one quarter's schooling.
The law against aiding these white
slaves to escape was severe. A fine
of PS was imposed for offering as-
sistance in such cases, and the aider
or abettor was obliged to make full
satisfaction to the master or mis-
tress for all loss, damage or cost
sustained in the absence of or search
for the runaway. Anyone who con-
cealed on entertained an abscond:ng
"redemptioner" could be fined at the
discretion of the court, and be made
to pay ten shillings to the master
for eac hday he had harbored the
servant.
It ,has been bstit4ated that 'she
total number sent to America from
the British is/ands during the seven-
teent hand eighteenth centuries, to
say nothing of those that were
brought in from other countries, was
as high as fifty thousand.
This white slavery lasted well
along into the nineteenth century.
BARBARA IGRUPP DEFIES
WISHES OF KAISER.
All of the employes of the big
Krupp gun works at Essen, Prussia,
were given a holiday on May 7 be-
cause of the wedding of Miss Bar-
bara Krupp to tItaron von Wilmon:
sky, a man of no wealth, who holds
a minor official position in the Uni-
versity of Bonn.
Her marriage is another act of de-
fiance to the will of the 1.aiser. Ber-
tha Krupp only a short tme ago be-
came the bride of a comparatively
obscure diplomat. As they inherited
a great- fortune, the Kaiser wanted
them to marry a prince, but they de-
fied him. Both Barbara Krupp and
her sister selected poor men, and
only $25o each on their wed-
trousseau.
Shoes and Hosiery.
The fashionable shade for brown
shoes is the rich golden tint of the
autumn leaf, and of course, stockings
are of silk in the same shade. Patent
leathers also rank high this season
in the regard of elegantes for dress
shoes, while others of soft glace kid
with patent toes or golosh fronts
are equally lashionaole. Of course,
for the American woman there is
nothing to do but forow the taste pt
her French sister in the matter of
style of footgear, for it is quite im-
possible for her to affect t he shape-
less models of European bootmak-
era.
Altitough fashions in footwear do
not change as frequently as those
associated with hats and gowns, each
season has its novelties judiciously
introduced, and it behooves the wo,
man who is particular in etails of
her toilette to pay heed to any little
changes of fashion in this regard, if
one is well gowned, one must,necea-
wily be Men chausse, bien gante.
Stripes and checks have had their
influeneert—open fashionable hosiery,
and many dainty effects are shown,
the striped being tionally marked with
raised silk cords. Embroidered and
lace effects, we know, have been ale
rigeur for several seasons past, but
the pitterns have nevef been more
cleverly execute than this season.
Even those who regarded anything
wore ornate than the aemi-traaspar-
•
ent lisle or silk stocking for street
wear sadly out of place are becom-
ing converts to the fashion of wear-
ing hosiery ornamented with decor-
ous little sprays of forget-me-nots,
lilies of the valley, etc.—Philadel-
Phia Ledger.
Not Heavenly Due.
The editor sat in his office whence
all but him had fled, and wished that
every last dead beat was in his grave
—stone dead. His mind then wander-
ed far away to the time when he
should die, and his royal editorial
soul go scooting to the sky; when
he'd roame the fieldh of paradise and
sail o'er Jasper seas and all things
gloriou4 would combine his every
sense to please. He thought how
then he'd look across the great gulf
dark and drear, that'll yawn between
his happy soul and those who swin-
dled here, and when for water they
would call, and in agony they'd ca-
per, he'd shout to them; "Just
quench your thirst with the rine that's
on your paper."-- liallard Yeoman.
• 
•, •knights tentplar of Florida.
Jacksonville, Fla., May 14.—Mem-
berg of the Masonic fraternity from
all parts of Flordia are to be enter-
tained in Jacksonville during the next
few days. The Grand Chapter, R.
A. M., convened in annual session
today and on Thursday the Grand
Commandery, Knights Templar, will
meet. The latter body, though young
in years, is increasing its membership
at a gratifying rate, and all indica-
tions point to a most successful meet-
ing.
The models of the large bronze
doors which ehe Washington sculp-
tor, Louis Amaties, was authorized to
design for the main west entrance
to the Capitol need only a few fin"
nishing touche, before thhel will be
ready to cast. These massive doora
will be nearly eight feet in width
and more than thirteen in height.'
Ther.are in, *w York city four-
teen clocks in public view that, have
no figures or Roman letters on their
faces, using some advertising words
with twelve letters in their places,
and it is las easy to tell the time by!
their use as by the usual characters. ;-
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fresh and new.
3-cent wall paper going at t I-le per roll
6-cent wall paper going at 
 3c per roll
8 cent wall paper going at ac per roll
to cent wall paper going at 
 Sc per roll
za cent well paper going at sac per roll
so-cent wall paper going at tac per roll
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Mrs. Collins recognized it and broke
down and wept for-the first time
since she lost her reason. The child
played about her and the cloud that
has hung over and obscured her
mind was dispelled.
WOMAN JUSTICE SAYS SHE
. CAN CHANGE HER MIND.
Chicago, May 13.—Justice of the
Peace Mrs. Catharine Waugh Mc-
Culloch said yesterday she knew
enough not to form an opinion in
advance of the trial of a case in her
court, and if she did she added that
evidence might change her mind.
This statement was made in reply
to that of William S. Moore, Jr.,
who stated Saturday he would never
consent to have any case tried by a
woman justice, o nthe theory that
ti would be extremely difficult to
change her opinion,
Moore was a defendant to a suit
filed against him in Mrs. McCul-
loch's court and, he failing to ap-
pear, judgment was given to the
plaintiff for $t5 by default. Moore
says he will appeal the case to the
superior court.
"THIS IS MY 46TH BIRTHDAY"
—Edwin A. Alderman.
Dr. Edwin Anderson Alderman,
president of the University of Vir-
ginia, was born at Wilmington, N. C.,
May 15, 036E. He was pro-pared for
college in the South and in 1882 grad-
uated at the Univessity of North Car-
olina. Since then his life has been a
usy one, in which he has achieved
much. Upon the completion of his
education he began to teach, first as
superintendent of the city schools of
Goldsboro, N. C. In 1889 he was
made assistant state superintendent
of public insttuction of North Caro-
lina, and occupied that position for
three years. Subsequently he serv-
ed as president of the Universitl of
North Carolina and of Tulane uni-
versity of Louisiana. In 1904 he was
called to the presidency of the his-
toric University of Virginia.
To Fine Girls Who Say No.
Spinsters in Danville are urging
the city council to enact an ordi-
nance for the taxation of single men,
says a Danville, 111.. telegram.
In a counter petition, the bache-
lors ask an ordinance providing a
fine of $5o for every unmarried wo-
man who rejects a proposal of mar-
riage. They also ask that the coun-
cil formulate some plan by which
the unmarried women will be forced
to meet the bachelors and give them
an opportunity of pressing their
suits.
SprintGranite Floor Paint,
Davies Varnise StainS HANK &
Cleaning' Trio Neale Enamel DAVIS
CURFE WLA WHITS WOMEN,
Indian Territory Teachers Rebel at
Nine O'Clock Order.
Muskogee, I. T., May 14.—"We
won't stand it! Let them go and
get old maid school teachers," said
a petite youlltg school teacher to a
group of her fellow teachers, and
she stamped her foot when she said
it, too.
This was lal because the school
oard had applied the curfew law to
school teachers of Muskogee. From
Tulsa and McAlester comes informa-
tion that the school board at each
place has made a similar order.
The boards of education in these
towns have decided that the teachers
in the public schools must cut so-
ciety five nights out of the week at
least. The boards have given it
out that they do not expect to see
the teachers out after 9 o'clock at
night through the school week, and
the ydo not add that the teachers
are at liberty the other nights.
This order has created a storm in
the towns mentioned. Some of the
teachers are in open rebellion, and
say they will go where they please
and when, and some of them have
done so, but it is noticed they are
waiting with some apprehension for
the next meeting of the board.
Baptist are in Session.
Washington D. C., May 14.—The
national celebration of the Baptist
anniversaries was begun today in the
Cavalry Baptist church of this city,
prominent Baptists from all over the
country bering present.
The anniversary of the Missionary
Union was held today. Tomorrow
the general meeting will begin, to be
followed in turn by the anniversary
meetings of the Publication Society
and the Home Mission society.
The Southern Baptist convention is
to assemble in Richmond next Thurs-
day. Ai the close of the northern
and southern meetings, delegates
from both sections will go to James-
town, where in the convention hall
of the exposition will be held the sec-
ond meeting of the General Conven-
tion of the Baptists of North Am-
erica. This meeting will have five
sections, covering two days.
Supreme Lodge, N. E. 0. P.
Boston, Mass , May 14.—Two hun-
dred and fifty delegates representing
five states attended the twentieth an-
nual session today of the supreme
lodge of the New England Order of
Protection. The reports of the sev-
eral officers and committees show
the affairs of the order to be in a
highly satisfactory condition. A net
gain of 4,000 members was made dur-
ing the past twelve months. During
the same period $707.5oo was paid
out in death benefits, leaving a bal-
ance of $75,000 in the treasury. Fred-
erick T. Peabody, of Melrose, Mass.,
was unanimously elected supreme
warden, and Daniel M. Frye, of
Somerville. Mass., was chosen su-
preme secretary..
Eastern Star of Kansas.
Salina, Kam., May za..--tverything
is iu.readiness for the thirty-first an-
ntial meeting of the Kansas grand
chapter, Order of the Eastern Star,
which will be in session here to-
morrow-and Thursday. The grand
officers and numerous delegates. from
various parts of the state have al-
ready arrived aml tonight a recep-4
tion in their honor at Masonic hall
by the local members of the order.
Officers for the ensuing year will be
elected Thursday morning.
Wisconsin Knights of Columbus.
Janesville, Wis, May i4.—Nearly
one hundred delegates and a num-
ber of other visitors were present to-
day at the annual convention of the
Knights of Columbus of Wisconsin.
The gathering was called to order in
K. of C. Hall at to o'clock this morn-
ing and after the usual formalities
the convention proceeded to the
transaction of its regular business.
This evening the delegates were en-
tertained at dinner at the Hotel My-
ers.
Intercollegiate' Debate.
Brtuiskick, Me., May r4.---Much in-
terest is manifested in the intercol-
legiate dejaate here this evening be-
tween teanw representing Cornell un-
iversity and Bowdoin college The
Bowdoin debaters have the affirma-
tive and the Cornell team the nega-
tive side of the question: "Resolved,
That the solution of the street rail-
way problem lies in private owner-
ship."
TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
Three Years for One Dollar.
The Twice-A,Week REPUBLIC,
of Sr. Louis, Mo., the oldest and but
known semi-weekly newspaper in the
United States, is making the remark-
able subscription offe- of three full
years for $r-3t2 eight-page papers.
The offer is good until May 3r, 1907,
only. Tell your frienrts of this op-
portimity to get a semi-weekly three
whole yearn for $1. If you are al-
ready a stibscriber, yot- order
be accepted now for rzneioal to be-
girt when your present s 1.seriptkin
I expires. Remember, a '!"11.1: before
l June t pays for three yetre.
I Send all otdera to The Rept:lit:c.
St. Ionia Mi4._wera4 v ,f0
Three Times AkMuch Timber Used
,Each Year As the Forests-Grow
116L. -
(From the U. 6. Department of Ag- riculture Report.)
Every person in the United States
is using over six times as much
wood as he would use if he were
in Europe. The country as a whole
consumes every year between three
and four times more wood than all
-of the forests oi the United States
grow in the meantime. The aver-
-age acre of forest lays up a store
of only to cubic feet annually, where-
al. it ought to be laying up at least
30 cubic feet in order to furnish the
,ptoducts taken out of it. Since 188o
more than 700,000,000,o4, fret of tim-
inr have been out for 'lumber alone,
including 8o,oroci,00omoo feet of con-
iferous timber in excess of the total
coniferous stumpage estimate of the
census in 1880,
These are some of the remarka-
ble statements made in Circular 97
4D4 the Forest Reserve which deals
with the timber suoply of the Unit-
ed States and reviews the stumpage
estimates made by all the important
authorities. A study of the circular
must lead directly to the conclusion
that the rate at which forest prod-
•ucts in the United States haye been
and are being consumed is far too
lavish, and that only one result can
follow unless steps are promptly tak-
en to prevent waste in use and to
inCrestee-the growth rate of every
.acre of forest in the United States.
This result is a timber famine. This
country' is .in the same position to-
day with regard to forest resources
as was Germany 150 years ago. Dur-
ing the period of 1543 years such Gtr-
man states as Saxony and Prussia,
particularly the latter, have applied
a policy of government contrail and
regulation which has immensely in-
creased the productiveness of their
forests. The same pacy will achieve
even better results in the United
States, became we have the advan-
tage of all -the lessons which Eu-
-
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rope has learned and paid for in the
course of a century of theory and
practice.
Lest it might be assumed that the
rapid and gaining depletion of Am-
erican forests is sufficiently account-
ed for by the increase of population,
it is pointed out in the circular that
the increase in population since 1880
is barely more than half the in-(
crease in lumber cut in the same
period. Two areas supplying tim-
ber have already reached and passed
their maximum of production — the
Northeastern states in 1870 and the
Lake State in 189o. Today the
Southern States, which cut yellow
pine averaging onelhird the total
annual lumber cut of the country,
are undoubtedly near their maxi-
mum. The Pacific states will soon
take the ascendancy. The state of
Washington within a few years has
come to the front and now ranks
first of all individual states in volume
of cut.
At present but one-fifth of the total
forest area of .the United' States is
embraced in national forests, The
remaining four-fifths have already
passed or are most likely to pass
into private hands. The average age
of the trees felled for lumber this
years is not less than 150 years. In
other words, if he is to secur ea sec-
ond crop of trees of the same size,
the lumberman or private forest
owner must wait, say, at least one
hundred years for the second crop
to grow. As a rule, such long-time
investment as this waiting would
involve do not commend themselves
to business men who are accustom-
ed to quick returns. But the states
and the nation can look further
ahead. The larger, then, the area of
national and state control over wood-
lands, the greater the likelihood that
the forests of the country wil be
kept permanently productive.
Seven Grand Old Southerners.
U austassuannanutt
At Austin, Texas, there recently as-
sembled one of the most notabk
gatherings in all Anierican history.
There were present just seven men,
the sole survivers of the battle of
San Jacinto, whereby the independ-
ence of the Texan republic was won
from Mexico. The battle was fought
April 21, 1836. It was a great tri-
umph of American valor, yoo Te
xan,
-capturing the whole Mexican army of
several thousand men and its leader,
•Gen. Santa Anna, president of 44he
Mexican republic. The commander
of the American forces, Gen. Sam
Houston. became president of the
new Texan republic. On- of, his first
acts after inauguration was to liber-
ate Santa Anna, whom he sent to
Washington to negotiate with the
government of the United States.
The meeting of the seven survivors
of San Jacinto at Austin was pathetic.
It was made more so by the resolu-
&on unanimously adopted against the
division of Texas, won hy their valor.
Having thus pieced themselves on
record against the dismemberment of
their beloved state, the seven veter-
ans ebanded forever. They have
fought the good fight; they haare kept
the faith; they await the crown. They
go out not into obscurity but to glory.
They will be replaced brothers as
resolute as they to fight for the righe
and conquer the wrong. The seven
'veterans of San Jacinto cry out.
"1.0. a cloud' .; about to vanish
From the day;
And the brazen wrong to crumble
Into clay.
1.o, the right's about to ,conquer,
Clear the way!
With the right shall many more
Eater smiting at the door;
With the giant wrong shall fall
Many others, great and small.
That kir ages, long have held tits
For their prey.
Men of thought and men ol action,
Clear the way!"
--Touiwille Herald.
BABY'S HAND CURES INSANITY
Touch of Infant Restores Reason to
Demented Mother.
Central City, Neb.., May 13.—The
sight of her baby and the touch of
its hand and the sound of its voice
have been the means of restoring to
Mrs. Mae Collins, a beautiful young
woman of this town, her reason.
Six months ago Mrs. Collins' hus-
band died very suddenly and she so
grieved and brooded over his death
that, within a few? days she had be.
come violently insane. Her infant
child was sent to the home of her
husband's•parents,•Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel, Collins of Chapman, to be cared
for during the illnees of the mother.
Mrs. Collins' condition grew worse
from the time her child waa taken
-from her and the physicians who
were attending her finally pronounced
her incurable and recommended thaf
she be sent to an asylum for the in-
sane.
Afew days ago her child was
'brought here to See its mother and
-the' moment it was placed in her arms
he Equitable Lüe
Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES
 
PAUL MORTON President
OFFERS TO.THE PUBLIC THE
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York NtatelLaw.
•
THE POLICY has------framed to insure to each policyholder the fullest
protection, and every appropriate benefit.
It is UNCONTESTABLE and UNIILESTRICTED after the first year.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. Liberal loan aid 44A-ender values are
wanted. Policy payable at maturity, either in CASH or INSTALLMENTS.
Or the money may be left with tlreSooleiv at interest. Or the Insurance may
be:converted into anannuity
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the Society; its promptness
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; ithelconservatismrand
economy with which its affairs are administered, guarantee to its policyholders
insurance that flutter—protective tht, put ct
FOR. FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO
HENRY J. POWELL
Equitable Building Louisville, Kentucky
GIRL BARBER IS BUSY.
Young and Old Men of Town Are
Acting Quite Giddy.'
Hamilton, Ohio, May 14.—After
completing a course of study in a
tonsorial academy in Cincinnati, Miss
Minnie Boone, aged 23, a prepos-
sessing young woman of Maud's
station, Butler county, returned to
her native village last week and op-
ened up a neat tonsorial parlor in
the staid old Butler county hamlet.
Success marked the first day's bus-
iness, and Miss Boone has made a
ten strike. It is even hinted that the
men of Maud's Station like to linger
in the comfort of the barber chair,
and the run on hair tonics made by
some of the bachelor residents has
been a matter of comment.
Sea foams are JI the rage, and the
old time shttnioo is being revived.
Facial massage is also growing pop-
u'ar, and instead of the hitherto
weekly Gaturday afternoon visit to
the man barber of the village of
Maud's, it is said tl.at some of the
youths and "old bucks" have taken
to having their faces shaved and
their whiskers trimmed two and
two and even three t imes a week.
To Debate Ship Subsidy.
Springfield, Mo., May 14—The
third annual debeate between repre-
sentatives of Drury college and Fair-
mount college takes place here this
evening and promises to be one of
the most interesting events of the
college year. The ship subsidy ques-
tion is the subject selected for the
debeate, Drury to uphold the affirm-
ative and Fairmount the negative of
the question.
Georgia Red Men Meet. —
Athens, Ga., May 14.—All trails
for the Red Men of Georgia led to
Athens today, the occasion being the
twenty-eighth annual session of the
Great Council of the state. A hearty
welcome was given the visitors,
among whom were good-sized dele-
gations from Atlanta, Columbus,
Griffin, Macon, Brunswick, and other
cities. Grand Sachem Orion Rob-
erts of Monroe presided over the
meeting.
Chicago, Ill., May 14--The third
annual convention of the Internation-
al Railway General Foremen's asso-
ciation begat' at the Lexiington hotel
in tliss city today and will be in ses-
sion three days. Shop betterment,
piece work, and the individual effort
system are among the principal top-
ics slated fps' tampion.
The
American-German
National Bank
Capital 
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . .
Stockholders' Lia-
bility 
,Total . . . .  
Total Resources  
$230,000.00
I 00.000.00
230,000.00
$560.00n.00
. $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A.
Petter, C. F. Rieke,
Thompson, President;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, H.
Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
T. J. Atkins,: Vice-Pres.;
*GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock., $100,000
Surplus  •.,.,$34,000
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The Louisville Election.
The report is abroad in Louisville
that the court of appeals will decide
that no election occurred in that city
in 1905 vzhen ths. returns indicated the
election of the city democratic ticioet.
The fusidnists contested the election
and alleged fraud and corruption. An
array of /sawyers were employed on
both sides and for months and inionths
the case wearily dragged through the
Louisville courts and was finally de-
cided that the democrats had won.
The case was quiddy transferred to
Olt court of appeals and according to
the Louisville Courier-Journal that
court, composed almost entirely of
democrats, has virtually decided that
so much fraud occurred that no elec-
tion was held.
If it does develop that the court of
appeals has set aside the election it
will be ene of the best things that
ever happened in Kentucky, not be-
cause the democrats will. be ousted,
but because Louisville has so long
been 'notorious for fraudulent and
c.crunt elections that the disease has
spread out to other parts of the state.
Heretofore the work of the election
thieves in Louisville has stood and
the beneficiaries of the theft have
served one their time in. offices. This
fact has encouraged the election
thieves of Paducah, Lexington, Cov-
ington and other cities, and also die-
heartened and discouraged the honest
and Ian-abiding citizens. Another
effect that elfittarz thieiltry in Ken-
tucky has had .was to keep good men
from offering for office. They knew
that if there was a good chapce of
being elected that the election would
be stolen and ia that way they be de-
feated_ This has brought corrupt
mew to the front and put them in
office and as a consequence the good
people have suffered much by reason
of corruption in high places.
eiesod substantial citizens of Louis-
ville who are in no way identified
rwith politics except as voters have
often been heard to tell of the out-
rages perpetrated at die elections in
Louisevillenses)01me le charge of the
polls absilpitsly take the registration
list and vote every man on it by
stamping ,the ballo'v and putting it in
gibe box. ,conditions will now change,
and the good people will.get together,
organize sind drive the corrupt gangs
from puler. What is really needed
is for the arm of the law to reach
into certat law offices throughout the
state wht4e corrupt men sit and plan
for the downfall of the ballot and
yank son* of those lawyers of pre-
tended reepectibility before the court
and sesidpthern to the penitentiary,
'where thoy belong. When that is
done the day of the corrupt election
is pat. ,The poor devil who dots the
steiling af the polls is not aihe one to
go after, but thc men higher up. Con-
vict one oreest genti-y and Louisville
nor any °MY Kentucky city Will be
troubled any more with corrupt cite-
(11)115.
• 
While the matter of amending the
charter of second class cities, itnup,
ifor conilderation it would be well to
also provide aze. amandment requiring
all public vests-no public utility cone-
tpanice to be referred to the people
dor ratification before it becomes
operative. These groats belong to the
cenple ands before they _az) disposed
of the people should pass upon the
'question. The c:tizens of Paducah
save seen how easy it is for corporate
interests to control a gener0 council!
and became possessed of franchises l
worth thousands of dollars for the
mere asking. The corporations are
r r
wide awake and work while the peo-
ple sleep. They have their tools in
the general council and they are
usually men who would turn the en-
tire city over to the corporation gang
if it was in their power. The people
of Paducah have not forgotten the
attempt to close down the city's light
plant and turn the street lighting over
to the traction company. The sec-
ond class charter needs mending
snore. &ask any instrument we know
of, but the public should non over-
loold the fact that it can be made
worse. Corporations are quick to
grasp opportunities and always man-
age to have full representation its
such matters by having trusted lieu-
tenants on guard.
The following from the Chicago
Chronicle is worthy of reproduction
on acount of the prevalence of the
disease mentioned. The winnings of
a gambler are usually losses; the
man who wins on *inside information
generally loses on inside misinforma-
tion.
"Thousands of dollars were placed
on wheat which has been bought
short on the advice of brokers. One
operator yesterday told of a man who
placed $10 on the wheat market two
weeks ago and yesterday when the
market closed he pocketed $25.000.
"Nlevertheless," added the broker,
"I will venture to say that this man
will be minus even his original $10
!because he can not keep away from
the pit. He has tiCkerosis."
•
The mayor of Chicago has been
putting in full time since his election
and the Chronicle is moved to re-
mark: "Mr. Busse is right in his de-
termination to take a day off Sunday.
There is no reason why a political
officer should be on duty all (he time
like a fireman or a soldier. He should
at least share the privilege enjoyed
by the 'hired girl,' who has an after-
noon to herself occasionally. Other
considerations aside, the mayor, like
any other toiler, can do more work:
in six days than in seven. 'Six days
shalt thou labor and do all thy work'
is a maxim ratified by physical
science."
As an intEcation of the value to a
community of a fearless and inded
pendent newspaper that stands for
good government, it will be observed;
that the good citizens of Owensboro
propose to raise a fund of $5o,000 for
the purpose of establishing a news-
paper in that city that will stand for
law and order , and not be dominated
by the whisic'y and corporate interest& I
the Inquirer of that city is a paper
However, it has been our opinion that
that generally 'peaks out, though in
the late local option election held
there it took a neutral position.
The Courier-Journal has found a
dark horse candidate for the demo-
cratic nomination who will satisfy all
the party from Hearst' Independenc•
leaguers to Cleveland's Bourbons.
He lives north of the Ohio, east of
the Paciiic and west of the Alle-
ghenies. And is entirely unknown to
anybody blit Marse Henry, being the
product of the absinthe which the
Cololnel has substituted for his time-
honored nl.nt
Instead of passing an ordinance to
limit the number of saloons in Padu-
cah the general council had better
pass an ordinance defining a saloon
district and force them all out of the
residence section into the business
district. The proposed ordinance is
simply gotten up for the benefit of the
local whisky, and brewery trust that
is trying to dominate 'the whole city.
Our big - bodied - hearted - minded
congressman was in town yesterday
en route to Columbus to meet the
members of the river commieliinn.
flue James should be a member of
that body. His district has more
.mile.4 of navigable "water t yn
riftititnend finjakej the eattra
ntetlestilieverith'ng tending- .so 're-
vive navietisA., •
-
And *u:spoke of spr`sigl thereafter
e will . hold our breath.
RUN TRAINS BY GASOLINE
10 KEEP DOWN EXPENSES
•
Bloomington, Ill., My t4.-1As a re-
sult, it is eaid, of the 2-cent fare law
in Illinois and Missouri, the Chicago
& 'Alton will conduct through tests
of ilasoline Motor cars, commencing
J T, in order to.leeep:down the ex-
pertise
 of train traosnetrient . on short
lines, Three cars of the Strang type
Itave bees secured for these tests.
•
a
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1464—Yorkists victorious at Ilexham.
(War 'of the Roses).
1525—Anabaptists defenated at Frank
enhausen.
179I—Lord Cornwallis routed the
army of Tippoo Saib.
1820—Florence Nightingale, pioneer.
of army nursing in •the Crimea,
born.
1833—Edmund Kean, famous
pearean actor, died.
1787.
1847—Daniel O'Connell, Irish patriot,
died in Genoa. Born 1775.
1848—Insurrections in Vienna, emper-
or fled to Insbruck.
1885—Louis Piel, leader of the rebel?
lion in Northwest Canada, sur-
rendered.
Iwo—Genesi/0 Buller ''occupied •Dt'tn-
dee, South Africa.
1895—Hugh Conway, author of "Call-
ed Back," died.
LA* AND ORDER
PRELIMINARY STEPS TAKEN
AT LOUISVILLE FOR
STATE ORGANIZA-
TION.
Citizens of Owensboro to Raise
Sso,000 for a Newspaper There
to Represent People.
The first step toward the, forma-
tion of a state law and order league,
says the Louisville Herald, was taken
last night at a conferenc9 held at the
Willard Hotel preparatory to a con-
vention which is to take place at the
Masonic theatre today. • The conven-
tion was called by Mayor C. E.
Woods, of Richmond, and has for
its purpose arousing a sentiment in
favor of the enforcement Of all laws
on the statute books. Among the
questions which will b• taken up are
temperance, legislation, bribery,
Ambling, Sunday dpseceation, the
social evil and the enforcement of
the criminal law.
The principal subject brought up at
the conference last night was the
efiect of newspapers on public senti-
ment, and it was determined to at-
tempt to enlist their aid. S. W.
Beford, of Owensboro, who said that
all the local papers were against the
Law and Order 1 ague there, declared
that a fund of $5o,000 is being raised
with which to start a newspaper to
support their views.
T. B. Dernaree, of Wilmore, rais-
ed the question of starting an agi-
tation for a state option •latref!Isbik
which a vote could be taken by the
whole state on the subject of sa-
loons, and thus prohibition could be
voted in at one full sweep. The point i
was brought out, although the sa-
loons were the chief topic of discus-
sion, that it was not meant to con- s,
flict with the anti-saloon league. If
was also emphasized that no attack ;
is to be made on any one evil, Wail
that laxity of law enforcement of dir
kids is to be condemned.
Mayor Woods presided at the meet-
ing last night and delivered the prin-
cipal address. He appointed a com-
mittee to draft resolutions to be pre-
sented to the convention today.
ALLEGED ATTEMPT TO BRIBE
Stir is Caused at Madison by Rumors
of Corrupt Offers.
Madison, Wis., May 14.—Exciter
snent at the capitol this afternoon
followed reports that there had been
attempts to buy votes in the contest
for John C. Spooner's seat in the
United States senate.
Reports are current that an effort
was made to buy votes for money in
a certain camp among the candidates,
but none ventured to say in whose
camp. Two members of the legisla-
ture, It is said, were approached.
The attention of the legislature will
be called to the reports.
The "Tribune" "Rambler" "Monarch"
and "ImperiaL"
THE LEADING WHEELS.
EASY TERMS.
Old Wheels teen in exchange.. Bend
us your repair work.
WILLIAMS
BICYCLE CO.
ra...tag North Fifth Street.
Next ts Kentucky Theatre. •
Shakes,
Born
WARRANTING
SANITARY INSPECTOR MOL-
LER MADE CHARGES
YESTERDAY.
Burglars Broke Into .Charles Gra-
ham's Saloon and Ruined Cash
Registers-Work of Police.
Clarence J. Ballowe, Mr. Quincy,
Fred Romaine, Minnie Pruett, Mrs.
Pruett, Mrs. Loftin, and Mrs. Finley
were warranted yesterda, on the
charge of permitting tlftir premises
to remain in an unclean condition.
The warrants were gotten out by J.
M. Moller, the sanitary inspector for
the city.
Charged With Fighting.
Eva Johnson, colored, was locked
.up yesterday afternoon by Officers
Jones and Hessian on the charge of
engaging in a fight with Fanny Jack-
son, colored, out about Ninth and
Washington streets.
Stock at Large.
Henry A. Petter was warranted
yesterday by Lycurgus Rice, the of-
ficial stock catcher of the city, charg-
ing him with permitting his stock to
ramble at large on the public streets.
Another Saloon Visited.
Saloonkeeper Charles Graham of
Ninth and Kentucky, on opening yes-
terday, found burglars had forced an
entrance through the rear shutters
the night before and then broke open
his cash register, but left without
getting any money, possibly being
frightened away. They carried off a
revolver.
The thieves tried to break into the
Nichols & Deboe saloon at Ninth and
Boyd streets also, but were scared
away.
Lawyer Executed Bond.
Attorney M. C. Nelson, of Smith-
land, was released from the countyjail there yesterday, having executed$1,250 bond to guarantee his appear-
ance for trial at the next circuit
court, of the five indictments charg-ing him with forging the names ofhis uncle and others to $2,56o worth
of notes that he cashed.
EDUCATOR GETS DEATH
THREAT AND DEFIES IT
"You'll Be Out Late Some Evening
and Not Return."
Webster City, Is., May 14.—"You'llbe ont late some 
-vening and not re-
turn. If you know what's best for
your hide, yotell know whom to em-
ploy in your institute. Remember, if
you value your life."
This threat was made in a letter
received today by County Superin-
tendent Holaday, warning not to name
as instructors in his institute either
Professor Chas. Ford of this city or
Professor Von Krog, of Blairsburg.
Holaday turned the letter over. to the
federal authorities and has named
Ford as one of the instructors. Hole-
day is one of the best known educa-
tors in the state, There is no clew to
his would-be assassin.
BRIGHT PADUCAH LAD.
Robert Acker Delivers Oration at the
State College.
Robert L. Acker, the Paducah boy
attending the state college at Lexing-
ton, has made one of the highest per
centages of any student there, hence
this year represents the civil epgi-
'leering department at the commence-
ment, delivenng an Oration. He is
a very bright young fellow, and the
valedictorian of 'the 1903 graduating
class of the Paducah schools. He is
a brother of Miss Annabel Acker, the
valedictorian for this year's Paducah
graduating class.
HERE FOR TREATMENT.
Mrs. Mary Lou Hollowell Badly In-
jured on the Face.
Mrs. Mary Lou Hollowell of near
Princeton, is here at the home of
Special Policeman Patilla Kirk of
Fighth and Clark streets, receiving
treatment for the wounds she receiv-
ed two weeks ago by marauders fir-
ing into her home in Caldwell coun-
ty. Her husband had given officers
infOrmation regarding the identity of
some of the night riders who some
months ago burned tobacco stem-
merits at Princeton. Hollowell was
warned by the night riders to leave
the country, but rifused,• and two
'Weeks ago a Crowd piured bombard-
ment after bombardment into his
home, shooting Stns. HolEówèll in the
face. She is a cousin of Mr. Ike
Al&
Hollowell of the Paducah rt-
lamb .14
A German article described a lo-
comotive equipped with feedd water
heaters which has recently been put
into service on the Egyptian state
tailWays, and effects a saving in coal
of 21.4 per cent., or over linotio a
/ear to deli' eitgirte."
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. A Word About Shirt Waists
 ty V :
a
a Slitt waists were never as pretty as this 
on 
— The a
a
n really handsome ones are thi3 home madeselasiige a• We . ns:
a have a great many suggestions in the. wax of material', #
st FRONT EMBROIDERIESu 
' 4., r ? 7! #1a,gn
a 
(
a
a Waist front embroideries—beautifullipp,erns and wide 1 ,
I
I
St enough to be tucked—prices range fro% 1.25 to $2.98 at:a
a a yard. It takes only two-thirds of a or a waist. o
a a
a WIDE 'EDGINGS a
aau
 Eighteen inch handsome Swiss edging—big assortment a
a —from 48c to $1.48 a yard. These edges make fine yaift 4aa fronts—one and a quarter yards is enough. aa
a 
• ea ALL OVER EMBROIDERIES
a These suggest two very effective shirt waists. One *iy : ow 0 1
. is to make the entire waist of the all over. • 7 it a
I I t,
s
-,.--.A1111111111,110,
 a a a a a a St U U U# U 23 21 Id, 118.1118.141,0118:*
IRACKET ST ,H.Ins:E.‘ IS, 22' 22
U
ea
-ZS The other is to merely use the all over for the front. a
• IfAve closed out a lot of fine all overs thstfl Tame lRyclge
Z* from 75c to $1.98 a yard, and offer most of Us 25 pat- nu
u
 terns at less than the regular wholesale price. • twenty- a
a five piece lot amounts to but little to a maittftettirer. it nu
u
 is merely a remnant lot and such lots (as in this cue) are a
a sacrificed in price to clean up stock. 22
It 
` • a
ALL OVER LACES
a All over laces are here in abundance.
a
 Cleaned up a lot of fine all over laces from a New York a
a wholesaler on the same basis that we did the all over n
a
 embroideries. 
aThe above lines are exceptionally attractive in both the a
a style and price.
22 LONG GLOVES
Just received a lot of long gloves in black with buttons. a
a They are the real Milanese, look as well as silk, but wear a
much better.
PURCELL & InomrsoNi
407 BROADWAY 22
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Painless Dentistry
HERE TO STAY LONG ESTABLISHED
We employ graduate and lic ensod dentists, who are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Plates 
 $5.o0
Gold Crowns 
.
Bridge Work 
. -4-00
Gold Filings 
 1.00
$00
.75
Platinum 
Silver 
A
lie Hill Dental Co.
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCEPY
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 8 p. in. Sunday's 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
end and Broadway Plione 330
MIDSUMER.  DISPLAYZIL.-
FINE 
 MILLINERY
Our MA. Mills has just returned from the millinery ratiets,41111
. die purchased an immense line of
SYMPIIR HATS
 AND
MILLINERY GOODS
• S . vomit.
Comprising the very latest designs, shapes and models. The pur-
chases are now arriving and the most attractive diet/lay of woman's
headgear ever made in Paducah will be shown at our midsummer
opening next Friday, the tyth inst.
316 !ROADWAY
ILL, NI) 1
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BROWN SKIM 
We have just received a lot
of, Brown Panama and Silk
Skirts $6.50 up.
317 BROADWAY
"a CHAUTAUQUA
M4 COMING
S
JAMES Ht.illfsW WILL AR
RIVE TODAY FROM
ILLINOIS.
Committeemen Already Ascertaining
How Many Season Tickets
Are Wanted.
Mr. James 'FT: Shaw, the chautau-
qua man, will auive this morning
trim Bloomington, Ill, to remain in
the city yome days assisting the Pa-
.
ns in arranging for the enter-
ainment to be given next month at
Wallace park. He was here one
month ago cloaiug up the contracts
with the local people and now returns
to put into motion work of gradually
getong everything in shape.
It is more than probabdie that he
will be In position while here •to
state what- will be the complete.prie
gramme for *e twelve days chat.-
t auqua, and tilL ter thee Itipt, time
promised att eti isourititssed. the
celebrities appearing over the country
under his direction being of lastional
characters.
Work will be commenced within
the next few dart upon the auditor-
ium sheds os the greands by Con-
tractor Moir .bliesasa. who has been
awarded the work of erecting the
_
structure.
The cbmmittglettes already etart-
out seeing dus and
(thers the city attar 
et
ascertainingt
haw mai ggpfirmiarikse"it$ be _sub-
scribed • .
Muck ibill lae eorsioaplisised while
Mr. She is in the city.
ffeTIONil HELD.
4--
C Company Hammel
DCriec and Officers.
The stock of the CarbAdale
Coal cornS elaasaoraing
at the Prie eralipe • and
named the folio
Brack n, F. M. Katteristhn,
Judi* le, J. Aosilowles and W
E. Covintton, .Padveah; Semuel
2LeElfatr Ky.. aind
F Ern tiler, of New York City.
The di clots then chose the offi-
Ceti; William Kotterjohn, president:
• 
*rock Olken., general massager and
treasurer; 1 Samuel McElfatrick, of
Princeton: company
halt 2,soo 1#11 1 #10ffiral lands in
Hopkins ereff:ifirirline being one
of the larpoisasiaelleautueky and a prof-
itable invOstment
• Ts
COFFEE HOUSES
rim oiino&i
MISTERS ENDEAVOR TO /N-
TEREST EVANGELICAL ,
ALLIANCE IN PROJECT.
Purpose Is to Provide Workingmen
With Substitute for Present
Lounging Places.
A scheme for the establishnre t of
coffee houses, or recreation roctits, to
offset the tempting privileges of the
saloon, for the benefit of the rking-
men of St Louis was used by
the ministerial associajà6n at their
weeldy conference yesterday, says the
St. Louis Republic. A conwnittee, con
misting of the Reverend Doctor W. T.
Rodgers, pastor of the Lucas avenue
Presbyterian church; the Reverend
Frank P. Lonsdade, of a downtown
nsission, and the Reverend John W.
Ekzholtz, of Memorial Tabernscle,
was appointed to lay ehe matter before
the June meeting of the city, asking
the co-operation of the city churches
in appointing a conernittee to investi-
gate the downtown region, with
view of establishing such coffee-
houses.
These are to be equipped with mod-
ern conveniences and appliances of the
saloon, with the exception of the sale
of liquor. As a substitute for this
Product, soft drink, will be sold
The rooms are to be patternerd after
those of London and Switzerland.
which lutve recently been established
by the church and temperance peo-
ple.
The plans as suggested will offer
all the allurements of the saloon with
the liquor element left out. The
houses are to be established mainly
for the respectable workingintin• who,
owing oftentimes to the poverty of
his home, is lured to the saloon by
the physical comfort and social life
he finds there, is much as for his love
of drinks. These features the °bench
intends to embody in the coffee-
houses.
The question was suggested, by a
oto Aq peat „uzuseuerioote ante) to;
Smoot 4D aqt tegee„ no laded
of Memorial Tabernacle, an institio
Revereod John W. FJtaholtz. pastor
ticrnal clench of the Presbyterian de-
ononsination, located at Fifteenth and
Canr streets. Discussing the matter
of a feasible and practical plan where-
by the church could provide an insti-
tutior# primarily for the respectable
workingmen, which should stand out
in distinction from those provided for
the social parasite or pauper, the Rev-
erend Doctor S. J. Nichol* declared
that the coffee-houses or rectos/lion
tocsins, provided by the temperance
people of London. had met with sin-
gular success. They were, he said,
established and equipped on an elab-
orate plan, having in their aecorn-
modatione all the comfort& of modern
clubrooms,. Theft are self- asenpoef ing
he said. Similar instiretialti'-on a
minor scale, with some differences in
equipment, to be found in Switzerland
were described by the Reverend J. G.
Kessler, of the Ferret German church
The Reverend Doctor Eltzholte de-
clared in this connection that other
agencies did not hesitate to take ad-
vantage of the lebOring man', necessi-
ties, to this end altering him to the
Slimmer gardens, the barrgain days
At 'stores. the nickel and penny °aeon*
lbowliog alleys andsaloons, only the
church being' inactive and inefficient
in nroviding him amueement.
"This neeestity for amusement and
serial intercourse," continued the
speaker, is the cause of alluring Mel%
Into the lamentable depravities that
encompass carotin dieteiete of this
city. in these- districts the church
could become a center where every
wrd thateinee eeedueould brow.",
The eitabliehment of enissione in
these dietriets Mr. Itltzluiez declared
to be inadequate for this peculiar
aced. 'They are.' he, said, "often
entenarred by men who have proved
inrlicalint- se erresytking .the sir bte
yaw' mer ettinistert raw from the semis
warier, I :% I .
APPELLATE COURT REVERSAL
OF PADUCAH LAWSUITS
41.
JAMES M. LANG DOES NOT GE
AGAINST HIS SISTERS—COU
ACTION OF EFFIE LEIGH A
BANK—MAUDE BALTHASE
'SUIT AGAINST INSURANCE
FILED.
The appellate court has reversed the
verdict of the Paducah circuit court
in the suit of Addie Lang Caldwell
against James, M. Lang, it being the
litigation regarding the ownership of
the Lang Brothers drug seere and
North Eighth street property.
James Lang and William Lang
steeled the establishment and the lat-
ter died, leaving his 'half interest to
other brothers and sisters. Addie
Lang Caldwell sued James M. Lang
for an accounting of the business and
in the local court James, Lang was
awarded possession of the drug store,
A,ddie Caldwell and Nellie Lang
awarded possession of the North
Eighth street homestead, and James
Xt. Lang given judgment against his
siseers for Stows for services of mane
aging the drug house. The action
was taken to the appellate bench at
Frenkfort, where las* week those
*edges reversed the Paducah court
-red a copy of the new jtxliginenot has
been received. It decrees that James
long take the drug store, the s'etere
the orth Eighth street property and
that 'fames M. Lang does not receive
the Sr.oeo judgment he got against
hit sisters,
Leigh Bank Cue Reversed.
The appellate court at Frankfort
yesterday reversed the decision of the
Paducah circuit court in the suit of
Charles Q. C. Leigh and wife, Effie
Leigh, against 'the Citizens' Savings
bar* of this city. The appellate
bench by its opinion decides in favor
of IP. Leigh, and it will not be known
until a copy of the judgment arrives
from the state capitol whether the
litigation is ordered for a new trial,
or whether it order(' a judgment en-
tered by the circuit court here favor-
ing Mr. Leigt ourtright. it is regard-
ing a Oz,000 note.
..LTharlest Q. C. Leigh and wife bor-
rowed $2,000 of the Citizens' Savings
bank and executed a note to ,guaran-
tee its payment, also giving a mort-
gage upon one-fourth interest in
Fourth and Kentucky avenue prop-
erty. Mr. Leigh . and wife claimed
they Paid off the note Alining Oleo and
several years ago when Mr. Leigh
went into bankruptcy it wan discov-
ered -that the mortgage given for the
iseloo nose on the Fourth and Kerr-
tuck,- skrentre property had never been
canceled MTS. Leigh sued to compel
the hank to cancel the mortgage. but
the bank set up the claim that the
note had never been paid off. On
trial of the case the bank got jut-
merit against the Leiglis for the $2,000
note and on a second trial being
granted the judgment was confirmed
and paid off by the Leighs, who then
Mold an appeal to the appellate bench
from whence a telegram came yester-
day announcing that *that higher tribu-
nal 'had reversed the local court jury
that gave the Sa.000 judgment in
favor of the financial institution, Until
a copy of the Frankfort court judg-
ment is received it cannot be told
whether the litigation in ordered tried
over again here, or whether a judg-
ment is given in favor of the T.eighs
and Ay hank compelled to pay bads
the $3,000 with interest
Turned Over Outfit.
Master Commiesioner Cecil 'Reed
Was yesterday directed by the judge
to turn a horse and buggy over to
the defendant in the suit of Henrietta
Cushman against Lula White.
The defendants in the suit of the
Globe Bank and Trust company
*against Phoebe Riglesberger and
others, asked the court to have this
action consolidated with the ex parte
petition of Phoebe Riglesberger, •
Anna P. Hubbard was allowed to
pay off before maturity the sale bond
for property she acquired in, the suit
of Murphy vs, Hughes. '
The coune overruled the motion for
a new trial of the suit of Maude Bat-
the,* against the Illinois Life Insur-
ance company. The plaintiff then
oxAct an appeal. She sued for $2,000
claimed due upon a policy held dur-
ing life by her late hurband, Lduis P.
Balthaser, in thie company. The jury
gave a judgment againse her, but she
frets the $300 the company claims) is
al) she is entitled to.
There was dismissed as settled the
rust of George Hathway against Ben
Wleille for damages. Weille's atter).
mobile crashed Otto liathway's rig on
T THE JUDGMENT FOR $4040
RT REVERSED DECISION IN
GAINST CITIZENS' SAVINGS
USED NEW TRIAL OF
CO ANY—DIVORCE PETITION
 ,•4
Jefferson street and knocked Hath-
way out, injuring hi= Use tined
'Weill* for damages. . •
deed was lodged and jogobent
given plaintiff a verdict for 034 in
the suit of F. E. Langstaff agained
Nelson Owen, it being the unpaid por-
tion of the purchase price of property
defendant bought krom plaintiff who
had to foreclose.
Suit for Divorce.
Thomas Beau filed suie for divorce
against Edna Bedik in the cirtsit
court yesterday, lte 7charging her with
abandonment. They married during
Otoct and she left him during April,
I (.; o6.
Licensed to marry.
Bethel Jordan and Margaret Jack-
son were granted a license to marry
yesterday by the county clerk.
CONGRESSMEN
IN PADUCAH
HON. 0. M. JAMES GOES TO CO-
LUMBUS TO MEET COM-
MISSION.
Congressman Dalzell of Pennsylvania
and Pleasure Party, Passed
Through for New Orleans.
Congressman 011ie James was yes-
terday en route to Columbus, Ky.,
where he will meet the congressional
Mississippi river commission that left
St. Louis yesterday for a tour down
that stream. He will point out to
the commission the :ite need of river
work around Columbus for protection
of that cit).
. While here yesterday Mr. James
announced his intention of trying to
get ohe next congress to appropriate
$25,000 to be used in remodeling the
Broadway ode of the poetoffice
building.
_ ..Astather. Cagoules:man.
Paducah was honored by the visit
of another congressman yesterday,
he being Hon. John Dalzell of Penn-
sylvania, who has a national reputa-
tion as a leading man. He and a
party of twenty-eive spent several
hours here aboard the steamer Clara
ROMaS that was built at Pittsburg for
the Venezuelan trade. When the
boat was finished she was started for
the southern waters and the builders
tendered the congressman and party
a pleasure trip as far as New OT-
leans.
Congressman Dalzell refused to - be
interviewed while here.
When a ,man picks up a pair of
pantaloon, he has not worn in long
time lie alway's feels in the pockets
to see if he has left .ny money in
them.
The oldest Protestant church in
England is the Moravian. Receot-
ly the London congregation celeirfat-
cd the 450th anniversary of its or-
ganization. This was held in the
same building where John Wesley
experienced his wonderful change of
heart.
In no place is there more trouble
between landlords and tenants than
in New York City. There is a daily
average of ears cases tried in the
coutts growing out of their relation
In some parts of Switzerland all
the dead are buried by the govern-
ment, without reference to wealth or
positioo.
A Berlin wientist has made ,7o.000
examination s to iggi to the eggrJus-
ion that woman's brain is undoubted-
ly smaller than man's.
, A man has to be pretty sick to
admit that a doctor knows t.more
about ft than himbelf.
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. Hon. Hal S. Corbett went to Louis-
ville this morning on legal busi-
ness.
Deputy Sheriff Guus Rogers goes
to Dawson next week for a tett days'
vacation.
Hon. John K. Hendrick this morn-
ing went to Frankfort where he has
a number of suits pending before the
court of appeals.
Mr. Al Winfrey is here from
Nashville and will again locate in Pa-
ducah.
Conductor W. f. Lewis leaves to-
day for Memphis to attend the rail-
road conductors' ccnvention. Mrs.
Charles H. Bianey, the lady delegate,
cannot go.
Mr, James F, stea is in from a
sotst,hern drununing trip.
Afestiames D. H. an M. W. Calhpe
bell, of Nashville, will arrive today
to visit Mrs. J. S. Smith, of Kentucky
avenue.
Mrs. B. U. Barker, of Terre Haute,
Ind., is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
James Wetherington, of Arcadia.
Mr. Edward Yancey. of St. Louis,
is visiting hi s brother, Mr. John
Yancey.
Mesdames Mae 'Rieke and John
Scott have returned from visiting in
St. L011ik
Dr'. W. B. l'tfaherson and wife yes-
terday went to Dawson for a few
days.
Hon. John G. Miller :was in Prir.ce
ton yesterday.
MT. Louis M. Rieke went to Louis-
ville yesterday.
Mfrs. Lee Hite hall returned from
visiting her parents, Mr. and: Mrs. J.
D. C,arneil, of the county. Mr. Hite
is visiting in Springfield, Tenn.
Judge E. W. Whittemore yesterday
went to Birmingham on business.
Captain J. H. Cobourn of the pave-
ing and asphalt company has gone to
Birmingham, Ala. •. •
Mrs. John IL Robinson today goes
to Clariorvillejedis,. to visit her sis-
ter, MTS. Wii&ir T. Gibson.
Mrs. Wm. V. Green has returned
from visiting her mother in Union
City, Tenn.
Mrs. John F. Covington is visiting
her sister in St. Louis.
Mr. Mat Carney, of Chicago, is ex-
pected today and if he artives he and
Mr. George Goodman will close their
negotiations whereby they lease The
Kentucky theater for six years.
PADUCAHAN'S PICTURE.
Likeness of Late Hon. Ike Quigley
Adorns Appellate Court RoostE°°
— —
A handsome picture of the late
Hon. Ike Quigley, of this city, has
been hung on the wall of the appellate
court (room at Frankfort, he having
been one of the judges on that aDIVITSC
bench before death, the governor se-
lecting him to fill the unexpired por-
tion of Judge Caswell Bennett's term.
Colonel Edward 0. Leigh, private
secretary to Governor Beckham, re-
quested Mrs. George Langstaff, sister
of the late judge, for the picture some
weeks ago and it has been sent to
Frankfort. Mr. Quigley was the only
Paducahan ever on that bench.
What has become of the old-fash-
ioned man who insisted on kissing
all the women who called at his
home?
E. H. SQUIBBS
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Shampooing
The Hair
4. 41
••.425 cents Per Jar
_
J. D. BACON
4riognit
. !:-14tstiti•
irtvda
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson St
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—Word from down in the county fa
that the army worm has arrived by
the million.
—Mr. Hal Walters has gotteu one
his latest composition a song ent$tiod
"A Little Pair of Baby Socks," thee
is being sung in "The Land. of Nod.
by Miss Aileene Powers.
—The high school ball club goes to
Metropolis Saturday to play the club
of that city's school
—Cow Catcher Lycurgu.4 Rice
caught four cows roaming around
'Nineteenth and Clay yesterday moron-
ing at daylight. . _
—Ben' Boyd's colored ball club has
resturned from Little Rock, Ark..
where it went for a series of games
that could not be played on account
of the rain. At Memphis his 'tease
won one game and lost two. They
start out again shortly.
—The Illinois Central pay car
comes in tomorrow to pay off the
employes. •
—Dr. L. a Russell, the surgeon
for the Big Four and Pennsylvania
roads at Cincinnati, passed through
here yesterday en route to Milburn.
Carlisle county, to operate on Mr.
Charles Gardner for appendicitis.
—Contractor J. M. Dunlap was
thrown from a buggy by a fractious
horse at Fifteenth and Jefferson and
his right arm fractured.
—H. H. Katterjohn, aged Sr year%
died at Henderson Monday. He was
the father of ?Ors. Clara Schultz, of
this, city.
Some men imagine that tjaey have
executive ability because they had
rather Make some one else work than
themselves.
Half the people don't get midi
done , because they are looking sr.
arouund for some one to whom they
can tell their troubles. • - •
When we were a boy we thottett
that if we could have, all the dough--
nnuts we wanted we would be happyt.c.4,
Now we don't like doughnuts. •
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles 
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE etli-a NEW 743- 326-28 S. 3rd St
Guy Nance ab Son
UNDERTKAYIRS and MBALMERS
"211-213 South Third Street. PADUCAH KY 
Bet Kentucky andlIllinois Coal
Also depkr in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
I rThIGKING OF CILMVIT" • •
•
• :XI V k T .11
•
CUNNINGHAM
Phones: Old 960, Neu 2115f. •-• Thirteenth and 'Adams Street• • .  
z
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
Because it irons stnothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
_ Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tuck4. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
'Star Laundry
'Phone eon
EXCURSIONS
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best-eicar- -
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat lea‘-as each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ma.
Akir other information apply to
JAMES HOGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND Tir.1) TO
Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
• Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
• .trty of five or over, $1 each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all elle boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City, Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
11. 1. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, zoo; Office, 35e.
.j. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
Wm. Marble.
HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3x.
Rooms I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ago;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone oft-R.
PADUCAH, KY.
.0_ 
OLIVER, OLIVER &
m'GREGOR,
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Ni Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
114 Fraternity Building.
New Phcrne 114. Old Phone 484R
A,DVER-TISK IN THE REGISTER
aLEULTE.
MAY TURN DOWN AFTER THE
CONSTITUTION SHYSTERS
OF NEW STATE OF OKLAHO- CHICAGO 
LAWYER IS ACCUSED
OF SWINDLE BY THRfE.EMA-PRESIDENT BEING WOMEN.
URGED TO DO S
Figured That It Will be Bad Politics
To Admit Democratic State on
Eve of Election.
Washington, D. C., May 14.-The
president is being urged to turn
down the Oklahoma constitution for
the good of the Republican party in
the nation, and the belief prevails
here that he is going to do that very
thing. There was a significant con-
ference here today, which was at-
tended by all the Republican leaders
in Oklahoma, including Gov. Tracy.
and Delegate Flynn, Senator Curtis
of Kansas and Representative Sher-
man, the chairman of the Republi-
can Congressional committee. It is
understood that the conference was
called for the purpose of urging the
president to repudiate the new con-
stitution recently adopted.
'Sherman and other national lead-
ers declare that it will be bad pol-
itics to admit Oklahoma on the eve
of a presidential election. The fact
is being emphasized that Oklahoma
will certainly elect two Democratic
senators and all Democratic con-
gressmen, and its seven votes in the
electorial college will be cast for the
Democratic candidate for president.1
Not only does the immediate admis-
sion of the .new state have an im-
portant bearing on the presidential
election, but it might play an im-
portant part in the organization of
the next house.
The conference today was called
for the purpose of impressing these '
facts on the president, and the pre-
diction is confidently made in well-
informed Republican circles that the
president will turn down the new
constitte.on.
POSED AS WHITE MAN.
Arkansas Negro Gets Himself Into
A Bunch of Trouble.
Pine Bluff, Ark., May 14.-J. H.
Johnson, a negro who lives in the
lower part of this county, and whose
complexion is so light that he could
not resist the temptation to pass for
a white man, walked into a white
barber shop in this city several days
ago and secured a shave and hair-
cut. Before getting into the bar-
ber's chair he pulled a big pistol out
of his pocket and laid it upon the
table. It was later learned that he
was a negro, and he was arrested by
the police and in the police court
this morning he was fined $50 for
carrying a pistol. Later he was ar-
rested by Constable Frank Stewart
on a similar charge and was com-
pelled to pay another file of $5o.
PAINTERS GET INCREASE' .
Harry Savage Returns From Con-
ference at Chicago.
Mr. harry Savage, of the Illinois
Central painting forces, has return-
ed from Chicago, where the painters'
delegates from over the entire system
.gathiared and secured an increase of
wages from the officials, who allow-
ed from 22 cents per hour to $3.25
per day. lieretofore the painters
were getting from 2..t to 3o cents per
hour.
Texas Funeral Directors.
San Antonio, Texas, May 14.-
There was a good attendance this
morning at the opening of the tewn-
ty-first annual convention of the
Texas Funeral Directors and Em-
balmers' association. President L.
W. Crouch of McKinney called the
gathering to order and Mayor Cal-
laghan welcomed the visitors. The
annual address of President Crouch
was followed by a lecture and dem-
onstration by Prof. Hood F. Smith,
Features of the programme prepared
for the afternoon session were ad-
dresses by Dr. Burk, city physician
of Son Antonio, and W. A. Spangler,
of Bonham, president of the Texas
Retail Hardware association. The
convention will continue its sessions
tomorrow.
To Try Indian for Murder.
Rochester, N. Y., May i4.---The Un-
ited States circuit court which con-
vened today is t o be called upon to
try Harrison Hill, a full-blooded Sen-
aca Indian, on a charge of murder.
Hill is alleged to have killed his
brother-in-law, Elijah Peters, on the
Tonawanda Indian reservation last
January. It is the first time in a
number of years t hat a full blooded
Indian has been tried in .New V York
state on a serious charge.
Kansas Elks in Session.
Emporia, Kas., May 14.-The Kan-
sas state organization of the Benev-
olent and Protective Order of Elks,
which was formed at W ichita last
year, held its first annual convention
here today, the meeting being de-
voted wholly to. business. Twenty-
three local lodges in the chief cities
of the state were represented at the
wettish.
New York Lawyer Advised Theft of
• Sz,000,000 Worth of Securities.
Chicago, May 14. George N. Ly-
man, of the law firm of Lyman &
Banton, was on trial in the criminal
court yesterday on charges of em-
bezzlement. In the afternoon he took
the stand in his own defense and to-
day the case will go to the jury. Ly-
man was indicted as the result of an
investigation begun by the state's at-
torney at the instigation of three wo-
men. Lyman declared that the wo-
men had not been swindled, as they
alleged, an that the transactions of
which they testified were legitimate
and that he was willing itio repay
every dollar he owes them.
Says Lawyer Urged Theft.
New York, May 14-Details of a
confession made by William 0.
Douglass, former loan clerk of the
Trust company of America, made pub-
lic today, are to the effect that act-
ing on the advice of a lawyer he
planned to steal $1,000,oco of securi-
ties in order to compel the trust com-
pany to overlook his mintor thefts.
Douglass has already pleaded guilty
to larceny and is awaiting sentence.
According to his confession he first
took small quantities of bonds, and,
borrowing money on them, lost it in
speculating. When it was evident
than he could not rebrieve his losses
a lawyer was consulted, who advised
that the only way out of the dilemma
was to steal St,o00,000 worth of se-
curities and turn them over to the
lawyer, who might negotiate with the
officials of the trust company for their
return.
Douglass' understanding was that
the lawyer expected to get $200,000
from the trust company for the resto-
ration of the securities, which would
have been sufficient to cover the
amounts Douglass had already bor-
rowed and lost.
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Pittsburg. 5.4 falling.
Cincinnati, 27.4 falling.
Louisville, 9.7 rising.
It. Vernon, 25.0 rising.
Mt. Carmel, 5.6 falling.
Na5hv.,11a, 24.8 falling.
Chattanooga, 8.9 failing.
Florence, 10.0 falling.
Cairo, 37.5 falling.
St. Louis, 16.8 falling.
Paducah, 40.9 rising.
Burnside, 7.6 falling.
Carthage 15.4 falling.
The Joe Fowler is expected here
Friday to resume her runs out of
Paducah to Evansville.
Mr. J. B. Lord, the tie man, arrved
from Chicago yesterday. -
The J. B. Finley yesterday went
down with forty-seven barges loaded
wiStini pceorialnt.endent Young Taylor of
the dry docks put his men to work
yesterday constructing the sloop for
Mr. Charles Brigmeyer,„the practical
sailor who has lived here for the
past few years. The sloop will be 45
feet long, carry forty-five tons and
be rigged like a schooner. He will
use it for carrying freight from the
West Indies to this country, when
it is finished, the craft going iron
here down the alissippi river to the
gulf. He and three other sailors will
man-the craft.
The steamer Clyde gets away for
the Tennessee river this afternoon.
She returns here next Monday night.
The Buttorff conies in today from
Clarksville and leaves at once • for
Nashville. •
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets out for Cairo and vimes
back tonight abont si o'clock.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville an (Heave; at
once on her return trip.
The steamer Kentupcky tomes out
oil the Tennes.seq river tomorrow
night and stais here un•il Saturday
afterinoon before departinng on her
return triu.
The Peters Lee yesterday left
Memphis and gets here tomorrow en
route to Cincinnati. ,
This afternoon the .Georgia Lee
leaves Cincinnati and reaches here
next Sunday, on her way down to
Memphis.
The City of. Saltillo will get to St.
Louis today and leave there tomor-
row on her return this way for the
Tenneccee
- 1
DYNAMITE EXPLOSION,
Russellville, Ky., • May 14.-By a
premature explosion of three sticks
of dynamite at the Asphalt mines
near here at noon two miners were
very seriously injured by the drill
being blown from the hole. Dudley
Emerson had his eyes injured and
Guy Figley's hands and the side ahi. hosia were terirtualy mashed and
ct
MACHINE GUNS
ARE TO FIGURE
IN NEXT GUATEMALAN REV-
OLUTION, BECAUSE OF
FORMER LDSISONS.
Revolutionists Preparing to Clive Ca-
brera A Dose of His Own
Medicine in Future.
City of Mexico, May 14.-Machine
guns will play a big part in the com-
ing revolution against Guatethala.
The revolutionists who are now or-
ganizing a movement against the
Cabrera government are making def-
inite plans to give President Cabre-
ra's army some of its own medicine.
Last summer the revolutionists,
ho succeeded in invading Guatema-
lan territory, met with a big and
most disconcerting surprise. Instead
of facing a ragged and undisciplined
body of troops armed with ordinary
rifles, the revolutionists found them-
selves facing machine guns, that
mowed an advancing force down like
a modern harvester does a wheat
field. Cabrera had imported the best
rapid-tire guns. These could be
transported on backs of mules to the
most advantageous, positions in the
hills and mountains. With these
guns he impor.ed French artillery
officers and men trained in the use
of this style of weapon.
Then, with these guns at the head
of his army, Cabrera not only fairly
slaughtered the revolutionissts and
Salvadorean troops, but instilled in
them a fear that precludes the pos-
sibility of wholesale desertions from
his army to the ranks of the revolu-
tionists, which was confidenly ex-
pected by the latter. As a result of
this lesson, the revolutionists who
will conduct the fight in the expect-
ed outbreak this summer will be pro-
vided with machine guns of the lat-
est pattern. Furthermore, it is now
known that arrangements are being
made- to secure experts to take
charge of the Fight machine batteries.
Manuel M. Giron, Guatemalan
minister to Mexico, said he had as
yet received no word from his gov-
ernment since the action taken by
Mexico. in sending the Mexican min-
ister from Guatemala to Salvador.
Giron scoffed at the report that
Guatemala was mobilizing troops
near the Mexican border, declaring
that even if war was •imminent, this
'would not be necessary, as an army
of sufficient strength to guard the
border could be moved from Guate-
mala City to its station within for-
ty-eight hours.
Hotel Men in Session.
Washin at on, I). C.: May 14.-
There were a jolly lot of visitors in
Washington today to attend the
twenty-eighth annual meeting of the
Hotel Men's Mutual Benefit associa-
tion. Proprietors of hotels in nearly
all the leading cities of the United
States and Canada were in attendance.
The half dozen prominent hostel-
ries of the national capital vied with
one another in furnishing free enter-
tainment to .the visitors and their
ladies. Breakfast was served at the
Shoreham, luncheon at the Aring-
ton, and tonight there were banquets
at the Raleigh and the New Will-
ard. It was a continuous round of
pleasure and entertainment, inter-
rupted only by a brief musiness ses-
sion during the forenoon when the
bonifaces got together at the New
Willard to discuss such serious top-
ics' as the hotel -"dead beat." rates
and other matters of mutual interest.
At the conclusion of the meeting here
the hotel men will be entertained for
three days n Baltimore and will then
proceed to the Jamesoiwn exposition.
Colorado G. A. R.
Colorado Spr.ngs, Col., May 14--
Colorado Springs is swarming with
visitors to the twenty-eight annual
encampment of the G A. R., depart-
ment of Colorado and Wyoming,
which will be• in session here during
the greater part of the week. The
business section of the city is gayly
decorated in honor of the visitors,
among whom, in addition to the
Grand Army veterans, are many mem-
bers of the Women's Relief Corps,
Ladies of the G. A. R., Sons of Vet-
erans and other affiliated organiza-
tions, all of which are to hold their
annual meetings here during the next
two or three days
Society Wedding in Gotham. .
New York, May 4.-The fashion-
able St. Bartholomew's church was
the scene of a small though notable
society wedding this afternoon
when Miss Mary Cozine Lefferts,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
C Lefferts, became the bride of Hen-
ry Rawle. The bride, who made her
debut about three years ago, is re-
lated- to many' old New York fami-
lies. Mr. Rawle, the bridegroom, was
formerly in the navy, but resigned
some time ago to engage in business.
He is the son of Francis Rawle, Sr.,
president of the American bar asso-
ciation, and is related to the Dray-
tons, Willing*. Cadwaladers and oth-i
er old Philadelphia families.
• ., .c41.1
INSURE WITH
BEBOUT & SMITH
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PH0NE'380
 •
•
Modern Home Plumbing.
All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal sup-
ervision, and no detail, no matter how
unimportant it may seem, escapes our atten-
tion. We use the famous '31sadae4'
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Fixtures,
which are the beat made. By placing
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices.
N..
‘. E. D. HANNAN Both Phones, No 201.133 South Fourth St.
A GIRLTARCHITECT AND
HOW SHE MADE HERSELF
1.411:01/4--10/04
In Los Angeles, California, Miss
Lillian Pearl Tate, a woman archi-
tect, is forging her way to the top
of her professior, despite the disad-
vantages of sex and want of early
training. She is the daughter of a
builder, and when a mere babe be-
gan to plan houses to be construct-
ed when she came into her own.
But her parents were frugal, hard-
working people and regarded their
daughter's ambitions with disfavor,
and the girl found that if she was to
enter the higher rank of lisr father's
profession she would have to win her
own way, unaided by the home eircleN
and in the face of their opposition. As
soon as she was graduated from the
high school she entered an archi-
tect's office, soon drawing attention
to herself by her picturesque plans.
Front there she went to an office of
her own, where she did her own
drafting, but wisely engaged the ser-
vices of an architect for the work
that required his experience and
skill. Meanwhile she studied for the
state examination that would deter-
mine whether she might hand our
her card as "architect" or draftsman.
After a course in the Boston school
of technology, Miss Tate is dazzling
Los Angeles by the clever work she
turns out. Speaking oi her profes-
sion as especially adapted to wom-
en, she says that the man has not
arrived at the stake of development
where he understands the kminine
requirements of closets, handy store-
rooms, etc. What a woman regards
as paramount, men look u pon .with
a certain contempt and impatience,
and it is for this very reason that
Miss Tate is finding a profitable
field among her own sex. She em-
ploys a stenographer and an assist-
ant and gets high prices for her
plans and specifications. Miss Tate
confesses that at •first the climbing
over half-constructed houses was
rather disagreeable, but she soon
learned to master her distaste, as
it was necessary to siew tate walls
from above as well as from below,
and now, in a short khaki skirt, she
:limbs as nimbly as any workman.
She has ideas of her own upon the
proper style of architecture for Sou-
thern California, and in her plans
the Craftsman training shows itself,
for she has no patience with what
is not builded for time. Flimsy ma-
terial and the many vagaries of
modern architecture are not to. her
liking. The Mission houses, which
are so well adapted to the Pacific
cast, are not in favor with the young
architect, hteause of the impossibil-
ity of obtaining hand-made tiles for
roofing and-as all who are familiar
with the graling red things know-
the tiles of commerce can turn a
picturesque house into a caricature of
what should be a poem ill .stone. In
Mss Tate's own words: "I have
studies from my babyhood to be azle
to give to the world buildings that
will endure, and that while satisfy-
ing the owner as long as he lives,
will train the eyes of those who shall
follow. I build in lines simple and
severe, no gingerbread, no eutircues;
'llaaNZ:111
every beam solid and enduring. I
believe that makes for character, and
that is my ambition."-Spare Mo-%
meats.
Illinois M. E. Conference.
Nashville, ill., May 4.-More titan
fifty churches are represented at the
thirty-fourth gamma conference ne
the Methodist Episcopal church for
the Southern Illinois dibtiict, which
met here today. The conference will
be in session until Friday.
•••••••••0"-••••••......,
WEDDING
PRESENTS
SEEIOUR STOCK OF
GUT GLASS, NAND
- PAINTED CHINA
AND
SILVERWARE
Manner
JEWELER.
-311 BROADWAY PHONE 534-
Edgar W. ,Whitteleore
Real Estate Agtacy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay- J.
rnent Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal sad
Frits List Free to Everybody. Seed
(or It. Office Fraternity Budding.
ItI90.'.1 W. WHITTEMORE. Pad.%
ink Zs. Alai 4
A BARGAIN
ew 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 76
Or Call at 318 South 6th Stre,et
, 4.
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EXCURSION
BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING RE-
PUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
Round trip $16.80.. Special
train will leave Paducah about
noon, May afith, carrying
throrugh sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.95 round::-ip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; &es round
trip May 4th. good returning
June 9th; May 5-m48-u-e3 and
eg. June 1-5 and 5th, limit two
days.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Rap-
ti* Brethren, April 95th to May
zilch; round trip Oast; limit
July vet.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April 19th tp November 3oth-T$
days-123.75. Coach excursions
• ion special dates--$ Booevery
Tuesday. limit to days.
FOR FURTHER PAR
TICULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Agent City Ticket Office.
nth and Broadway.
IR. 'M. Prather
*gnat Union Depot.
ALN W. BARILEY,
Rom 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, XY.
Old Phone 1992.
9 -
DR. ADRIAN ROYER,
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone i910.
ho Broadway, Phone t4e
• C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentaok7.
 ams,
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trneheart Building.
Telephone 511-R.
PA.01:10111, KENTUCKY.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
" 'Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
i noses: Office 870; Res. 272.
PADUCAH, KY.
_ 
ii R. T. L/GHTFOOT,
, WI Lawyer.
Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
Eel P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Philter, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHER,
Vetterinatto Surgeons and Dentists.
Office and Hospital, on South Third
St," Paducah, Ky.
d Phone -1345. -New phone 35t.
Residence, old phone
j. M. JONES
Dealer it/High-Grad e
Plum and Organs
6.12 Ernedivi
ENTIRE FAMILY'S
SKIN AFFECTIONS
Mother Suffered Six Years with
Eczema -Baby Cured of Heat
Rash-Father, Mother, and Child
Have Scalp and Hair Troubles.
ALL GIVE THANKS
TO CUTICURA REMEDIES
"My wife had mama for five or six
years. It was on her face and would
come and go. We had read so much
about Cuturit Remedies that we
thought we would give them a trial.
We did so, and it has now been about
four years, and she has never had a sign
of eczema since. She also used them
lipth about a year ago for her 'pap.
She had very thin hair and Cutra
helped her hair greatly. I myself
useci Cutioura Soap and Cuticura Oint-
ment some time ago for falling hair. I
now have a vary heavy head of hair and
It does not fall out. W. need Cuti-
ours Remedies tor oar balm, who was
nearly bald when young. Me has very
nice hair now. She is very fleshy, and
we had so much trouble with heat that
we would baths her with Outl
and thee slaty Cutieura Oin "ft
drywouldheat up so much
than ang else. We give thanks to
the Cuticura Remedies. Mr. B. B.
Springtaire, 323 So. Capitol Street.
Iowa City, Ia., July 16, 1906 and &pt.
16, 1906."
SKIN IRRITATIONS
Seethed by Curticura, when All
Elie Falls.
For rashes, itchings, &adage,
blotches, strong perspiration,
scaly, crusted humors
of skin and scalp, red
rough hands. itching.
tender feet, and sana-
tive, antiseptic, cleans-
ing of infants, ohildren.
and adults, Cuticura
Soap and Cut/cars
()lathiest, the great
skin mare and purest
and sweetest of emol-
lients, are hidispenable to all who would
enjoy life free from these distreesing
ailmenta.
•
Conductors-
Memphis, Tenn, May 4.-Before
noon today Memphis was almost run-
ning over with delegates to the con-
vention of the Order of Railway
Conductors, the number of visitors
being greatly in excess of what was
anticiupated bl the local arrange-
ments committee. The accommoda-
tions are ample, however, and all the
visitors are being well cared for.
Among the visitors are included sev-
eral hundred delegates to the con-
vention of the ladies' auxiliary.
The conductors will be in session a
week or longer. The proceedings
will consist of the usdal considera-
tion reports and the discussion of
various questions of importance to
the order. So far as is now known
no matters of unusual interest or im-
portance are to be brought up.
Though the delegates wit be kept
pretty busy they are expected to find
time to enjoy the various features of
entertainment to be given in their
honor. The downtown streets are
profusely decorated in red, white
and green, the official colors of the
order.
RED HOT CAMPAIGN
AGAINST TOBACCO TRUST
Washington, D. C., May 14.-
There will be no immediate proceed-
ings against the tobteco trust, but a
mass of evidence being gathered by
,Special Agent McReynolds and At-
torney General Bonaparte indicates
that the prosecution will be vigor-
ous. Action will be instituted in New
York. The attorney general is tired
of insinuations that he is not attend-
ing to business., and he Intends to
inaugurate a red-hot campaign soon
against the tobacco trust and several
trusts, he says.
TROUBLE AT DENVER MINT.
--
Washington, May 14.-Secretary of
the Treasury Cortelyou has unvered
trouble in the Denver mint by send-
ing several special agents there a few
weeks ago to investigate ,complainte.
Having settled these he probed fur-
ther. Secret service men followed.
It is understood that the disclosures
point to a necessity of re-organizing
the entire mint force from superin-
tendent down.
FAIR THIS YEAR.
RUMOR HAS IT RUSSELL SAGE'S
FUSIONISTS WIN TEN MILLIONS
(Continued from Page One.)
and fusionist sources and was the
same as that said to have been- re-
ceived by the fusion leaders. It said
that the cases would be decided and
that the democrats would lose.
One rumor had it that the decision
will be handed down tomorrow. An-
other report was +that the decision
would not come until Wednesday, but
both of 'these rumors were to the
same effect, that the court will de-
c'are no election was held in Louis-
ville.
Judges Deny Decision.
In contravention of these reports
are statements made only lase Satur-
day by two of the judges of the'court
of appeals. They were in Louisville
Saturday and, while they would not
discus* the contest cases, and would
not even intimate what steps had been
taken by the judges, said positively
that no final decision had been
reached and that the cases had not
been settled. These judges said this
much only, but assented with great
vehemence that any report of a de=
eision having been reached must, of
necessity, be erroneous.
Since their departure, however, the
ruirsors of a decision have been more
widely circulated than ever, and yes-
terday ail of Louisville was saying
that the cases had been determined
and the public said that Louisville
would have to have another contest
for city offices this fall. The rumors
had spread beyond the politicians and
business men generally were discuss-
ing. the probable effecia of an election
in Louisville this fall.
Grainger May Be Mayor.
It is asserted by democratic attor-
neys that in the event of a decision
in favor of the fusionists and the
throwing out of the election held 'n
zgo6, the old city officials will resume
their official positions, and hold them
until another election his been held.
be is contended that Charles F. Grain-
leer will become mayor again, andthat the men who were elected with
•him will go back to the city hall and
take up their old positions. The con-
tention is Ow Mr7Grainger and the
others were elected for four years,
and until, their successors are elected
and rovalify. it is contended by the
democratic attorneys 'that, in the
event of the throwing out of the elec-
tion, no successor having been elected
or qualified, Mr. Grainger will con-
tinue to be mayor. and will draw hie
salary for the last year and a half.
lit ie, stated that sonic of the fusion
attorneys also arreee that this is the
law, and that this procedure will be
followed in the event of a decision
declaring no election in tone.
It is stated that there is no truth
in the rumors generally circulated to
the effect that Gov. Beckham will at-
tempt to appoint a mayor, in the
event of a decision in favor of the
fusionists. It was reported that Gov.
Beckham would appoint County At-
Iforney R W. Bingkiam as mayor, in
the event of the throwing out of the
election. It was said that Gov. Beck-
ham intended to appoint Mr. Bingham
mayor to serve, pending the settle-
ment by the courts of the question
as to who will be mayor during the
time before the election. ;
In view of these rumors, which
have stirred Ullp Louisville migheilei l
during the last few days, the eventii.
of the near future are awaited with
great interest.
anYd's Landing. Ky., May 14-The
Columbia Fair aeiotiation has been
reorganized and put `noon a °firm
basis. The following officers were
elected. to-wit: President, Allen
Walker; vice-president, K. L. iSknith,
and secretary, Charles S. Harris.
The fair grounds, buildings, etc., will
be completely made over and all
necessary arrangements made for a
first-class comity fait. The next fair
Will be held August ao, 21, 22 and 23.
There was no fair held at Columbia
last year.
Out of every hundred makers of
artificial flowers in New York city
eeventy-four are under fourteen years
old. New York makes fonr-fifthe of
the artificial flowers esed In -the lint,
Phone 113-r aducah, Ky. ited, Sates. • 0114
•
Important gathering--
New York, May 14.-No more im-
portant gathering of men of business
t.as ever been held in America thin
that which will assemble in this city
next week on the occasion of the
twelfth annual convention of the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers.
It promises to be not only the targest
assembly of its kind ever held but tile
most practical. It will be composed
of men representing every branch of
industry as well as every section of
the country. The association aims to
develop all American industries to the
highest point, and to widen the scope
of American trade with other na-
tions. ••
The speakers expected to make
the chief addresses during the busi-
ness meetings and at the banquet on
the closing of the convention are:
Speaker Cannon, of the House, Sen-
ator Dolliver of Iowa, Secretary of
Commerce and Labor Straus; Ad-
miral Sigsbee, General Bell and
Judge Prouty of the Interstate Com-
merce comm ssion.
The addresses and discussions will
relate to bankruptcy, child labor,
consular reform, immigration, indus-
trial education, interstate commerce,
merchant marine, patents and patent
laws, postal affairs, pure food and
tariff reciprocity.
aterted at Office Bey.
New pls. 'I a'. 14.-Thomas B.
Mitch& '04 as today appointed gen-
eral ni 'if the Vanderbilt rail-
mad I • •• lis eaters is said to be
$25,00- Mitchell entered the
emplc • yaudk•rbilts in 1867
as 011 11 the- freight depart-
ment t 1. ! Elite Line it etroit,
sold r tit ritli the ,lionte,xontira
uottSly. tui."• • .0.0.dra . L.
WILL BE SPENT BY FOUNDA-
TION ORGANIZED IN
NEW YORK.
Mrs.41Sage Elected P'jrisaidisnt And
Robert W. DeForest
Glenn of Baltimore Officers.
New York, May 14.-The Russell
Sage Foundation, to which Mrs.
Sage recently gave $to,000,noo and
which has been incorporated by a
special act of the legislattderWit tri=
day formally organized by the elec-
tion of Mrs. Sage as president, Rob-
ert W. DeForest and John M. Glenn,
of Baltimore, secretary and director.
The following were elected trust-
ees: Mrs. Russell Sage„R. W. De-
Forest, Cleveland H. Dodge, Qaniel
C. Gilman, John M. Glenn, Helen M.
C iuld, Gertrude S.. Rice, Louisa Lee'
:.,.:buyler and Robert C. Ogden.
Mr. Glenn has long ',peen president
o the board of supervisors of city
charities of Baltimore, president of
the national conference of charities
and corrections, etc.
The following limitations of scope
have been adopted by the trustees:
A-The foundation will not at-
tempt to relieve individual or family
need. The function is to eradicate,
so far as possible, the causes of pov-
erty and ignorance,- rather than to
relieve the sufferings ot those who
are poor or ignorant.
B-The sphere of higher education
that served by our universities and
colleges, will not be within the scope
of the 'Sage foundation. That is the
sphere of the general education
board.
CITY OF CLEVELAND,
LAKE STEAMER, BURNS
Detroit, Mich., 11!:-.y t4.-The mag-
nificent new passenger steamer City
of Cleveland, under construction at
the plant of the Detroit Shipbuild-
ing company for the Detroit and
Cleveland Ntivig-ation company, and
designed to run between Detroit
and Cleveland, was swept by fire
early today and is a total loss ex-
cept for her hull and machinery. How
much they have been damaged can-
not be determined until a careful ex-
amination is made. The loss, which
fzIls upon the Detroit Ship Building
company, a branch of tht American
Ship Building company, is about
$700,000, and is fairly covered by in-
surance
"DOING" TIME.
Some One Stole Pendulum Off Court
Clock at Owensboro.
Someone has been -doing" time
at Owensboro, accordi”g to the In-
quirer, which says:
"Janitor Win. Hedges, of the
court-house, discovered on Saturday
that someone had stolen the pendu-
lum of the Circuit court room clock
and he was at a loss to know what
could have prompted a miscreant to
do a thing so mean. He searched
but was unable to find any trace of
the. missing essential of the time-
piece. Mr. Hedges does not often
.have such bad luck with property in
his charge."
METHODIST BISHOPS
Hear Good ,Reports From Over the
Southern Churches.
Nashville, Tenn., May 14.--TReports
submitted to .the college of bishop,'
of the Methodist Episcpal church.
South, in session here, show an in-
crease in member ship for the ec-
clesiastical year of 41,000 The Or-
ient,. it was reported, particularly
Korea, is turning to Christianity.
The full membership of the college
is here, except Bishops Wilson and
Duncan.
Florida Funeral Directors,
Jacksonville, Fla., May i4.--The
eleventh annual convention of TWe
Florida Funeral Directors and Em-
balmers' association was begun this
morning in Woodmen's Hall. The
convention hall was brightened by
the presence of a number of women
The forenoon was given over to op-
ening, addresses: which were follow-
ed later by technical papers and lec-
tures on new methods in embalm-
ing.
Nurses' Auociated Alumnae.
Richmond, Va., May la.-- The
Nurses' Associated Alumnae of thi
United States is holding its tenth an-
nual meeting at the Hotel Jefferson.
The sessions will continue through
Thursday. Several scores of delegates
from various parts of the country are
in attendance, and a large number
of Richmond people are taking an
interest in the proceedings.
Not Good Day for Rats.
Jim and Bob Johnson, of tht Hick-
ory Grove sectign,\ ate the boss 4t-
killers. They killed one hundred aid
eighty rats Saturday and it was dot
wipitosh-day for the bushiete, ether.
I
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
-MAKE THE BIG THINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
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E. COULSON,
11 P LUMIINGII, I
Steam and Hot Water Heating,
Phone 133. 220 N. Third s:tt t:
St St1: t: t: t: :: tt UUUUZZUU
Abram L. Well & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY
FIRE,
ACCIDENT,
PLATE GLASS
LIABILITY,
MARINE.
LIFE,
HEALTH,
BONDS,
STEAM BOILER,
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72F
CAMMItll BUILDINf
Caron Directory Cmopany
Of- Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The s
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrols. and the citizens of Paducah, we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the aware
ing Register office at eaa Broadway, where the public is invited to eall
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITES
STATES. ...
..
List of Directories on File
ALLEOTIENY CITY, PA. MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ANTA, GA. MEMPHIS. TENN.
BALTIMORE, MD. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BOSTON, MASS. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. NASHVILEE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y. JAUGATUCK, CONN,
BROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.
EITSTALO, N. Y. NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. NEW HAVEN, COIOL
CINCINNATI. 0. NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO. ILL. NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0. NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
COVINGTON, HT. RICHMOND, IND.
DAYTON, 0. RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER, COLO. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DETROIT, MICH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH, MINN. ST. LOUIS, MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN. SOUTHPORT, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. SPRINGFIELD, 0.
JEFFERSONVILLE, nso. STRATFORD. CONN.
KANSAS CITY, RAS. SUPERIOR CITY, WINK
KNOXVILLE, TENN. TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. UTICA. N. V.
LOUISVILLE, KY. WATERBURY, CONN.
MANHATTAN, N. Y. YONKERS, N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA- .
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR spob-oi I%
PRICE $4.00
CARON iplitaSCTORY COMPANY
. Office4 • 523 Broadway
•
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Rupture
Can be cured if the proper truess is
adjusted. The worst case can be re-
lieved. We guarantee perfect satis-
faction in every instance. Would be
pieaed to have you call and let our
expert examine you.
A DRUG STORE
111-T/Sc BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy-
ler's Candies.
al 23 it 32 32 12 32 it anass 32 32 32 it 32
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FINE PASTURE, abundant clear
water, 5 miles of city. Phone gli-rz.
FOR RENT—Nicety furnished sec-
od front room, 837 Jefferson
WANTED—A good lady solicitor.
Deis money for hustler. Call at Reg-
ister office.
WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone goz-a.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
LOST—White Engl'sh bulldog. Fin-
der return to Pat Grogan at 922
Trimble street and get reward
LOST—One roan mare pony and
one black horse pony. Return to got
Washington street and receive re-
ward.
Bargains. in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearly new, cash or pay-
ments. 'Phone 1041a. W. T. Miller
& Bro.
LOST—A Sic) bill and one silver
dollar on Elizabeth street between
Third and Fourth. Liberal reward.
Mira. Beasley, 322 Elizabeth street.
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
.PRESENTA11ON
WAS ENJOYABLE
SUMMER PLAYHOUSE CROWD-
ED WITH, "TRAVELING
MAN" LOVERS.
•••••1 .
Miss Nell Paxton and Mr. Peter Pur-
year United Yesterday Morn-
ing by Father Jansen.
Last evening the summer play
house at Wallace park was filled with
many hundreds people. drawn out by
the third production of "The Travel-
ing Man" that proved as entertaibing
as the first night given last week.
The cas s continued its reputation for
excellence and the audience was high-
ly pleased at the affair. Originally
it was intended to present the play
again tonight but this has been with-
drawn and no performance will be
-ori this evening.
Paxton-Puryear.
At 10:30 o'clock yesterday morning
Miss Nell Pamton and Mr Peter Pur-
yua.r were married at the St. Francis
de Sales parsonage by Rev. Father
Jansen, it being a quiet. but very
pretty ceremonial that united two
well known young people. The only
attendants were the groomsmen, Mr.
Marshall Puryear, brother of the
greom, and Mr. Edwin J. Paxton,
brother of the btide. „Only the im-
mediate families witnessed the cere-
mony, agd after the nuptials the
happy pair went east on their two
weeks' bridal tour, returning from
which they reside at the Puryear
home pn Tenth and Jefferson streets.
Roth are among the city's most
prominent young peoph., and exceed-
ingly popular, having a wide circle of
friends who extend their wifthec for
Mild] happiness.
Hand beat carpets are not dean.
We have .a maciine. Poe tai.
Occasionally on Meet a man so un-
popular he might fi
. 
g we't become a
4,4 catcher 
. .
1.01
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ATTORNEYS' FEE MORTGAGE
FOLLOWS THE PROPERTY
LAWYERS HAVING $2,000 LEGAL FEE CLAIM AGAINST REH-
KOPF HAVE TO GET MONEY OUT OF PROPERTY—REF-
EREE BAGBY DECIDED THE $19,00o THE AMERICAN-GER-
MAN BANK LOANED REHKOPF WAS NOT "SUPPLIES"—
BENTON MERCANTILE COMPANY CREDITORS CALLED
FOR.
, -
Judge Walter Evans of the United
States court at Louisville yesterday
sustained the decision of Referee
Bagby of the local bankruptcy court,
-wherein the latter decides that Law-
yers Crice, Ross & Campbell must
collect their $2,000 lawyers' fee
mortgage off the properties belonging
to E. Rehkopf before they were sold
to satisfy his creditors in bankrupt-
cy. The decision-of--the judge disposes
of the matter at issue in this particu-
lar instance..
These three attorneys performed
lawyers' work for E. Rehkopf before
the latter was forced into bank-
ruptcy. To satisfy their fee of $2,000
Rehkopf gave them a mortgage on
his properties: and the sum has never
yet been paid. When Rchkopi was
forced into bankruptcy his properties
were sold for beneit of the general
creditors. The --attorneys' mortgage
was on all his proyperty, and after
every piece was disposed of Lawyers
Crice, Ross and. Campoell asked the
referee to have the $2,000 fee paid
out of the money derived from sale
of the properties by the trustee in
charge of the bankruptcy estate. Refe-
ree Bagby decided that the $2,ono
could not be paid ou of the pro-
ceeds received from sale of the prop-
erties, but that the lawyers would
have. to make their fee oet of the
properties that had passed into the
hands of purchasers who bought
every piece at. the . bankruptcy trus-
tees' sale. In other words if the par-
ties buying in the properties did not
pay. off the $12,000 mortgage, the
three lawyers wo 'd. have to: ke the
purchasers of the proper-y and get
their money that way.
The lawyers appealed the referee's
decision to judg Evans in hopes of
getting Mr. Bagby reversed, but the
judge sustained the referee and di-
rects the attorneys .o proceed to
collect their fees in the manner point-
ed out by the referee.
Decides $19,000 Point.
Referee Bagby yesterday decided
that the $19,000 the American-Ger-
man National bank loaned E. Reh-
kopf did not come under the head
of "supplies" therefore could not be
recovered in fu'l by the bank, but the
amount will have to be credited with
the pro rata of the assets going to
the general creditors.
The law is that if one party fur-
nishes the latter supplies so the lat-
ter can carry on his 'business, that
the party furnishing the supplies can
recover the total value of the goods
furnished, in case the purchaser goes
into bankruptcy. The bank set up the
claim shit the $19,00o furnished Reh-
kopf was as much "supplies" as any-
thing else, it being to help Rehkopf
carry on his business just like any-
one supplying him leather goods, etc.
Under this head the bank claimed it
was entitled to recover the $19,000
in full, but Referee Bagby decided
that it was not "supplies" hence it
would have to come in amongst the
general claims, and not the prefer-
able ones. The bank lawyers yester-
day notified the referee that they
would appeal Mr. Bagby's decision
to Judge Evans at Louisyille in hopes
of securing a reversal of the referee's
opinion is the matter.
Bankrupt Case Referred.
Referee Bagby Yesterday 'received
from Judge Evans the papers pass-
ing to the referee the Benton Mer-
cantile company's bankrupt proceed-
ings. The referee has directed the
interested attorneys to furnish him
with a list of the mercantile com-
pany's creditors, so the referee can
notify each crenitor to meet upon
whatever date is to be chosen within
the next two weeks, and elect the
trustees to have charge of the com-
pany's business while it is being
wound up. Creditors filed the peti-
tion at Louisvi"e asking Judge Evans
to force the company into bankruptcy
and he adjudged accordingly. The
house is located at Benton, Ky.
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines.
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue.
JACKSON FOUNDRY lb MACHINE CO.
SWELL BANQUET GIVEN BY
PHYSICIANS LAST NIGHT
11 %
IT WAS A VERY HANDSOME AFFAIR ANID FITTING FINALE
FOR FIRST DAY'S SESSION OF THE SOUTHWESTERN KEN-
TUCKY MEDICAL SOCIETY—DR. VAN SILLEY ELECTED
PRESIDENT, WHILE PADUCAH IS DOUBLY RECOGNIZED
WITH NEW OFFICERS—GAT HERING CLOSES TODAY.
Last evening a grand banquet•was
given at The Palmer to the Paducah
physicians and those attending the
annual gathering of the Southwestern
Kentucky Medical association that
convened here yesterday morning. It
was a very swell affair, Dr. J. T. Red-
dick presiding as itioastmaster,while
covers were laid for about seventy-
five guests who whiled away a happy
time until earl; this morning, all the
seasonable delicacies being served.
Last night the closing business
feature of the first ray's session was
the election of officers, and the fol-
lowing were chosen: Dr. Van Stil-
ley, of Benton, president; Dr. J. V.
Ximbrough, of the county, first vice-
pres'clent; Dr.13r-ivis, of Lowes, sec-
ond vice-president; Dr. C. E. Purcell,
of Paducah; secretary; Dr. Hecker,
of Graves county, historian; Dr. C.
H. Bothers, of Paducah, treasurer.
Clinton, Ky., was chosen as the next
place of meeting.
Yesterday morning the invocation
was delivered by Rev. W. T. Bolling
at the city hall general assembly
chamber, where the business sessions
are being conducted. - Mayor Yeiser
then presented the '-welcoming address.
to which Dr. S. D. Reynols, of Louis-
ville, responded. The' business was
then entered into and many fine pa-
pers delivered and iscussions held,
during the morning and afternoon.
Those attending 'are: Drs. F. G.
LaRue, A. 0. Pfingst, Irvan Abell, D.
S. fteynolds; D. B. Tyler, J. A. Jones,
J. S. TrOuttnan, E. B. Shelton, E. .B.
'M'clionris, G. F. Beeler, J. M. Peck,
W. S. Stone, V. A. Stilley, B. B. Gra'.
fith, J S. Davis, H. H. Hunt, C. 0.
Gingles, J. B. Droplet. S. Z.` Holland,
J. Q Taylor, 'W M. Mason, Jr., A. J.
Bean, W. P1 Alexander. W. L. Mosby,
- . i••• "Magi •
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T. L. Lanakins, W. A. Page, R. A.
Brown, T M Baker, E. G. Thomas, J.
T. Reddick, Vernon Blythe, H. T.
Crouch, C. H. Linn, T. L. Phillips, H.
T. Carter, Charles Hunt, S. M. Mor-
ris, H. P. Sights, L. L. Smith, F. V.
Kinsbrough, J. W. Robinson, W. A.
Ashbrook, W. J. Bass, W. M. Cooley,
, W. W. Richmond, C. E. Purcell. P. A.
Moore, C. H. Brothers, Ed Young, P.
H. Stewart, E. B. Willingham, J. E.
Craig, Frank Boyd, C. W. Webb, H.
G. Reynolds. '
Today's Program.
The program for today is as fol-
lows:
Morning Session Today.
• 3. The Faucial Tonsil and its
Tricatmena ISurgically—H. G. Rey-
nolds, Paducah. Discus,ion by A.
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0. Pfingst, H. P. Sights, H. M.
Childress. .
2. Radical Cure of 'aiming aernia
—P. 11. Stewart, Paducah. Discuss-
ion by J. G. Hart, J. A. H. Miller,
W. S. Stone
3. Is Membraneous Croup 1)iph-1
theria?—C. E. Purcell, Paducah. Dis-,
cussion by E. G. Thomas, W. W
Richmond, S. Z. Holland.
4. Relation of Hereuity and Early
Environments to Disease and De-
fects of Children.—Vernon Blythe,
Paducah Discussion by E. B. CUird.
G. If. Covington, R. M. Jones.
5. Report of a Case of "Phantom
Pregnancy"—B. P. Earle, Dawson.
Discussion by John A. Jones, J. L.
Dismukes, Sr., C. H. Linn.
Afternoon Seccion.
3. Albuminuria Following Pregnan-
cy; Report of One Case—L E. Nich-
ols, St. Charles. Discussion by H.
T. Crouch, B. P. Earle, W. G. Kin-
solving.
a. The Modern Hospital—H. P.
'Sights, Paducah. Discussion by E.
A. Stevens, J. R. Lnten, E. D. Mc-
Morris. '
3. Diphtheria Antitoxin and Its
Uses—E. R. parle, Paducah. Dis-
cussion by H. R. Meltoi., T. M. Ba-
ker, B. B. Grifgth.
4, Surgery of the Uterer—Irvan
Abell, Paducah. Discussion by J. G.
Brooks, Frank Boyd, E. R. Ilearne.
5. Cardiac Diseases as Met by the
General Prattitioner—L. L. Smith,
Paducah. Discussion by W. W.
Richmond, E. B. McMorris, W. R.
Moss.
6. Prenatal Impressions — B. T.
Hall, Paducah. Discussion by H. E.
Prather, H. T. Crouch, E. B. Will-
ingham.
7. "Anestheitia"—W. J. Bass, Ps,
ducah. Discussion by W. H. Graves,
G. If. Covington, C. N. Crawita4d1
Volunteer papers.
Budweiser, king of httttled *Ulm,
in family size cases of two dozers
bottles to the case, delivered to an y
part of the city on short notice. Ati..
heuser-Busch Brewing Assoeistitats
Branch; both phones 112. J. H.
Steffen, manager. carpet
MONUMENTS
N1' We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which stsow the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and monuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 220 South Third St.
J.E.Wffiiamson&Co
FOUNTAIN PEN TALK
And A Guarantee that Makes You Satisfied
When you buy a Fountain Pen from us you can give it a thorough
trial, test it in every way, find out if the point suits you. mos how
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak or overflow, in fact.
you are to be your own judge as to whether or not you have ex-
actly the pen you want. If it does not suit you in every particu-
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
We have a fine line, an kinds of points, from St.00 to Ss.00.
Suppose you try one of our Parker "Lucky Curve" Pens. You can't
go wwrong if you buy it. 
. .4 I
D. E. Wilson BookMusic Man
At Harbour's Department, Store
For the most improved method of
cleaning, phone tar.
ADVERTISE IN THE REGIWYT
AND GET RESULTS.
FOR THE BEST NAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
COAL R.EAL -PITTSBURG
est Kentucky Coal Co.
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KENTUCKY STATE LAWI
AND ORDER LEAGUE
FORMALLY ORGANIZED AT LOUISVILLE AND NOW
READY FOR AN ACTIVE BUSINESS.
Full Corps of Officers Selected and an Executive Com-
mittee Named From Each of the Eleven Congres-
eional Districts---A Broad, Liberal Platform
Adopted and One on Which Every
Good Citizen May Safely Stand.
'Formal organization of the Ken-
tucky State Law and Order League
was effected yesterday, say • the Lots-
-Irvine Courier-Journal, at the con-
vention of prominent ministers sod
Laymen from all over the state az the
Masonic theater. At the outset of
the convention it was set forth that
the organization which it was pro-
posed to form was to be strictly non-
partisaskaand have for its purpose the
enforceratfr-of the Kentucky stat-
utes. The distinction of class or creed
was to play no part in the work to
be undertaken, and which will be un-
der the direct supervision of an er-
ecutIve committee.
A broad and liberal policy for the
conduct of the organization was out-
lined by the various speakers and a
resolution was adopted to the effect
o&-•-ettats ork of the league would be con-
ducted independently of the Kentucky
Anti-Saloon League and other organ-
izations, although in so far as conis
patible. the work of those bodies
would be furthered by the league's
to-operation and assistance.
The convention held three sessions,
at which stirring addresses were
made by leeatuckians prominent in
Civic and religiout life Al! of the
speakers were enthusiastic and opti-
mis-•ic over the prospect of success
held out for the new organization.
* Olken /ascot
The following officers were elected:
President, the Hon. J. T. Earle,
mayor of Latonia; first vice-president,
the Hon. N B. Deatherage, of Rich-
mond; second viee-president, Judge
C. H. Bush, of Hopkintiville; third
vice-presidenh the Hon. C. E. Woods,
mayor of Richmond; secretary, 'Bruce
W. Trimble, of Mt. Sterling, editor
of the Mt. Sterling Advocate; treas-
urer .1.. C Kelley. of Louisville
The following executive comen't-
tee, consisting of a member from
each congressional district in the
state, was elected: •
First district, J. E. Wilhelm, of Pa-
•dtseab; Second district, Dr. K. W.
Conan, oi Owensboro; Third dis-
trict, R. Allison, of Bowling
Green; Fourth district, the Rev. R. H.
'toe, of Vine Grove; Fifth district,
John H. Chandler, of Louisville; Sixth
district, George B. Winslow, of Car-
Ironton; Seventh district, Brice M.
Goldsborough, of Georgetown;Eighth
district, R. L Thurman, of Lawrence-
burg; Ninth district, Hiram Daley, of
Pleining0burg; Tenth district, Prof.
Taylor, of Winchester; Elev-
-entb district, Judge H. C. Faulkner,
-of Borbotwsville,
Resolutions Adopted.
The following resolutions were un-
animously adopted at the morning
session:
Every good: citizen will keep the
law and every good citizen should
'help to enforce the law. Ind fference
and neglect in law enforcement are
truly reprehensible, because they are
'often responsible. for the violation of
the law.
The great need of the state it a
-compact and united organization that
will have for its object the following
work:
First-lnformation oi the wowe as
to the law regcrdiog crime.
Siconcf-1y jWg the pulpit, Abe
'press. public (I scnssions and other
.a.v,allablc means to inculcate- in the
trie6101e the duty of every good citizen
1,enice part in the enforcement ot the
lase lay the selection of officials who
will enforce the law, by standing be-
hind and encouraging faithful officials
by giving information of criminal of-
, • fense., by being willing to serve on
•"1 :Wive and by aiding in an or-
ganized and systematic effort to sup-
-press' the violation of any law in their
-communities.
Third-The amendment of defects
in existing laws ,so as to render their
enforcertient more efficient, and the
Oaetinturt of such new laws as may
,Vrai deetned 'necessary.
League Recommended.
Ti accomplish these obiscts we re-
commend the following: The organ-
iz,Atinn of a etat e law and order league
with the usital 'officers and an execu-
tive committee composed of the offic-
s
ers of the league and one member
from each congressional district of
the state, and that committee shall
provide the following:
First-A competent legal comatee
that shall collate and prepare in
brief form for dissemination, the
laws of the state, bearing on such
offenses as need consideration.
1. To secure the co-operation of
the press of the State in giving edi-
torial indorsement of the united ef-
fort for law enforcement and in using
tlie'r columns for the dissemination
of neediul and wholesotne informa-
tion.
3. To provide for the organization
of a league in each county of the
state and to encourage and stimulate
those league to vigorous local en-
forcement of the law.
4. To bring before the legislature
such measures as are deemed neces-
sary for efficient law •nforceemnt.
5 To issue an address to the people
of the state setting faith the purpose
and plans c-f the league and to invite
all good citizens regardless of creed,
polaical affiliation or race to join in
the effort.
6. To provide through the legal
committee the course of procedure in
suppressing vice and crime and to
give this information to the local
leagues.
Non Partisan.
Be it
Rescolved by this convention, That
this organization is absolutely non-
partisan and has for its sole object
thc better enforcement of all our
laws. We will heartily commend any
official, regardless of party affiliation,
who fearlessly and honestly seeks to
do his duty. We indorse any and all
political parties in their platforms,
utterances and in the party adminis-
tration who seek thereby to give us
a righteous and wholesome enforce-
ment of law, and we- will co-operate
with all organizations that have or
the's purpose the enforcement of any
and all laws of the state.
We desire to commend many
faithful, honeet and fearless officials
over the state who have come out
So boldly and successfully for law en-
forcement.
We r etifrn our thanks to the press
of Louisville and the entire state for
its hearty and helpful indorsement of
this movement, and look to it as a
powerful agency in accomplishing the
work proposed.
We des re to bear testimony to the
good work already done by a class of
newspapers throughout the state edit-
ed by men of a deep sense of civic
duty who have been nobly discharging
that obligation.
We also ask the pulpit of the state
to continue its splendid wort in,force-
ful and telling utterances upon all
questions involving, public conscience
and individual duty. With a desire
to honor the state we love and to
stand in 'the forefront of all that con-
stitutes A law loving, law abiding and
progressive citizenship, we invite all
who indorse such a motive to join
us in this unselfish, non-partisan and
patriotic effort for the maintenance
of the majesty and efficiency of the
law.. •
WM. J. NAYLOR,
H. IC. TALOR,
P HAYNES.
ROISAPHIS DRY ON AT
LEAST ONE SUNDAY.
-- —
Memphis, Tenn., May z.-For the
first time in three months, at least,
Memphis was "dry" Sunday. The new
ninnicipal commission gave strict or-
ders to the police to dose up the Milts
on the Sabbath.
NO JAP-AMERICAN ALLIAN
Impossible Because of Frisco Race
Hatred Says Baron ()Aiwa.
New York, May 15.-"Japan has
looked earnestly for an alliance with
the United States because in sub-
stance we have always regarded this
country as a real ally of Japan. W1e
are desirous of having such an alli-
ance if it could be arranged. As lohg
though, as any misunderstanding like
the anti-Japanese feeling in San Fran-
cisco exists it might not be possible
to bring about an alliance."
Thus spoke Baron Ozawa, member
of the house of peers and special rep-
resentative of the emperor in an in-
terview tonight. The baron is the
vice-president of the Japanese Red
Cross society
Baron Ozawa said that he would
report to the emperor that he found
no evidence of anti-Japanese feeling
existing anywhere in the country out-
side of San Francisco. He added
that the Ameriacns with whom he
talked had assured him that the Jap-
anese were regarded as honest and
intelligent people. Baron Ozawa slid
that Japan had no dreams of further
territorial expansion in the Pacific
and declared that it was unecessary
for her to acquire other possessiops.
SUPPOSED TO BE
MISS WOODRUFF
Gen. Pau, who succeeded in com-
mand at Nancy,. France, Gen. Rail-
oud, .relieved of his c,onimpicil for
talkhg .too much, *has apparently re-
solved not to be guilty of that fsult.,
Via order of the (lay, in taking
charge, has this: "Appointed to com-
mand the Twentieth Corps, I take
over the command of that army
corps from this day forward."
CORPSE OF WOMAN FOUND IN
THE RIVER YES-
TERDAY.
Thought to be Stewardess of Tow-
boat Henrietta That is Due
Back Today or To-
morrow.
The body of a woman supposed to
be Miss Robbie Woodruff, was re-
covered yesterday from the Tennee-
see river, beside Owen's island, in
front of this,oity. and now lies at
the Guy Nance St Son undertaking
parlors on tSouth Third street, await-
VOL. XXIV., NUMBER 12
EVOCATION OF
SALOON LICENSE
W. M. MITCHELL GETS AR-
RESTED SO AS TO TEST
THE CASE.
UNDERSTOOD LIQUOR MEN
PUT UP THE MONEY
SHOOTING REPORTED T 0
HAVE OCCURRED UPON
SHANTYBOAT.
Mack McKinney Continues Improv-
ing at His Home on South
Third-Business With
the Officers.
yard over night and claims that Car- 1i
roll stole it Sunday.
etray Horse Out.
Mrs. Wood of the Lone Oak sec-
tion of the county telephoned Lieu-
tenant Frank Harlan yesterday that
she had taken up a stray horse, with
saddle thereon, the animal being
found out that way, roaming around.
NO NEED OF SPECIAL STAMP
After July i ro Cents in Ordinary
Postage Will Insure Speed.
Washington, May t5.-No special
delivery postage stamps will be need-
ed after July t'next to insure the im-
mediate delivery of a letter.
Pursuant to an act a the last ses-
sion of congress Postmaster General
Meyer today issued an order that on
and after July i next if there is at-
tached to any letter or package of
mail matter to cents' worth of stamps
of any denomination with the words
"special delivery" written or printed
on the envlope or coVering in ad-
dition to the postage required for
ordinary delivery the areicle will be
handled as if it bore a regulation
special delivery stamp.
RACES BETWEEN
MOTOR BOATS
MESSRS. SUTHERLAND AND
MITCHELL ARE NOW
IN CITY.
Handsome Prizes Awarded to Motor
Boat Winning During Meeting
of Egyptian Hustlers
at Cairo.
SECOND COMING
THIRD STREET METHODIST
CHURCH CROWDED
LAST NIGHT.
PREACHES AGAIN TONIGHT
UPON THAT SUBJECT
REV. SAMUEL MOORE WILL
PREACH TO COUNTY
SCHOOL GRADUATES.
Ii•••••••......•••••••mom
Delegation Left to Attend General
Assembly of Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church-Other
Mattes&
Crowded to the doors was the
Third street Methodist church last
evening by an Immense throng drawn
to hear the sermon of Rev. L. L.
Pickett on "The Second Coming of
Christ". The able and versatile et-
ponent handled his theme in a grand
manner and the intent of his words
wet e visibly impressed upon the in-
terested cong.reirefion. •
He took as his text Revelations
15-16, "Behold I Corneth as a Thief
in the Night," and "Blessed is lie
That Walked'," etc., and showed that
the second coming of Christ should
not be unexpected at any time, as he
would come into this world as sur-
prisingly as a thief treads. He point-
ed out the urgent necessity for every-
botly""to be prepared, showing that
Chirst comes for his treasures in a
quiet manner like a thief who never
steals trash. He strongly enipha-
sized that while the world was at
the wickedest Christ may come,
committee, for the annual "brain- hence everybody should be prepa
red
storm" of the Egyptian Hustlers, are at all gmes to aniwer whatever s
um-
in the city working up interest among mons may come. Along this line he
talked eloquently and fervently for
&nee, despite the fact Attorney liar- owners- oi boats and securing them to !illy complete identification by the tison had the first warrant dismissed. enter the contest to be given 
by 
the over an hour, an at the 
close of the
The liquor men of the city do notcrew of the steamboat Henrietta that Hustlers during their meeting June 
sermon there was a great forward
1. due today or tomorrow frau% up like the ordinance giving the mayor 20-22, at Cairo. The boat feature will
be u very attarctive affair and strong
drawing card. The Egyptian Hust-
lers is a body composed of drum-
mers and traveling men having
Southern Illinois as their territory.
During the gathering they will give
a series of motor-boat races under
rules of the American Power Boat
association. Large prizes will be of-
fered for three distinct classes of
power boats, three prizes going for .
the open boat contest and three mg-
prizes for the cabin or pleasure boats.
The speed boat race will have a
trophy' of a magnificent cup given by
the Dupont Power company.
A number of boats from Paducah
will be entered, one being the private
craft recently finished by Messrs.
Young Taylor and Henry A Petter
of the Paducah dry docks. They
claim their tr'm little boat can make
forty miles per hour, and expect to
carry off the handsome prize. Hon.
John Aisthorp, president of the Cairo
National bank, and president of the
Cairo Boat club, has charge of
races.
that stream. It is thought she is
the stewardess whet` fell overboard
Wednesday. May 8, while that craft
was eighteen miles above this city in
the Tennessee river.
Yesterday morning about ro o'clock
Fireman Herbert Eggleston and
Watchman John Jacobs of the tow-
boat Castilla. that is moored over at
the island, were shifting some flats,
when the corpse floated to top of the
stream from underneath a barge. The
two jumped into a yawl, caught the
floater and brought it to bank io
foot of Broadway, from whence it
was taken to the undertaking estab-
lishment for embalming, and to be
held until the towboat comes back
from its trip.
Miss Woodruff was 36 years of
age and had been stewardess for five
years on the Henrietta and other
boats owned by Captain John Sum-
mers. • Last week the boat left for
the Tennessee river, and when eigh-
teen miles above here late in the af-
ternoon, Miss Woodruff left the din-
ing hall and walked to the' deck be-
side thl guards. That was the laat
seen of her, and she either accident-
ally fell overboard or committed, sin-
cide by leaping into the water.
She was,part owner ot 'the steamer,
came from Marietta, O., abd was
possessed of much property, coming
also from a good family. Several
steamboatmen knowing her well
identified the corpse yesterday as
hers. Part of the remains were badly
decomposed and the remainder in a
good state of presrvation. She had
on a lace shirtwaist. white corset
cover and underclothing, a brown
skirt, black hosiery, slippers and
black belt. The face seems to be
clotted with blood.
, When she was missed, about the
same time the Henrietta sank its
fuel flat, and a compl te search was
made for her, but lfrr body never
located.
Indiana Postmasters Organise,
Indanapolis, Ind, May 1. -Post-
masters of many of the chief caties
of Indiana met in conference here
today. Before they adjourn it is ex-
pected that a state avociation will be
formed on lines similar to the organ-
izations already existing in eeveral
other states. Third Assistanf Post:.
master-General A. L...Lewshe and
Chief Postoffice Inspector Wi J.
Vitkery are here from Washington
to address the meetihg.
In order to test the validity of the
municipal ordinance under which
Mayor Yeiser last week revoked the
saloon license of W. M. Mitchell of
No. moo North Tenth street, Mit-
chell sold liquor yesterday morning
at les place and Sergeant Emile Gou-
rieux immediately placed him under
arrest. He executed bond for his
appearance in the police court this
morning to answer to the charge of
selling liquor without a 'license. It
understood .many liquor men' have
gone into an agreement to furnish
the money with which to fight this
ordinance and get a test in the courts.
When the mayor raised kuch a
racket about City Attorney Toni
Harrison having dismissed the war-
rant charging Mitchell with keeping
his saloon open and furnishing beer
to customers, one week from last
Sunday, another warrant was immedi-
ately gotten out, Mitchell convicted.
fined a35 in, the police court, and
the mayor then took his license away
from him, the case against Mitchell
being a sure one with plenty of evi-
power to revokesaloon licenses when
the proprietors are convicted of law
violation. In order to test this ordi-
nance Mitchell, who claims the mayor
had no right to take his license from
him, sold beer yesterday morning to
Dick Calissi and Mitchell's brother,
and the sergeant immediately ar-
rested him. No matter what the de-
cision of the police court today is, it
nill be appealed to the circuit court,
whether upholding the ordinance or
declaring it invalid.
Reported Shooting.
Captain Frank Harlan yesterday
got a telephone message stating that
someone had gotten shot aboard a
shantyboat down ablaut the Illinois
Central incline at foot of Campbell
street. Officers were sent down that
way to make an investigation but
could Learn (nothing about anyone
getting shot.
. Continues Getting Better. ,
Mack Islcinney ' continues getting
better at his home on South Third
street and the doctors have never
-considered his condition dangerous.
He was mutilated in unprintable
manner la 4 week and claims it was
done by Wm. Hamilton and Coots
Eggleston, who are being held in the
coutgy jail for itrOal that will be
given when McKinney is able to at-
tend court
Engaged in Fight.
Mamie White and Fred Clark, col-
ored, engaged in a fight down on
Broadway last evening, and were ar-
rested by Officers Cross and Johnson.
Clark had a large rock-and is charged
with having prepared to strike the
negress with it.
Stationary Beat.
Patrolman Elinus Carter, the new
policeman chosen Monday night by
the commissioners, has been given
the Fourth and Broadway stationary
district,' his duties being to keep the
vast crowds thinned out at that public
intersection, which is the busiest in
the community, and gets congested
by the throngs if the patrolman does
not keep the populace moving.
Charged With Stealing.
Will Carroll, a 17-year-old boy,
was arrested by the officers yesterday
on the chary of stealing a bicycle
from the yard of Samuel Plumb of
Sixth and Harrison streets. The
owner left the bike sitting in the
Mr. J. M. Mitchell chairman of the
boat .committee, and Mr. J. C. Suth-
erland, chairman of the program
the
THE PRESBYTERIAN
GENERAL ASSEMBHT
ma....ammwommlaMO
Columbus 0., May i5.-Everything
is in readiness for the meeting of
the Presbyterian General assembly,
which will begin here tomorrow
morning. This meeting is to mark
an epoch in the history of the de-
nomination in America as it is to
witness the tinal steps in the union
of the Cumberland Presbyterians and
the larger body of American Presby-
terians. after a separation of nearly a
century.
The proposition to consolidate
three of the great Presbyterian sem-
inaries, the Lane Theological sem-
inary of Cincinnati, the McCormick
Theological seminary of Chicago and
the Weitern Theological seminary
of Pittsburg, is to be brought before
the general assembly for discussion.
The missionary situation is another
matter that pronaises to take up
math of the attention of the meeting.
Rev. William H. Roberts of Phil-
adelphia, .the chairman of the union
committee that so successfully nego-
tiated the merger with the Cumber-
land Presbyterians, probably will be
named as Moderator. Seattle and
Kansas,City will aontest for the hon-
or of entertaining next year's meet-
of the general assembly.
surge by those imploring prayer* on
their behalf. It was indeed a soul-
saving and far-reaching theme, to the
extent that by request he will speak
along the same lines this evening.
At least spat -five came forward
for prayer.s
ainsterday afternoon Dire 'Nava
talked on "Sanctiiication“ and it was
a deep and logical discussion.
The services continue at 4 .3o and
7:30 p. m. each afternoon and even-
Divine Returned.
Rev. J. R. Henry of the Kentucky
avenue Presbyter,an church returned
yesterday. from Prineetnn where he
attended a called session of the Pres=
bytery that includes. the congrega-
tion at Sixth and Kentucky avenue.
lie preached Tuesday evening to a
large congregation at that neighbor-
ing city.
----
Cumberand Presbyterian.
Rev. Joseph McLeskcy. Rel. D. F.
Fooks, Mr. J. M. Province and daugh-
ter, Mr. and Mrs. 5, M. Gilbert,
Messrs. Elmus Rudolph, 011ie Allen,
Samuel Rudolph and Renjamine Ru-
dolph left yesterday for Dickson.
Tenn., to attend ttle annual meeting
of the general assembly for the Cum-
berland Presbyterian, church. All are
from the churches of this city and
county.
Prayer Service Tonight.
This evening at 7:30 o'clock prayer
services' still _be. held by the Cumber-
land Pre4byterian church members at
the residence of Miss Hattie Allep,
631 Singh Eleventh street.
` W. C. T. U. Meets Today.
The W. C. T. U. meets this after-
noon at the First Baptist church lec-
ture room.
EGG HATCHES OUT
AN ENGAGEMENT
Sharpsbure, Ky., May t5.-Thomas
Tally of Mayslick, wrote the words,
"Wife Wanted" on an egg and signed
his name and address beneath. Now
he ix engaged to be marled to Miss
Edith Fleming of Reaville. Ma•,. •I
egg we. shipped in a ease of eggs
to the Eastern market and sold to a
Boston wholesale produce. num The
Boston 'wholesaler sold the' emto a
Reedville retailer and Miss Timing
drew the prise. She wrote to Mr.
Tally and the correapoadence resubt-
ed in their engagement. The wed,
ding will take Dlace in June.
•
waimmommommi,
ENDFERTAINMENT TOMORROW
AT WKINLEY BUILDING
MISS EMMA MORGAN, THE AB LE PRINCIPAL, AND HER
CORPS OF ABLE ASSISTAN TS HAVE AMASSED A LARGE
NUMBCER OF ATTRACTIVE FEATURES THAT COMBINE TO
FINE CORPS OF ASSISTANAIR.
One of the most elaborate affairs
ever given in the public schools of
this city will be the closing exer-
cises tomorrow afternoon of the Mc-
Kinley building in Mechanicsburg,
under the supervision of Mlis§ Emma
Morgan, the able principal, and her
corps of talented assistants. The
program is a very extensive and well
arranged affair, to witness rendition
of which the entire public is cordially
invited, an afternoon of much attrac-
fon awaiting them. The outline evi-
dences numbers of a varied nature as
follows:
Programme.
Herald—Ewell Dye.
Chorus and March—"Your're a
Grand. Old Flag"—School.
The Flowers' Convention.
"Lilly of the Valley—Edna Feegor.
"Morning Glory"—Tohn Dye.
"Geranium"—Cora Early.
"Larkspur"—Ruby McClure.
"Pansies"—Blanche Angle and
Ruth Shemwell.
"Rose"—Emma Wade.
"Sunflower"—Annie Shaffer.
"White Lilly"—Eva Pruess.
"Dandelion"—Rebecca Jones.
"Daisy"—Rex Walston.
"For-get-Me-Not"—Nettie Baker.
"Violet"—Imogene Keebler.
Musical Drill, "A. B. C."—Rachel
Parker, Nettie Baker, Jessee Clark,
Herbert Crafton, Rupert Ingram,
Mabel Cartee, Imogene Keebler,
Maude Brame, Ewell Dye, Herbert
Shemwell.
Solo and Chorus—" e Multiplica-
tion Table".
Solo—Fitzhugh Lee Price—Assist-
ed in the chorus by Margie Spivey,
Marie Bryant, Ethel Merry, Della
Gossum, Edna Edwards Elizabeth
Perkins, Sudie Kendall, Tedy Bou-
geno, Nellie Schaiffer, Vera Brame.
Recitation — 'The Coming of
Spring"—Glenn Fatilks.
Recitation — ,VA Little Boy's
Dream"---Dewey Schneirle.
Flower Drill—Maggie Pool, Marie
Ingram, Ruth Shemwell, Charlie Hill,
Raymond Magee, Nelson Miller, Bir-
die Herring, Ruby Leadicker, Ortense
Bougeno, Gaston McClure, James
Reedle, Ulyssee tSehaffer.
Chorus (two parts)—"Soft O'er the
Mountain"—Fourth and fifth grades.
Recitation—"Wasere's Ma. Hat
Roy Woods,
Recitation—"My Shadow"—Thur-
man Gossman.
Butterfly Drill—Madelline Smith,
Ruth Shemwell, Tedy Bougeno,
Elizabeth Parkin, Della Gossum,
Louise Leech, Ortance Bourgerro,
Ethel Merry, Vera Brame, Margie
Spivey.
Recitation—"Two Gardens"1--"The
City'', Rebecca Jones, "The Country",
Ortance Bourgeno.
Gextette—"Out On the Sea"—So-
pranos, Lorena Cooper, Eva Pruess,
Della Wade.- Altos, Minnnie Gard-
ner, Annie Schaffer, J. C. Dimick.
Fan Drill—Josie Ames, Edna Ford,
Mary Walker, Nellie Story, Gerty
Walters, Sara Hendricks, Syvella
Farrow, Bettie Manning, Ura Blewitt,
Selma Walker.
• WEDDING
PRESENTS
[SEELOUR STOCK OF
CUT GLASS, HAND
PAINTED CHINA
AND
SILVERWARE
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Recitation—"The Bootblack" — Joe
Knight, Gill Pruess, Raymond Par-
ker.
Recitation—"Kentucky Philosophy"
—in darkey costume—Vivian Yates.
Chorus—(a) Soon. (b) It is May.
(c) Tomtit—Miss Morgan's room.
Sopranos—Eva Pruess, Willie
Cooper, J. C. Dinimick, Lorena
Cooper, Gaston McClure, Ulysses
Shaffer, James Beale, Eula Spivey,
Raymond Magee, Minnie Gardner,
Henry Bourgeno, Della Wade, John
Knight, Corbett Lofton.
Altos—Madoline Smith, Marie In-
gram, Katie Dailey, Rex, Walston,
Maggie Pool, Lautie Leech, William
Bourgeno, Morgan Rassman, Annie
Shaffer, Ray Wade, Rebecca _Jones,
Ruth Shemwell, Ortense :Bourgeno.
Violet Drill—Mabel Bourgeno,
Madeline Childers, Ethel Merry, Ail-
een Bourgeno, Rena Raparters.
Recitation — "There's Somebody
Knocking"—Selma Walker.
Recitation (in unison) — Frank
Hendricks, Harry Clark, Travis
Cooper, Cecil Ford, Harold Early,
Thago Therman, Willie Brewer,
Odie Cooper, Malcolm Ford, Arthur
Sanderson, Fred Early, Ethel Con-
nor.
Reading—"Knee Deep in June"—
Minnie Gardner,
J. Whitcoemb Riley.
Vocal Duet—"Spring"—Soprano,
Kate Kendall. Alto, Ethel Merry.
Recitation—"Ten True Friends"—
Herbert Crafton.
Recitation—"A Bunch of Golden
Keys"—Robert Feebler.
Recitation—Rupert Ingram.
Recitation—Ewell Dye.
Piano Solo — "Larmena Vocal
Waltz"—Miss Caroline Ham.
(H. Lane Wilson.)
Song—"Three Lttle Kittens"—
Theseman Gostatun, Gilbert Wade,
Dewey iSchmirle, Birdie Herring.
Recitation—"The Owl and the Pus-
sy Cat"—Herbert Shemwell.
Recitation—"Six Little Maids from
School"—Evelyn Brame Mandie
Board, Lavora Barnett, Mandie
Brame, Rachel Parker, Mabel Cartes.
Song—"Won't You Play House
With Me"—Irene Bourgeno, George
Scott.
Piano Solo—"Tarentallo"—Mrs, W.
S. Smith.
Recitation—"Little Miss Brier"—
Stella] Rickman.
Recitation—"Evening on the Farm"
—Margie Spivey.
Recitation—"Green Apples"—Earl
Lofton.
Duett—"Sweet and Low"—Kate
Kendall and Ethel Merry.
Recitation—"Tale of the Nose"—
Ray Salugiver.
Recitation — "Master Johnny's
Next Door Neighbor" — Johnnie
Jones. .
Vocal Solo—"A Creole Lover's
Song"—Dudley Buck and Miss Caro-
line Ham.
A Fairy Play—"The Magic Charm"
(Queen)—Eula Spivey. Brown eyed
girl, Madoline Srinth. Golden Hair-
ed girl. Louise Leech. Blue eyed girl,
Evie Simmons. Boy, James Beale.
Little girl, Selma Walker.
Bound—"TIflee Blind Mice"—Mor-
gan Bassman, Rex Walston, Willie
Cooper, Henry Bourgeno, Roy Wade,
Raymond Magee, Ulysses Shaffer,
Gaston McClure, Wm. Bourgeno.
Chorus—"The Stars Gave a Ball"—
School.
March—School.
LOUISVILLE FIGHTS
FOR CONVENTION.
Taggart at Banquet in Which Plena
for Coning- Democratic Gath-
ering is Boosted.
Louisville, Ky., May ts.—Thomas
Tagart, chairman of the democratic
national committee, was one of the
guests of lionon.at the twentieth an-
s'11%1 banquet of. the Commercial club
last night at which a movement to se-
cure the national democratic conven-
tion for 1008 took definite shape.
Taggart in a &speech assured the
members of the club that he was
fully convinced as to tbe capability
of Louisville to handle the conven-
tion both in the matter of hotel ac-
commodations and auditorium. Mem-
bers of the club voted $5,000 as a
!means of a fund to be used toward
securing the convention.
KIDNAPED ROY RUNS AWAY,
Tabus His Litde Sister and Flees
From Father to Mother.
Terre Haute, Ind, May z5.—Eu-
gene and Helen Bogset, aged tt and
3 years, respectively, passed through
here today on qieir way to Pittsburg
to join the maither, from whom the
father, a coal miner, took them,
bringing them to the Dagger mining
fields in this state. The boy took the
father'a money while the hatter watt
at work The father it following on
the next train. 
.
:
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MEMBER COULD 'GOOD RESULT OF profitable Investments In
NOT ATTEND MANUAL TRAINING 1 paducab Real estate-now iCo Make them--a few
trade SecreteTHE "JAIL .COMMITTEE DIDNOT HOLD ITS CONFER-
ENCE.
Expressions From the People Seem
to Indicate Approval of the
Basement Plan.
On account of Justice Thompson of
the county being unable to come to
the city yesterday, there was not
held the conference between the fiscal,
court conamittee and the architect re-
garding the proposed new county jail
in the basement of the county court
house building, Miginrites Thomp-
eon is a memiber of the coMmitteei
and the others do not want to act ha l
the proposition until every comusit-
teeman is in attendance and can ex-
press his views in the premises.
'From every source can be heard
expressions from the populace ap-
proving the suggestion of the corn-I
mittee that the new jail be placed
the basement of the court house, as
all realize the vast necessity of mov-:
Mg the objectionable looking jail
building from the court house lawn,
but still keeping it close to the main
building, the two public departments
being so closely allied from a busi-
ness Standpoint.
A number of smaller cities of this
section want to purchase the old jail
and the officials will have no trouble
disposing of it at a good figure.
Judge Lightfoot will ascertain from
all the committeemen when they can
attend a meeting, which he will then
call and go into the details, prepara-
tory to reporting to the full court,
recommending the new basement jail.
"THIS IS MY 63RD BIRTHDAY"
—John Hare.
John Hare, the distinguished En-
glish comedian, was born in Lonclon.
May 16. 1844. He made his first ap-
pearance on the stage in 186t. From
1865 to 1875 he was a member of
the stock company of the old Prince
of Wales' theatre London. He then
assumed the management of the old
Court theatre. In 1879, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. and Mrs. Kendal, he
became joint manager of the St.
'James theatre. This co-partnership
lasted -till 1888, and during its con-
tinuance they produced some of the
most successful plays of the period.
Mr. Hare won wide fame, not only
for his acting, but for the manner in.,
which his plays were presented. In
In 1895 Mr. Hare made. his Ameri-
can debut at Abbey's theatre. New
York, in "The Notorious Mrs. Ebb-
smith." Since that time he has made'
several successful tours of America
RISING YOUNG MAN RECEIV-
ED FIRST INSTRUCTION
THERE.
Progressive Movement Seems to be
Struck Popular Chord Amongst
Paducah People.
The Alumni association members
of this city report that the encour-
agement they are meeting from all
sides regarding establishing manual
training in the Paducah schools, could
not be more satisfactory, as every-
body is lending their efforts to
-this
end, but it cannot yet be told whether
it will be inaugurated the next term
of school, or whether this will have
to go over until next year.
The following from the Louisville
(Ky.) Post shows what can be ac-
complished by a youth who received
his early training through the manual
system:
"United States Commissioner lien-
ry Cassin his received a letter from
his son, Harry, a bright young civil
engineer employed by the Florida
East Central railway, stating that he
expects to visit his parents in June.
Young Mr. Cassin is one of the man-
ual boys who is reflecting credit on
his alma mater, as we'l as his home
cal. While not yet of age, _he has
been very successful in connection
with his work on one of the most
important and difficult pieces of rail-
road ever built within the confines
of this country. Noted engineers all
over the country have pointed out
the Florida East Central railway, now
in course of construction, as one of
the most wonderful pieces of engi-
neering work with which they are fa-
miliar.
"It extends from Miami to Key
West, Fla., and is practically built
into the ocean a great part of the
way. The work of constructing a
railway system over mile alter mile
of swamp and water presents a prob-
lem which able engineers have said
the builders of the Panama canal
canal could follow with profit to
themselves. Henry Cassin is located
at Sugar Loaf, twenty miles out from
Key West, Fla."
TRY TO SAVE ABE HUMMEL.
EVELYN'S FOE, FROM JAIL.
Convicted Lawyer's Counsel Asks for
Certificate of Reasonable Doubt.
New York, May t5.—Application
was made today by Lawyer John D.
Lindsay to Chief Justice Edgar M.
Cullen of the court of appeals for a
l certificate of reasonable doubt, pent,-
U. C. V. SPECIAL TRAIN
TO RICHMOND REUNION
I
Leaves Nashville Monday, May s7th,
at 3 p. m. Over N. C. &
St. L. Railway.
Troop A and Company B, Confed-
erate Veterans, have selected the N.
C. & St. L railway and S. A. L. rail-
way via Atlanta as their official routel
to the Richmond reunion and ar-
rangements have been made for al
special train of Pullman Standard
tourist sleepers, comfortable day
coaches and baggage car to run
through to Richmond. The change
in date of departure to the 27th was
made so as to take in the Jamestown
Exposition before the reunion. Spe-
cial train will arrive at Richmond
Tuesday afternoon and early Wed-
nesday morning a day trip will be
made down the James river passing
Jamestown Island and man; points!
of interest. Several days will be spent
at the exposition and then return to
Richmond by boat up the James river,
in the day time. Special will leave
Richmond on return tMp after the
parade and unveiling of Davis Monu-
ment Monday, June 3, arrTving at
Nashsillre Tuesday afternoon. Routind
trip rate from Paducah to Richmond
only $i6So; boat ride to Jamestown
Exposition and return $1.5o. Leave
Paducah over N., C. & St. L. railway
at 7:45 a. In., t3a P.
m., in ample time to connect with the
special.
If you are interested call at N., C.
ar 1St. L. city ticket, o B d
way, or write to W. L. Danley, gen-
eral passenger agent. NashviUe, Tenn.
ing an appeal to the court of appeals,
on behalf of Abe Hummel, who was
convicted of conspiracy in he Dodge-
Morse divorce case and who was
sentenced to one yar in prison and
to pay a fine of $5oo. Justice Cullen
died_ not indicate what his actma
would be but took all the papers in
the case and give the lawyers until
tomorrow to file adlitioaal memo-
randa.
Heroine of Crimea is 117.
I.ondon, May 15.—Lovers of good
works on both sides of the Atlantic
joined in sending "Many happy re-
turns of the day" to Miss Florence
Nightingale, who was eighty-seven
years old today. For many years
the heroine of the Crimea has lived
in quiet retirement in her house near
Park Lane. For more than a decade,
it is pathetic to note, she has not
been able to leave her home.
Though she is extremely feeble in
body her mind is as alert and active
a, it w.os when, heading a little band
of nurses, she arrived in the Crimea.
and commenced those ministrations
to the suffering soldiers which won
I her the love and gratitude of the En.glish nation.
Good and Cheap Reading.
If the writer of this ever gets out
of t.he newspaper business and finds
that he has an unsatisfied desire for
more good reading matter he expects
to drop into a newspaper office once
a week and buy a nickeYs worth of
old papers. He will probably get
twenty-five exchanges and half of
them will be metropolitan ncit more
than a week old. Out of the bunch
he will get a lot of reeding that will
be as good as could be found in any
two or three to-cent magazines. The
newspapers of this country are filled
wiley good stuff every day of the year,
not alone fiscal news matter but mat-
ter,of general interest, matter that is
at readable when it is a year old as
when it was first pritrted.—Welloville,
tan Globe. , tl...b
Cotton Manufacturers Meet.
Phladelphia, Pa., May t5.—Cotton
manufacturers from the four corners
of the earth as well as other men in-
tercel in the cotton 'woolen and
knit goods industries filled the ball
room of the Bellevue-Stratford hotel
at to o'clock this morning when the
eleventh annual convention of the
American Cotton Manufacturers' as-
sociation was called to order by
President Arthur H. Lowe, of Fitch-
burg, Mass. The association is na-
tional in scope, numbering upwards
of one thousand members. There
was a large attendance at the open-
ing, the South being especially well
I, represented.
Ostend Chess Congress. -
! Ostend. Belgium,- May 15.—The
' international chess Congress, for
which preparations have been making
for nearly a year opened today at the
Kursaal with many of the foremost
chess experts of Europe in attend-
ance. The tournament will continue
for several weeks, during which
time there will be a championship
contest for $20000 in prizes, a mas-
ters' competition for a jaatso prize
fund, a ladies' championship contest
and three amateur contests. - 
•
Low priced lots on the city limits show the largest
per cent profit of any real estate investments. Su-
burban lots become residence lots just as certain as
the little green apple of the spring becomes the big
red apple hanging in the tree in the fall—This hap-
pens with certainty unless the tree dies or the city
stops growing — both very unlikely. The above is
the reason that all regular real estate traders deal
in suburban lots and own very little or no high-pric-
ed property. Fountain avenue lots less than 10 years
ago sold for $450.00, that have changed hands lately
at $11500.00 Something like five years ago West
Jefferson lots sold for $350.00—the last sale was
$1,000 for a 50-foot lot. FIGURE THE PER CENT.
FOR YOURSELF. All suburban lots have shown
big profits but these are the leaders. You say the
above is ancient history and will never occur again—
not so, history repeats itself, and just as soon as
some dealer puts another addition on the market di-
rectly in the path of the best class of improvements
and be as liberal with wide streets, wide sidewalks,
larger alleys, big lots and park frat trees, and
asks the same low price of say M.00 per lot, then
these same profits will be duplicated. Who knows
what advancement is in store for Paducah within the
next ten years? Don't get left again. Buy one of
these lots. Don't be afraid to bet 000.00 on the city
of Paducah. Get there first is the whole sum of the
experience of the writer after twenty years' trading
in Paducah real estate. These Suburban lots have to
be owned by somebody. Be one of the owners and
share the prosperity of Paducah: Think _this over
and you will find it all right, or ask some one's opin-
ion who you think knows. D 0 N ' T GET LEFT
AGAIN.
Good Reading Chia
-
•
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Painless Dentistry
HEAL TO STAY LONG ESTABUSINID •
We employ graduate and licensed demises, who are experts and
use all painless methods.
Our equipment. perfect system and large volume of business make
possible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
following
Plates 
 $540
Gold Crowns 4.00
Bridge Work 4.00
Gold Filings 
 
too
Platinum Soo
Silver 
 
.75
Hill Dental
OF FICE OVER CHERRY'S GROCERY
Office How's: a. m. to II p. m. Sun's 9 a. m. to 4
and and Broadway
& 
ICkolCh.,V
p. m.
Phone 33o
A BARGAIN
ew 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765
Or Call at 318 South 6th Street
STRIKE BEGINS IN PANAMA; f duff
WILL DELAY CANAL WORK. s.
Steam Shovel Workmen Want Pop /4),
'Increase to boo a Month.
Panama, May 15.---The strike of the
steam shovel workers, which began
yesterday, the men ttemanding
per month instead of their Wirt
salary of $210, continues today. This
Morning only eight steam shovels
were at wonk.
Col. Goethals, the chief engineer,
is endeavoring to replace the strikers
with snrechanics now employed In the
shops, and it is reporter? that he has
sent a cablegram to Jackson Smith,
the member of the canal c
in charce of labor, to contr. (or
engineers 11 the United Slides.
Inurratate League Begina Semi".
Puxutawney, Pa , May 15 —Vk.i111
bright outloolc far an intersoths pen-
nant race the Interstate Us ill
League *tarts the Belson of too.; 5.1 on to end September
W. Whittemore
rI.
i 4
Real Estate Agency
Paducah Real Estate. Western Kass.
sudsy Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay
met Lois for Investment. Westin
Konescay Roe Estate Journal and
Prise List /Pm to Zvarybody. Bebe
fir It. (Mica Fraternity Buildbi&
"Da .71 WMITTZMOSCIS, P.
AIL go.
cioy with Punxtawney playing at
Olean, DiSbois at Bradford, Erie at
torankIln And" Kane at Oil City. The
obedult calla for 110 games the seat-
7.
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Vankee &Tuskless
Ingenuity
•
•
IT
BY FREDERICK J. HASKIN.
The American boy should be taught
that the ideas which have formed the
loundation stones of the great Amer-
ican business enterprises have not all
sprung from the rich and mighty.
The American disregard for conven-
tionalities. and the national crying
out for something new, unite to offer
golden opportunity to him who
has an idea—whatever the idea is or
whoever may be the man to bring it
-forward. That peculiar quality which
enables the Yankee to see into the
future by the light of a shining coin
Ii not a gift to be too highly prized.
Furthermore it is a kind of prophecy
which drapise-s not- small things. -
Every town in the country, almost,
now has a "pressing club" which con-
tracts to press and clean anyone's
clothing for a certain amount per
month usually $1, with no limitation
to the number of times the clothes
are to be pressed. The crease in Un-
cle Gam's trousers has been much
neater and more distinct since the be-
ginning of pressing clubs. A boy
working in a tailor's shop in an Iowa
town was kept busy only part of the
time pressing suits of clothes at so
cents each. He had an idea. He cal-
culated how many suits of clothes he
could press if he were kept boas, all
the time. He calculated what it would
cost, his own wages being $7 a week.
Then lie startled the townsmen by
going around offering to press clothes
for $1 a month, "called for and de-
livered." Some people thought him
foolish, but when his pressing club
had grown until it had 6cio members
they realized that a good many ap-
prentices at $7 a week may be hired
for $600 a month and leave a hand-
some profit besides. From that be-
ginning the pressing club ,scheme
( spread all over the country in a re-
markably short time.
A small retailer in a Southern town
as dragging along in business, bare-
ly able to make both ends meet. One
• day he found that the store building
next door could be rented for a very
small sum. He had an idea. lie
-called in a friend who was interested
in the moving Pcture machine busi-
ness. They calculated how many
chairs could be put into the empty
- in at a nickel a head I ?they played to
in at a nickels head if they played to
capacity and gave a show every twen-
ty minutes. It looked good. The
store was rented, a moving picture
machne and a big phonograph install-
ed: and the first "nickelodeon" was
ready for businese.
Afterwards when this man went to
a bank to borrow money to extend
his business to several other cities,
he showed to the satisfaction of the
bankers-that he had netted Sta,000 in
the first six months. These five-cent
theaters are now to be found in every
city in the country and their number
Is increasing every day. There are
over soo of them in Chicago.
Even in these piping times of peace
and prosperity, with opportunities
scattered around thick as hope adver-
sity will sometimes bring a man down
to bard pan. A short time ago an un-
lucky fellow struck Atlanta lie was
dead broke and didn't know where to
get a job. There was labor on the
streets at about $t a day, but he had
been used to better monev. He had
an idea. He arranged a raffle and
oered to work a whole week for the
man who drew the lucky number. He
sold fifty chances at a dollar each,
and soon had $50 in his pocket.. A
grocer won the raffle and pu' his man
to driving a delinery wagon. The
man soon got on his feet and is now
successful. but is still a bit proud of
the fact that he is the only man who
ever drove a grocer's delivery wagan
for $50 a week.
'A merchant in a Western city was
desirous of reducing his stock vith-
out delay and to make a liberal re-
duction of profits to do so. He an-
nounced a 20 to 25 per cent. :eduction
.sale. It was bona-fide and the prices
had been cut, but the pt:blic had seen
such 'announc.onent s befo:ae and was
slow to come in. The merchan, Wag
discouraged. rht,, he had an dea
'The newspapers the next day carried
big ads annotiazing that at hts store
every fourth yard or every fourth at-
tide of the same price would be sold
at ei cents no matttr whether it was
worth to CVOS or !so. A woman
came in to buy an artile viorth
She bought two others, which cost
The same amount and Oleo a foarlh,
for which she ;aid only o cents. Thc
fourth eighth Ind twelfth yards of
-every kind of cloth in the store went
for ei cents. The store was packed
and jammed and' the stock cleared up
4 in a hurry. Vet it was practically
the same 25 per cent. redaction sale
which had been advertised so tinstic-
cessfully. The .proposition was mere-
-ly put in a more convincing way.
•
6moll
'A Chicago savings bank and a Chi-
cago`store went into an agreement to
(,k, promote healthful business publicity
k) publicity and also to inculcate habita
-of saving into their euStomres. The
I
Store advertised that with every pur-
chase of $5 worth of goods, or more,
the proprietor would start a savings
bank account in the name of the cus-
tomer with an initial deposit of $t.
The customer came in, bought $5
worth of goods and received an order
on a certain bank. He Olen went to
the bank and receiveeTia regular bank
book, with a credit for $1. Two
months after the scheme was inagu-
rated there had been 2,000 such ac-
counts opened, the great majority of
which were constantly being in-
creased.
*we
stemattc town boosfing is a
feature 01 American bUtine113 activity
which aims at the general good in-
stead of personal profit. One West-
ern town had a Board of Trade which
had slept along for years without do-
ing anything in particular except eat-
ing some good food once a year at a
banquet and listening to some spread-
eagle oratory. The organization be-
came moribund and its presidency
was an honor no longer sought for.
The directors met and gave the place
to a young man of the type "we like
to encourage," The young man took
his job seriously and went to work.
It wasn't long before he grew an
idea of his own.
Every new family that moved to
towel was sported. Employment was
provided for the bread-winners if
necessary, and the new people were
made to feel at home. When this
pereonal attention had get in its work
a representative of the board cf
trade interviewed the head of the
new family. This interview was in-
corporated into a letter, mimeograph
copies were made, put into stamped
envelopes and made ready to tnail.
Then the letter were taken to :he
newcomer, and he was asked to ad-
dress them to his friends "back ;.ast."
The scheme worked like a charm and
population boomed. Of that idea
many new ones were born. The
young man has been several times
re-eleoted" president of the board of
trade and he can have anything the
People of that town can give him.
General movements toward a cer-
tain purpose on the pant of discon-
nected retail stores dealing a certain
line of wares are difficult to under-
take. Yet the trade papers of the
country are inaugurating many of
them with some signs of success.
The general merchant in a small town
finds his most dangerous competition
in the great mail order stores of the
big cities. These merchants are now
being urged to acquire stock in the
local newspapers, to increase their
home advertising, and to prevail upon
their borne newspapers to refuse to
advertise the mail order establish-
ments. In many places this anti-
mail order crusade has been united
with the town-boosting propaganda,
and the people are being urged to
spend their money with the home
stores. If this movement should
continue to grow it may have a de-
cided effect upon the destiny of the
retail merchandise business.
The country newspaper man neads
more ingenuity than any other man,
he thinks. Usually he has his share.
There arc many country editors who
think only of politics, and generally
these fail to snake money, but in those
instances where businese brains and
business industry are applies, to the
job, the country weekly is a money
maker. A Missouri country editor
made a business of attending fairs and
shows and every big gathering of
farmers, lie was often acc.isted
this fashion: "If I knew how much
I owed you, I would pay it today."
This was said to him so often that
he had his subscription list copiel in
a book which he could carry in his
pocket. The next man who said it
I knew how much I owed you" was
collared on the spot. The bill was
paid and the editor was made hap-
py. Each night the subscriptions
paid to the editor and at the office
were copied both in the office ac-
count book and the pocket edition.
There was no confusion and no trou-
ble, and at the end of the year the
editor was nearly a thousand dollars
ahead in his collections on subscrip-
tions. The plan was exploited by :he
press association, and,. now coantry
newspaper owners all over the un.on
are doing the same thing.
Mere man for several thousand
years left his wife to do the washing.
Consequently when civilization ad-
vanced to th• point where he had to
live and have a large part of his be-
ing in the down town office he missed
the home laundry. The towels were
always dirty. He could never. 're-
member to send for thc laundrYMth•
A pan who was a keen student of
human nature saw the problem and
offered a solution. Nlow every office
in almost every city in the land is
provided daily with fresh towels,
eoau and the like for a regular month-
ly price. But while it is a common
every day matter now, it has not al-
ways been done, and the p'oneer towel
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man made a little foriune before the
scheme became public property. An-
other like instance was the man who
first conceived the idea of furnishing
pure spring water to offices, and keep-
ing the cooler supplied with ice. It
is done everywhere now, but the man
with the idea was-paid for his origi-
nality.
There are of such oppor-
tunities just waiting to be discovered.
They are unborn now, will be novel
tomorrow, and next year they will be
accepted as necessities of life. Let
the reader of this put his head be-
tween his hands and think hard. If
he can peer into the future far enough
to see how he can supply the public
with something the public needs and
wants, and supply that thing in an
attractive and convenient 'fashion,
there is a fortune for him at the end
of his thinking.
MILLIONAIRE. AS CUPID'S
"ANGEL." FINANCES
POOR GIRLS WHO
WISH TO WED.
N. Y. Manufacturer, Remembering
Trials of Youth. Will Share For-
tune to Promote Matrimony,
New York, May ts.—Abraham Gor-
don, a millionaire manufactures- of
thie city, has decided to devote a good
share of his fortune to encouraging
matrimony on the part of those young
people who otherwise wool be pre-
vented by poverty from embarking
on wedded life. He explained his
idea today as follows:
"I am so anxious to have poor
girls get worthy husbands that I have
decided to devote a part of my for-
tune to aid them. It is a crime not
to marry People who do not do so
are committing a wrong To matri-
mony lies the only Srue happiness;
the only right mode of life.'
Mr. Gordon had sent three cheeks
for $ae to the clerks of the towns of
Midford. Medway and Hollisten.
Mass , to he given as gifts to poor
girls who want to marry and it was
to find out how much more was to he
used it, the same war* that the re-
,porter
"Vs, own experience. when a pov-
erty-stricken tailor in T.ondon with a
wife and two child-en, makes me feel
for the poar girls that wan' husband•
hut who are iinable to marry became
of insufficient money.' continued Mr.
Gordon "I firmly btlieve that it is
every man's and every woman's duty
to marry at an early age. It discour-
ages immorality, which is the beset-
ting sin of the !long. T was mar-
ried at the age of fifteen
"At that time I wa: talf.r making
$3 a week On that munificent sum
wa. obliged to live, and it was ter-
rible. Now that I have prospered. T
have determined to give generously
to making. the life struggle of ether
young men and women as easy as
feasible I believe that in inch work
lies real humanity.
"I shall give much more. and by
to Woing T SOpe to start a movement
along similar lines among other
wealthy men. I trust they will see
that real charity lie' in promotiog
the home life of our people"
PROPOSES WAY TO
CUT DOWN NAVIES.
---
German Doctor Proposes That Pri-
vate Property at Sea Itie Made
Inviolate in War.
New York. May te.—Dr. Theodore
Barth, former member of the German
reichstag one of the most prominent
political ecnomista of Germany. was
the guest of a dinner given in his
honor tonight by Oswald C; and Har-
old G. Villard. Oswald Villard pre-
sided. Barth delivered an address,
saying in part:.
"The characteristic sign of domes-
tic deve4opirrent 'in Germany is the
fo'nwing interest for Arneecan insti-
tutions and American public life and
a constant increasing desire to be on
'good terms with the United States,
rand Germany is at precent a plank in
the platform of every political party.
On thie point even the socialists agree
with the kaiser.
country appeared to our fore-
fathers as the greatest domain of lib-
erty. Gentian liberals today Toni
hope that this republic will not unde-
ceive believers in freedom and true
civilisation. Just now the forthcom-
ing second Hague conference gives
good opportunity of showing the earn
witness for promoting those principles
of civilization which beyond the nar-
row slifiahness of nationalism go to
the rdota of international life.
"The law of nations le still very
intrierfeet. Rut pot into the law of
nations the principle of the Inviolahil
ity 'of private property at sea, Jim as
it has been established (or many year!)
in wars on land anyi you have removed
411.1.11
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one of the most expensive pretexts for
the constant increase of naval arma-
ments.
"No othor nation is in better posi-
tion to take the initiative for such an
important reform than is the United
States I am sure Germany would
follow immediately. This would be
the occasion for President Roosevelt
to show to the world be has twice
merited the noble peace prize
"If the United States, England and
Germany %Tracked together for such a
reform the prestige of the Hague con
ference will grow enormously and the
cause of international peace would
advance and the way to disarmament
would be much shorter. I propose
as my toast the co-operation of Ger-
many and the United States in the
development of true civilization and
genuine peace."
SERIES OF ACCIDENTS.
Cloyd's Landing, Ky.. May i.---
While loading a large log on a wagon
Martin Vibert, of this place. acci-
alentally let the log roll over him,
breaking his thigh and otherwise
seriously wounding him. He will
necessarily be Confined to his room
for several weeks.
While Mrs. Maggie Pitcock, wife
of Virgil Pitcock, was driving a team
of mules down the Tooley Hill, which
is very steep, the mules became
frightened and threw her to the
ground. She struck on her head and .
shoulders, breaking her collar bone
and right arm. She is reported to be
in a dangerous condition. . I
Gillam Chism, little ViriOTear-old
.of SailiftiWbone,
fell from the yard fence, breaking his
collar bone.
ARREST OR CLEW lfir MANAGER
Washington Representative of Bank-
ing House is Under Cloud.
Washington, May t5.—F. H. Ag-
new, manager of the Washington
branch of Henry Clews & Co., bank- I
era and brokers, was tonight arrested
in West Orange, N. J., for the au-
thorities here, charged with lao-enyi
and embezzlement. Agnew, who is
well known in business circles here,
disappeared early today. Lieutenant
Peek, of the detective force was noti-
fied of Agnew's arrest late tonight
and will tomorrow send an officer to
West Orange for the prisoner.
It i4 a good deal easier to preach
things heroic and - divine than it is
to practice things ordinarily Immune
and decent.
,.? '1e
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Disreputable Journalism.
The Register has often referred to
tie disreputable methods of the Padu-
*air News-Democrat, and no doubt
foamy of our readers have at times
thought, that our remarks were made
sisereIy to disparage a contemporary,
Int such has not been the case, for we
have always been prepared to back
Mr Ott charges with evidence that
could not be disputed.
In the News-Democrat of last Soto
wily appeared an article from a corn-
eittee of the Carpenters' Union that
was in a large measure an attack on
'Ike Register and calculated to in-
jute this paper in the estimation of
she carpenters and all in sympathy
with them in their present conflict
with the contractors. We were some-
what amazed to see such an article
signed by representatives of "the-
laiierint elass to whom The Register
has always endeavored to give a
square deal. We passed the matter
lig1, as we could not understand it,
sad two days later a committee fron/
she carpenters cared at the Register
office and produced the manuscript
that they had given the News-Demo-
*rat and that manuscript had been
etwinged by the managing editor of
this' paper so as to make it read The
Register when the copy clearly hull-
sated that the conunittee referred to
the contractors.
Feeling that The Register had been
weonged the committee voluntarily
sasehorizes the following card:
'Bs the .Public;
"A itiativit4Cof the union carpen-
leo' side of the exiaing controversy
Iola the contractors was given out
tor pubikation by the committee last
Sataday. The statement prepared by
ue read: 'The morning pre as cot,-
• an article regarding a confer-
ence held Last night between the con-
tractors and a comenittee represent-
ing the Brotherhood of Carpenters.
Is the statement they seem to wish
to convey the idea that public and
trnsineav men of Paducah should in-
dorse the contractors in their effort
so torte the curtwirters of the city.
who baye.shad•site audacity to ask for
an Increase of a paltry 2o cents a day
advance, to return to work on the so-
raSed open shop plan,' etc.
mWtien .the -.article appeared the
words morniing 'press' had been
changed to morning Register and the
word 'they,' meaning the contractors,
had' been changed to 'The Register,'
m4ing it appear that The Register
21141"not the contractors would have
tht public and business men to in-
doise the contractors, which naturally
place(' The Register in the wrong
11
e wish to say that we have no
once against The Register and it
been as friendly and fair to us as
paper in' the thy. What we said
I. our open statement applied to the
to tractors and not to The Register.
igned)
'' , 11101fillartE CARPENTERS'
LOCAL NO. .559."
Now, ...we'. tulonir to the public
whether oy not there can he any-thing
2110t1Jiercputable in journalism than
to Larticle' handedin by a botly°1
Of plaitving 'More fully theat
'coition and pointing out the weak
points made by their adversarieel tend-
to maliciously 
-clange it so ao to
ludic; cise On'etedarratited reflec-
post upon a business rival.
"The item that appeared in The
1Register last Saturday morning was
ot news item in reference to a confer-
once the night beforeatprn the
icootractors and the men, and gave
"Apar traspieed on both sideg of the
question, and the committee at this
office stated that The .Register cOO-
tamed a fair and accurate account of
!who transpired, and that they took
110 exceptions whstever to the article
let.did PSYlii'Ait* what they, the coni-1
tractors, would have the public be-
lieve. This the News - Democrat
changed so as to make the committee
say The Register would have the pub-
lic believe certain things.
The contemptible object of the
News-Demodat was to put The
Register in a false light and to send
their solicitors to union men armed
with the card "doctored" in that office
and point out to the union men that
The Register is "unfair" to the union
carpenters when there is not a word
of truth in it. This is but one of the
few questionable methods employed
by the News-Democrat to get busi-
ness and to break down The Register
wherever possible, all because The
'Register will not bow down to .the
whisky-corporation gang who own,
and control the News-Democrat. They
have g-ven it out that they will run
the "d—d sheet" out of Paducah and
nothing is too low for them to stoop
to. They do not come out open and
above board, but like the midnight at
sassin they stab in the back, and likt
the Hargises in Breathitt county they
get other men to do ther dirty work.
The reason that the whisky dealer
and corporation gang would crush out
The Register is because it has stood
up and fought the battles of the de'
cent citizens of Paducah and con-
tinually warned the good people of
their designs upon the city.
The Register stands for law and
order, against whisky and corporate
domination, and as a consequence that
gang has banded together and work
day and night, under cover, to break
down the champion of the people.
,If the labor organizations will ha-
tigate closely they will find who
are the real men behind the move-
ment to destroy their organizations,
and when they do they will find some
of the stockholders in certain Padua'
cab newspapers in the orowd.
For Law and Order in Kentucky.
(Louisville Herald.)
"Kentucky's most urgent need is
the enforcement of law and order.
Mayor Wbods, of Richmond, is en-
titled to the profound gratitude of
the state for calling a meeting of
representative Kentuckians to discuss
nsthe best mea to have the state law's
for social betterment enforced. These
laws are, in the main, well devised,
and, while not as complete as desir-
able can be amended or amplified in
any desire direction.
"Mayor O'Bryan of Owensboro,
took objection, when Mayor Woods
first launched his project, to its ad-
visability. He took it to be a world
of supererogation. The local officials
were all sufficient Hardly had theink dried on the mayor of Owens-
horo's challenge to Mayor Woods.
than an Cfweneboro boy of seventeen
selected to test the enforcement of
the law prohibiting die sale of liquor
to minors, found five barkeepers who
gave bins liquor and no questions
asked. Is Mayor O'Bryan enforcing
the liquor laws in the capital of
Darius?
"We have had for so many years
the courts of this state tied to poiiti-
cal machines that many malefactors
and transgressors escaped just pen-
alty by means of partisan pulls. When
one escaped another thought hinsself
equally entitled to favor. This ne-
farious process continued till crime
became rampant. Kentuckians are in
overwhelming majority law-abiding.
They detest wrong-doing. But there
are in ahis state conditions, not found
to the some extent elsewhere, which
give encouragement '' to criminals.
Our people have a strong affection
for their kinfolk—even for those who
fall into disgrace. The family name
inspires a pride in Kentucky which
will often stop at nothing to ward off
a kinsman from prison cell. Jurors
are often moved by like feelings.
"Then there ig the political pull.
For many years after the war the call
of democracy was just as sacred and
as obligatory as any creed or rite in
the religious field. The judge who
wanted to make votes was lenient to
the criminal with a big family con-
nection. The juror, with an eye to
gthxl standing in his community,
could not be too hard on a trams-
re <nor with half or more of an elet-
tioft precinct closely related to the
culprit.
"We have to learn that the best
nl•ace in the interest .of p family's
oilionter avid of : a . cononuni . s;_safety,
for ano" proved law broken . ,ilhe jail
or penitentiary." 
-
1 -Sirri'LES tie CASES IN DAY
*judge Fake Establishes
Speedy Municipal
Justice.
Record for
Court
Municipal Judge 'Fake's capacity
for work was shown yesterday when
he handled` Ito cases in the Harrison
street court. Judge Falte's call was
more than doubled by the transfer of
Municipal Judge Going to the crimi-
nal court.
Judge Fake rose to -the occasion.
doing Stoops worth of busineas be-
tween 9:30 o'cloeic in the Morning
aod 6 to:clock jn the • evening —Chi-
valor Chttin -de:
BRIGHT YOUN • . P,-:. n YOliAY IN STORY.
'44 44MATRON DIED,. it 12 it it it it IS it it
MAY 16.
.1795—Alliance of Paris.
1799—Honore Balzac, French novel-
MRS. VIDA WOODWARD DIED • ist, born.
AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL gilt—Battle of Albuera, between the
French and British,
1832—Philip D. Arnibur pioneer Chi-
cago packer, born. Died Jan.
6, 19oi. •
1841—Fall of rock from Cape Dia-
mond, .Quebec, killed 25 people.
1853—First railway train left To-
ronto.
1860-aRepublican convention at Chi-
cago nominated Abraham Lin-
coln and Hannibal Hamlin.
1895—Count Kalnoky, preimer of
Austria-Hungary, resigned.
1899--Edwaad Everett Hale resigned
pastorate of !South Congrega-
tional church, Boston, after
forty-three years of service.
YESTERDAY.
Succumbed to Operation That Was
Necessary on Account of Compli-
cations Following Fever.
Last evening at 9 o'clock Meg. Vide
Woodward, of Lovelaceville, gassed
away at a private ward in Riverside
hospital, where she was brought last
Sunday and operated on by the( lthr:
sicians as the result of an attack of
typhoid fever that overcame her two
weeks ago. Her condition was too
dangerous •though for the operation
to effect any good, and she gradually
grew worse until claimed by death.
The remains were move front the
hospital to Hotel Craig last night,
and this morning will be taken to
Lovelaceville for interment.
The deceased was the wife of Mr.
M. O. Woodward, the well-known
business mon of that city, to whom
she was united in marriage March to,
1906, in the parlors of The Palmer in
this city. She was twenty-one years
of age and the daughter of Dr. and
IvErs. T. M. Baker, of Lovelaceville,
her father being one of the moss
prominent physicians of that vicinity
and was at her bedside on death.
Mrs. Woodward was well known
in this city, where she often visited,
and her host of friends are deeply
grieved over the sad dissolution that
carried away a bright matron.
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(By Nic OfTime.)
Women are not unknowable. Every
'seventeen--tar-pad kid <tan explain
the whole mystery of the sex between
puffs of his cigarette.
"Still water runs deep." This ad-
age has hidden many a sandbar.
Sometimes the man who says he
knows nothing lies. The man 'alio
claims to know it all is always
t ak en.
And soon the wisdom of the sweet
girl graduate will be loosed on lie
world. It won't hurt the world, and
the dear creature will feel better af-
ter imparting it.
Nevsapaper men profess most of ,the
vices and practice most of the vo-
tues.
The only man w- ho knows more
about how to ran a paper than the
cub reporter is the man who is al-
ways desirous of seeing his name in
print
The one roam who don't know how
a paper should be run is the man
who has spent his life trying to run
one.
The big game hides in the deepest
forest; the small romps in the road.
Life holds much good for rvery
man. The trohble is an the holding.
A religion that is so narrow that
it excludes amusement is not true re
ligion, but fanat'cism.
An amusement that is so absorb-
ing that it excludes morals and re-
ligion from oar hearts is not amuse-
ment but a demonic obsession.
Jealousy seems to be about the
only besetting vice of physicians.
James Guest, of Peteraborough,
who has just retired from the service
of the Great Northern railway, has
traveled 7,132,7oo miles in fifty-two
years as engine
-driver. During all
that time he met with no accident or
injury.
The "Tribune" "Rambler" "Illetelerl"
and "Imperial."
THE LEADING WHIRLS.
EASY TERMS
Old Wheels taett in exchange.. Bend
us your repair work.
• WILLIAMS
BICYCLE
 CO.
ta&tall North Fifth Strest.
• Next to Kentucky Tliatre. y
MEDICAL SOCIETY
ADJOURNMENT
THE CONVENTION CAME TO
CLOSE YESTERDAY AFTER-
NOON.
Honseopathists Having Their Meet-
ing at Louisville—News About
:keret Older Sessions.
Yesterday afternoon the anneal eat-
vention of the Southwestern Kentucky
Medical association came to a close
and the visiting physicians returned
to did- home after spending an in-
teresting and profitable two-days'
session, during which time they were
royally entertained.
All of yesterday was devoted to
hearing papers and indulging in med-
ical discussions of deep interest to the
professional men.
State Homeopathists.
The homeopathic physicians of Ken
tucky closed their twenty-second an-
nual meeting yesterday at the Seel-
bach hotel in Louisville, where they
had been in session for two days. Dr.
W. C. Eubanks has been on the legit-
lat;ve committee for the organiza-
tio'n, but did not have an opportunity
to attend Ole convention
•
Order of Eastern Star.
The Order of Elistorn Star held a
meeting last evening, at the Frater-
nity building and during the session
initiated twelve new members. The
degree work was followed by one of
the delicious feasts the ladies sod
gentlemen always serve at their as-
sembly room. o ollad,/soi
Red Men's Mew Lodge.
A lodge of Red Men has been or-
ganised at Princeton and the new
subordisate is Imown as Bogobama
tribe No. tga, it being organized by
David Moskovitels, of Louisville, and
instituted by N. G. Motherhead, of
Earlingoon. It starts off with a fine
membership and under excellent pros-
pects. 
• a. SAAttRititil
a Friday, May 24, 1902'
PADUCAH'S
Al musicrusilyttt.us. the Auspices of WOMAN' CL'vB
INNES ORCHESTRAL BAND
FESTIVAL CHOIttli
Virginia Listemann, Soprano. Zoe Peoria Park, Contralt.4.
Alfred D. Shaw, Tenor. H. J. WIWIliale, Harp.
Forrest Dabney. Can, -Basso-Canienit.
The whole under the direction of FOoderich t4l Innes
•
At 2:30 O'Clock
PART I.
Overture, Oberon Weber
a. , Georgia Sunset Brown
bo Love is King (March) Innes
Nobil Signork Aria for Cantralto...
Meyerbeer
Zoe Pearle Park.
Fourteenth Hungarian Rhapsody...
 
Liszt
PART II.
WAGNER,
Rienzi 
 
 Overture
a. The Master Singers Quintette
b. Twilight of the Gods 
Funeral of Siegfried
Persifal.Procession of the Holy Grail
Lohengrin 
 .Grand Ensemble
(Introducing all the Festival Soloists)
I At 8 O'ClockSecond Hungarian Rhapsody. . . limo •The Two Grenadiers, Song for 
.Basso 
 
Forrest 
• 1
t .tairliarrifW 
.1 0. 
YOUNG LADY
OPERATED ON
MISS LORRAINE LYON SUFFER
Mg FROM THROAT
TROUBLE.
Thomas Alexander Badly Injured by
Mule He Was Trying to Sell—
Engineer Quite Ill.
Miss Lorraine Lyon, of Eddyville,
has been brought to the city and is
the guest of Mrs Reuben Rowland,
of North Seventh street, at which
home the young lady was operated
on for throat trouble by Dr. H. M.
Childress, the specialist, assisted by
Dr- 1. G. Travis, of Eddyville, who,
together with the Totting lady's
mother, Mn. H. B. tyon, accompa-
nied the daughter to this city, where
they remain several days. The oper-
ation was a sisccese
Miss Lyon :a the daughter of the
late General H. B. Lyon, who died
several weelre ago.
By Mule.
Driver Alexander of the
wagon run by Temple Brothers, the
Sour griller& of Maxon's Mill, is laid
up at his home there with a broken
a right shoulder,five fractured ribs and
U bad body bruises. He was showingUttUtSigtrtUttLIUUttflUltn a mole to a prospective purchaser,Henry C. Ide, former governor of wham the animal
 kiched him downthe Philippines, is said to be hard and pulled the heavy wagon
at work to put Vermont in the Taft driver'‘
column.
John L Roan, who served three
terms as governor of Colorado, has
recently been declared insane and in-
capable of managing his estate. He
is eighty-one years old.
The constitutional convention the
people of Michigan decided upon at
the last general election will assem-
ble at Lansing next Nbvember.
Judson Harmon, whom conserva-
tive F-astern Democrats are said to
favor for a presidential candidate, is
a native and resident of Cincinnati.
He served a number of years on the
bench, and from t895 to 1897 was
Attorney General of the United
States. lie is now 'n the faculty of
the law department of the University
of Cincinnati.
Senator Stnmons has just made
public his intention to resign the po-
sition of state chairman of the Dem-
ocratic party of North Carolina. He
has been the active manager of every
campaign in It's state for the past
ten years, overthrowing during the
first few years of his term the Pop-
ulist party, which in the early nine-
ties had built up a powerful state or-
ganization. and wrested from the
Democracy every state office within
the gift -of the people, including the
supreme court.
William W. Wilson, aongressman
ITS die ffinfteentli
district and secretary and treasurer
of the United Mine Workers of
America ,is an example of the "self-
made" man. He came to America
from Scotland with his parents some
forty years ago. His father found
work in the mines io Pennsylvania,
and the son followed the *ante befit
when he ..eis la "i-gottali to work.
U tt 1:13 Utitt 33U13UUUU
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POLITICS AND
tt POLITICIANS.
ft
Injured
Tom
body.
over the
Paducah Boy Hurt.
Mr. Henry Buck, the well known
hostler for the N, C St. L. railroad
yards here, has received word that
several days ago his son, Charles
Buck, was thrown from an army sup-
ply wagon at Fort Brady, near Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich., his leg broken, in
two places and other painful injuries.
Young Buck; is twenty-two years of
age and two years ago enlisted in the
United States army being now con-
nected with the hospital department
of Fort Brady.
Engineer Ill.
Engineer David Kenoedy, of the
Illinois Central, is confined with a
severe attack of tonsilitis.
For Better or Worse.
/1.. Baltimore woman who had a
"perfect treasure of a cook," was
horrified recently when Maggie came
to her saying, according to Harper's
Weekly:
'Plate, mum, I'm givin' ye a wake's
notice."
"Why, Maggie!" exclaimed the
lady o (the house, this is a surprise.
Aren't you satisfied here. Do you
expect to better yourself?"
,"Well, no, mum," responded Meg-
T144a. "'Ti, not exoctly, that .-Yrtuin; '
r led:01274; • • , • 0' 1 19 /4 .it
•
if
tie got 'his education between times
when he was not working in the
mines. During the eix years he has
served the United Mine Workers he
has handled in an admirable manner
more than d6,000noo of the orgaeiza-
tioti's funds.
Scenes from Tannhauser Wagner -
Sicilian Vespers, Aria ter Soprano
 • ' Verdi
Virginia Listernann.
Karnmenoi Ostrovr. , .. RubinsteinValse Caprice (1tp Solo...Cheshire
H. J.
a. From "The Rose Maiden* Brldid
Chorus 
•
:
PraiseGrand Opera 
Yra scones orantswe the Father  10* 0044:61.4111.=(Festival Chorus and Band.)
Introducing all the Festival
ists in Arias Duos, etc., from
Troyatore (Verdi) Faust (Goa-
nod) Martha (Flotow) and Lucia(Donizetti) and ending with di,
famous Anvil Chorus.
Atom
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Pittsburg. 4.6 failing.
Oncinnati, 26.5 falling.
Louisville. 9.4 falling.
Evansville, 26.8 falling.
Mt. Vernon, 25.5 rising
Mt. Carmel,. 5.3 falling
Chattanooga. 8.2 falling
Florence, 107 r.sing
Jobasonville, 21.0 rising.
Cairo, ns standing.
St. Louis, 16.7 falling
Paducah, 30.4 rising.
The steamers got away yesterday
for the Tennessee river. She comes
back again next Moaday night.
The Kentucky comes out of dna
Tennessee river .ought and stays
here until 5 o'clock the Dick Fowl-
er gets out for Cairo and corneaback tonight at 9 o'clork.
Tbe steamer City of Salon° got
to St. Louis yesterday and leaves
there today bound back this way for
the Tennessee river.
T 
out of the Tennessee river late to-
morrow 
City of Savannah should pass
OWITI night booed back to SO
Louis.
The Peters lee left Cincinnati y e
ter day and gets here Sunday buunck
down for Memphis.
The Georgia 1.ee gots up today
bound for Cincinnati Item Memphis.
The new towboat F4tisburg passed
up yesterday morning bound for the
Mississippi river with a tow of empty
coal boats. •
Major Charles Rich* left yester-
day for his home in Chattanooga. He-
was here en route home from the
Illinois and Mississippi rivers, being
of the federal engineering corps hav-
ing charge of those two streams.
The Bottorff arrived yesterday
from earit rette and I ef t h -
ville in a few hours.
The New Era. floating palace has
passed up. bound for the Ohio head-
waters.
T Rumen- Lord is due from the
Tennessee with tits:
Today the Margater comes out ofthe Tennessee river with cross ties.
The Harth has gone to the Casey-yule mines "affseirifoilli.WPWirldethe West Kentucky Coal company. , •
TERRE HAUTE BEATS RIVALS
411
\Indiana City Absorbs Territory Untilit Becomes" Third in Sim.
Terre Haute, hid., May 15.—Whenthe report of the Terre flame scbool
enumerators is heard over the statethere will be bitter aspersions on thehonesty of the count. The reportto the city school board shows a total
of 17,939, which is a gain of 3,900 in.
a year. It is loos more than Fort
Wayne and within a few hnndfed ofthe Evansville total, , , . , ,..,
Under the law the superitendentitof schools in the threekitirii lre'Shotthe largest population of perinea of o„,sch ' I age are members ex-officio of ottati tate board of ectricatitsn. Jodi- afs?
have held these positiooilitinaoye ars, ',' • 
,lie, Evansviire and tort Wayne 91
but Terre ilapte itoue . a i°tit
• 1 . J1,1 
. • : 4Wayne.
The big increase here .iitdattributed 'to faulty enumeratiOns in paii years,
natural growth. ita WEI lag itip. Ittfitil,taking ;t110' the 61Sr ' S of
total 
qpionnew todostattwirsiretottory. The estimate of dhow-
..
_
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ROWN SKIRTS
We have just received a 1•4
of Brown Panama and Silk
Skirts 66.50 up. _
317 BR.OADWAY
SCHOOLS CLOSE FOR THE
MAY MUSIC FESTIVAL
TIgE PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL; UILD/NOS WILL DISMISS AT
NOON TN ORDER TH85 CHTE DR= CAN ATTEND AFFAIR.
FOR WHICH MIGE ARRANGEMENTS ARE NOW BEING PER-
FECTED—KENTUCKY AVENUE PRESBYTERIAN LADIES
GIVE "OLD FASHIONZI) SCHOOL" TONIGHT—OTHER SO-
CIAL EVENTS.
Huge are the preparations being
wade by The Woman's club for the
May Music Festival that occurs May
se at Wallace tart, and in order that
all the public school students will
have an opportun'ty to witness and
participate the club ladies have pe-
tered the consent. of the school board
to dismiss the buildings at noon that
day, and let the children give the
afternoon over to the entertainment. I
The executive board of the dub
met yesterday morning with the pres-
ident. Mrs. James A Rudy, and they
worked out many details in eonnec- I
don with the music committee and
others having the event in hand. The
wand chorus of so children has been
about made up and this has prospects
of being one of the most attractive
tints upon the elaborate program
The numbers to be presented by
limes' famous orebettral band appear
In another column of this issue and
hoOtations are a most grand and un-
excelled event will be produced.
The Matinee chi& members In-
, )tended giving their opening races
)`'r May at at the Caldwell fair grounds.
but as the Music Festival occurs that
date the clubmen have given away at
request of the ladies in charge of the
Testival. and arrangements now are
for the races to come off the day pre-
ceding. Wray 23, at which time some
istereating contests will be pulled off.
The new dtte was selected in order
ant to interfere with the festival
Paehhoned &ciao!.
The lad'es of the Kentuc4cy arnue
Presbyterian church invite the public
to be at die church phis evening and
witness the "Old Fashioned School"
entertainment that will have the fol-
laying as the attractive program nun*
"THE REMEARS.kr."
Song by school. .
Louisa Miss Jennie Gilson
Dow Gilson
• MI'm Dixie 
Eubanks
Della Gilson
Johnnie Jones  Mr. Marshal Jones
Too Brown Will Watson
Frani B I:. McNeil
Speech, Mrs. F. E. Lade
"THE INVESTIGNIING COM-
MITTEE.
Ws. Vestry .(the minister's wife) ..
SMOKE
GOOD
CIGARS
Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not all
goosk
However, every cigar we
latep—whether imported or do-
samtic—ia a good, satisfaction-
promoting smoke.
'vast eh. tit • L r*, • • •-•1
V V.':
Odedialeer
1411t4:::
altnfrAtiiiiat)vaity
 
Mrs. James Koger
Mrs Blunt (the deacon's wife)....
Mrs. E. P. Gilson
Mrs. Brief (the lawyer's wife 
Mrs. J. Slaughter
Mrs. Pill (the doctor's wife)........t
 ),frs.. R. 4:.•Palver
Mrs. Squash (the farmer!*.wife)'
Mrs. J. R. Henery
Mrs. Lug (aid of widow lads) 
Mrs. Frank Adams
Miss Prim (an ancient maiden
teacher) Mrs. Cut.
Miss Snap (a satirical young tatty)
Miss Ethel Creme's*
Miss Farriman (candidate for vil-
lage schoo/ Miss Rath Cremens
Song, Miss Letha Puryear
"TRAIN TO MAMO"
Mr. Bright (agent, at station 
Mr. Frank Adams
Mrs. Buttermilk (an elderly lady)
Mrs. F. E. Lack
Speech, Mt Will Brazelton.
"A $so MilLLINER'S BILL."
Mrs. Crow. Mime Ruth Cresneas
Mrs. Pigeon Mrs. H. J. JeffreTs
Mr. Pigeon Mr. Marsha) Jones
Song.
"hfARYlNiG 'A POETESS "
Joseph Gray (a bachelor) 
Mr. IT. J. Jeffreys
Mrs. Jane W'ashington (a widow)
Miss Gertrude Hovendon
Lucy Anna Washington (daugh-
ter) Minnie Clark
Napoleon Adolphus Washington
(ion) ,. Charlie Lockwood
Caesar Jupiter Washington (son)
••• 
Edward Gilson
John Jefferson Washington (sort)
Jim Slaughter
Bridget O'Flannington 
 
Miss Catherine Hoyendon
Eliza Janes Annetta Jones 
Esoie Madman
Song by the school.
The Kalesophic Club.
Mre. Henry Rudy entertains the
Kaleeopltic club tomorrow morning at
her home on Kentucky avenue, the
pruipram being as follows!
r. Current Topics—Miss Mary Boll-
ing,
2. Russian Dramatists — Tolstoi,
"The Resurrection" — Miss Ethel.
Brodk:s. 011111
3. Gorky—Russian' Plays — Miss
Belle Cave. * 4 114
Ent ertain for Visitor.
Mesdames Harry G. McElwee and
Joseph Gardner entertain at cards
this afternoon at the latter's home
on Fifth and Clark streets, compli-
mentary to Miss Winifred May, of
Mt Vernon, III., who is their guest
FOR COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF
Kentucky Sons of Confederate Veter-
ans Wavor Louisville Man For
Head of Organisation
At A meeting of members of the
United Sons of Confederate Veterans
front turions points in Kentucky, held
here last night. it Was decided to Put
forward the name of George R. Wy-
man, of Lonisville, for commander-in-
chief of the organization. He is' at
present commander of the Depart-
ment of Northern Virginia. lie will
he given loyal sopport by a strong
delegation tons Lpipiavile which Will
allo tea Richmond, Va., to work for his
ataididacy. Other states have signi-
fied tbeir intention of supporting MT.
Wyman for the honcw.—Louisville
Time. s •ie
There's nothing like a good reputa-
tion—if ,you have the heet.tosne to
-rtvw,leip to4t.
'tat' dewi- '
natier of determir -".. •
nly
CHAUTAUQUA ARRANGEMENTS
ARE WELL UNDER WAY
MR. JAMES SHAW ARMVED YESTERDAY FROM BLOOMING-
TON AND HIS PARTIALLY COMPLETED PROGRAM SHOWS
'SOME GREAT FEATURES FOR COMING EVENT—OPENING
DAY WILL HAVE A COMBINATION EXCELLING ANY-
THING EVER ATTEMPTED OP ITS NATURE.
implompm.imEmm.
One of the strongest cornhinations
ever prteluced at a chautauqua the
country over will be that presented
for Paducahans and people in this
section on opening day, June 13, at
the Paducah chautauqua in Wallace
park, if present plans materialize, and
there is no reason why they should
not. The feature will be in form
of three national characters, former
Vice President Adalai Stevenson,
United States Senator Carmack of
Tennessee and Governor Beckham of
this state, all of whom are wit;
known from ocean to ocean, and front
the Great Lakes to the gulf.
Mr. James H. Shaw, the chautau-
qua superintendent, arrived, yesterday
morning from Bloomington, Ill., and
this big opening feature is an idea of
his. He had already booked former
Vice President Stevenson for an ad-
i_dress during the coming entertain-
ment here, original schedule being for
him to appear a few days after the
opening. He already had booked
Senator Carmack for a speech some
days after the opening, but in order
to make the first day an unusually
conspicuous event he Yuggested to
the local program committee that
these two distinguished men, and
Governor Beckham, be gotten here
the opening day, and his idea was
commended as an excellent one. He
tried to call up Messrs. Stevenson
and Carmack last cvening over the
long distance telephone, but could not
reach them, his desire being to as-
certain if it would be satisfactory for
thefts to appear here together the
first day, instead of on different dates
several days after the opening. He
thinks it will be, and today will com-
municate with them regarding ar-
rangements to this effect. The Pa-
ducah people think there is no doubt
but what they can induce the gayer-
ernor to come for that day and com-
plete the combination that will be
the 'strongest card any chautauqua
was ever opened with the country
over.
The chautauqua here opens June 13
and lasts for twelve days at the park.
On arriving yesterday morning Mr.
Shaw and the local committee out-
lined many features on the program
for every day during the affair.
This year Rev. Krebs will appear
four days, giving addresses from a
phychological standpoint. He proved
a wrong card last summer, and since
then has resigned as pastor of the
Greensburg, Pa., church and become
associated with the Sheldon School
of Burr:mess of Chicago. One of his
adresses here will be to store clerks
regarding their sales and business
from a psychological viewpoint.
Miss Ruth Hemeway, who made
such a hit here last year with her
bright and cultured readings that
were heard by thousands, will return
to give more readings, but this time
is with a concert troupe of three, she
being the reader. Miss Dena Metzgar
the soprano and Miss Martha Car-
roll the violinist. These three re-
main here for one reek. appearing
each afternoon at 4'clock and each
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Miss Metz-
ger is a close friend of Miss Caro-
line Ham, the musical instructor for
the Paducah public schools, while
Miss Carroll is a warm acquaintance
of Miss Kathleen Whitefield.
At 2:30 o'clock the first Sunday
afternoon Rev. James R. Kirkley will
deliver an address. Ile is pastor of
the il3aptist church at Elgin, Ill., and
one of the country's great orators.
Rev. Herbert Bglow, pastor of
the great Independent congregational
church of Vine street, Cincinnati,
makes one appearance here.
Gideon Girl, one of the country's
leading entertainers of a high order,
cemes for two nights only. He ef-
fects hie makeup right before ihe
audience upon the platform, and is
highly, commented upon by the me-
tropolitan papers.
Two appearances are made by the
famous Wesleyan male quartette,
composed of the grandest and lead-
ing gingers of this portion of the
United States.
Two humorous lectures will be de-
livered by Hon. Lew J. Bashman of
Hamilton. 0., his addresses being
upon the order of Colol_ Ham who
met with sfich great—success last year
with his "Snollygoster in Politits."
•
Mr. Basham is in the foremost ranks
in his performance and will be one
of the strongest features of the entire
entertainment.
Another interesting part 'of the
program, will be the three appear-
ances by Mr. Bakah, who is from
India and speaks along a line allied
with "India Through a Natives Eye."
He is young, but highly educated .and
very impressive in his remarks. He
has traveled over the entire world
and has appeared before thousands
in New York, 'Chicago and other
large cities.
For one week, each morning, James
Seed of Louisville will deliver talks
Icgardin-g study of nature in its many
entertaining phases, and his wide-
spread reputation shows he is an ar-
t st of recognized ability. He is a
grandson of the attorney-general oi
the United States under President
Abraham Lincoln.
The afternoon of the second Sun-
day, June 23, Rev. W. H. Fineschri-
eber of Davenport, Iowa, delivers a
lecture, and this will doubtless cause
the auditorium to be overflowed, as
he is one of the most eloquent, learn-
ed and most versatile young rabbis
of the country, and is the son-in-law
of Mr. Herman Wallerstein, the clo-
thier of this city. Dr. Fineschiebder
has charge of the temple at Daven-
port.
On Friday, June 21, one of the
country's greatest temperance lertur-
ers ever heard on the platform, will
appear. Colonel George Bain, who ad-
dressed about 1,000 people several
weeks ago, appearing one evening at
the First Baptist church. and the fol-
lowing night at the Broadway Metho-
dist church.
A class of boys and girls will be
organized and every lad and lassie in
the city will be cordially invIted to
join, no charge being made what-
ever. Each morning during the twelve
days. Sundays excepted, the children
will be instructed in physical culture,
etc., by Miss Hemenway.
Mr. Shaw will remain here until
tomorrcoe, probably, when lie then
leaves for other points, having eight
chautauquas on hand for this sum-
mer, the Paducah event lateUg his
opening engagement for the season.
1leavelt1 retnrn several days before
the entertainment starts to remain
throughout.
This year the program will be the
same as last, two events in the morn-
ing, two each afternoon, and two
every night. He has about half fin-
ished the program, and will at once
begin getting the subjects from the
different speakers.
- The prospects are this year the
success of the affair w:11 bc double
that attained last summer, when there
was given the iniitial event that
showed to he people what great af-
fairs entertainments of this nature
prove to be.
GENTRY BROS'. SHOWS.
Will Be Here Next Week Bigger
Than Ever.
The program presented by the Gen-
try Bros'. Famous Shows United, an
exhibition which has is world -aide
reputation for unexcelled excellence,
comprises this year entirely new acts
in all lines, and the reputation of the
management needs no comment, but
is a guarantee that only the best and
newest of trained animal acts, no less
than of performers will provoke won-
der and amazement, no less than it
will roars of laughter. Three of the
brand new attractions which have
exist Gentry DM!. an enormous out-
lay of money, arc Coco, the owl velOns
monkey, the Five Marvelous Juggling
Normans, whose equal as club swing-
erg and jugglers has never been seen,
and who were the talk of every Euro-
pean capital last year, and the won-
derful Imperial Namba Troupe of
Japanese. acrobats, contortionists, bal-
ancers, who are maintained in the
Flowery Kingdom. solely for the en-
tertainMent of the Mikado lind his
friends!.•Theie•two troupes54111 only
be seOlk. titistlear in An with
Gentry Bros'. Shows which will ex-
hibit here at 2 and 8 p. m. May at.
kindness is a seed that never finds
a barren soil.
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Mrs. Henry Frisz and child of Cen-
tral City, have returned home after
visiting Mrs. John W. Dicke.
Captain Edward Beard of the
steamer Shiloh, arrived here yester-
day from up the Tennessee river to
spend several days.
Professor John D. Smith and wife
left last evening for Los Angeles,
-Cal., to sojourn until August, being
the guests of the former's sister, Miss
Bettie Smith, and brother Mr.
Weighttnan Smith.
Mr. Charles Q. Leigh left last even-
ing for Nashville, after spending sev-
eral days here.
Bishop R. C. Morrison of Birming-
ham, Ala., arrives today to 'visit his
brother several days, Mr. C. W. Mor-
rison, while en route to Louisville.
itev. W. T. Bolling yesterday went
to Mlam, Tenn., to deliver the bac-
calaureate sermon for the college.
From there he goes to Memphis.
Mrs. Claude Baker 2nd child of
Greenville, Ky., are visiting Mrs.
Baker of Sixth and Madison.
M. and Mrs. Ad Rasch and child
are visit:ng in Evansville.
Mrs. Lee Crumbaugh ha gone to
Memphis for a visit.
Mr. Claude Pike is visiting here
front Mt. Carmel, Ill.
Mr. John Weitlauf has returned
from Louisville.
Miss Cherie Morton and Miss Re-
becca Allen yesterday went to Louis-
ville where they joU Miss Mary
Morton. Tomorrow all go to Flat
Rock, Mo., to spend the warm period
at their summer home.
Mr. James Sevier was in Murray
yesterday on 'business.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Darnell have
returned from visiting Mrs. S. H.
Poore of Mayfield.
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—Dr. George Holliday, the popular
druggist for five years at Oehlschlae-
ger's establishment, has resigned his
position and will be succeeded today
by Mr. Ante Roberts, formerly with
Bond's store at Third and Kentucky.
After a severed week's rest Dr. Hol-
liday takes a traveling position.
—The I. C. pay car comes in today
to pay the employes their monthly
wages.
—Mayor Yeiser has moved his
family from their winter home on
North Fourth street to the summer
place in Arcadia where the warm
months will be spent. He finished
moving yesterday. He sold the North
Fourth residence ten days ago to
Baker Henry Gockel of South Third
street, who will move in right away.
—Mr. George Halley, a Paducah
,boy who is civil engineer at Spring-
field, Ill., for the Chicago & Alton
railroad, has received a handsome of-
fer to go with the New York Central
with headquarters at Chicago, and
may accept.
----413en Boyd, the colored baseball
magnate, was arrested by Officer
Walter Shelby yesterday on the
charge of disorderly conduct. The
patrolman was looking for a criminal
an not knowing Boyd, asked the lat-
ter where he was Irons. Boyd be-
came impudent and the officer then
arrested him.
E R. SQUIBilg
SOAP PASTE
Elegant for Mampooing
The Hair
25 cents Per Jar., _
J. D. BAdOttt'Y
Pharmacist
7th &Jackson St
ARRIVAL OF NEW
SUPERINTENDENT.
,`,04444,
PROFESSOR CARNAGEY WIL1114
BE HERE BY NEXT MON--
DAY. •
Rev. S. B. Moore Delivers Bacciibuir
reate Sermon for County Grad." v•
uates—School Newt.
The commencement exercises for
the public schools at Noblesville, Ind..)
occur tomorrow evening, and with
that date the public educational
stitution closes in that city, where
Paducah's new superintendent, Pro-.,
lessor John Carnagey, has lived for ,
sonic years. He writes that he will
be here about next Monday to rental's,:
until the local schools close the nsido..7.
die of June, so he can get acquaintetfo.,,
with the duties of superintendent that
,••
he asstunes August 1. • ,
Baccalaureate Sermon.
Rev, Samuel B. Moore of the Fits
Christian church preaches the
laureate sermon to the graduates Of
the county public schools at 3•30
o'clock Sunday afternoon at the' tWesll
Kentucky college building in Lone '
Oak, four miles front this city beyendPl
Wallace park. •
Another Propositliiii
Engineer Ambrose Mercer, of till
r. C., has offered to sell the school"
trustees his Thirteenth and Oblef".
street property for $1,000 less thael
the board offers for the Martin YoPP
property at Twelfth and Jackson
foe the new school site, but the dig.
streets. The engineer agrees to
for the Yopp and Dige4 property bus."
already been closed. isa
t• so ea
Class Play Postponed.
The junior class of the high schoor
has postponed from tomorrow eyed.;
ing to next Monday night the date'
for presenting tl.e'class play, "A Case'
of Suspension," at the Washington'
building auditorium.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc*
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON 
REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 481-a NEW 743. 326-28 S. 3rd St
way Nance .Son
UNIIIIMTAKEILS and EMBALMERS
211-213 South Third Street.
a.
PADUCAH KYI „,
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
ALIO dealer in -Lite and Cement Agent for WAtehall and Agatite cement --
D'IMOUNG OF CRMILtil"'
H. M. e• CENNING-HA
Phones; Old 960, New 245
(64, e 411/
;tole:ale,
:-: Thirteenth and Adams Street
 •••••••••••••
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WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First.
because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone son
EXCURSIONS
1:1 13 CI U IS 12 11
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET CO.
The cheapest and best—excui:
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p, ma.
i7or other information apply to
JAMES KOGER, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND TP.'? TO
Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.0o, Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
..,rty of five or over, $1 each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
H. I. RIVtRS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 35,s.
J. K. Hendrick. J. G. Miller
Wm. Marble.
HENpRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3r.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYE.AR
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone 490:
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498-R
PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVER &
M'GREGOR,
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Nif Marshall County: Paducah, Ky.,
tza Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 4014R
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
; ANV• itESULT1
LIFE ON MARS
IS NEARING END
COWS CAN RUN
OVER THE CITY
INHABITANTS HAVE ONLY 2,- EVERY OWNER ALLOWED TO
000,000 YEARS MORE TO GO FREE IN POLICE .
EXIST COURT.
People of the Earth., on the Contrary,
Still Have 23,700,000 Years
—Startling Calculations.
Boston, Mass., May i4.—With only,
1,000,000 years, more or less in which
life will be livable on Mars, while we
of the earth have had perhaps not
snore than 200,000 or 300,000 years
of our alloted 24,000,000, the condi-
tions prevailing among the Martians
would afford an intaresting study
could we only get a little nearer to
them. ,
Such is a conclusion derived from
a study ot "Mars and Its Lessons"
made by Professor Lester F. Ward
of the department of sociology at
Brown university. Even at long
range enough is discoverable to give
a basis for conjecture and moralizing,
enough to encourage the optimist to
believe that the human race is its
reality just beginning to live. If the
lifetime of this plant is regarded as
consisting of one cosmic day then
man's achievements since the dawn
of history have all taken place in but
seven seconds of time .
This investigation though immense-
ly significent, of course, to humanity,
was undertaken as one of the crea-
tions of a distinguished student of hu-
man affairs, who finds in every one
of the physical sciences, not exclud-
ing astronomy, with which he is fa-
miliar, material which throws light
upon present and future states of
society on this globe.
Branch of Sociology
The discursion into the affairs of
another world, Dr. Ward maintains,
is quite justifiable from the point of
view of the practical sociologist.Since
human society is still very young
and unformed, it is obviously import-
ant, even while discussing the his-
tory of the past and discovering how
the most essential human institutions
came into being—such as religion,
language, marriage, custom, war, law,
jurispruddence art land science--at
the same time to have a look forward
to note along what lines civilization
is likely to procede.
From the case of another planet
no definite idea can be obtained as to
legal restrictions under which divorces
will be granted or the traffic in alco-
hol regulated on this earth 5,4200,coo
years or 20,000,000 years hence. Yet
there already is, Dr. Ward maintains,
a science of Areolegy (Ares, it wil be
remembered is the Greek name for
Mars) parrallel to our science of ge-
ology.
For we already know a good deal
about this red-hued planeet which,
thanks to a hardly perceptible enve-
lope of clouds, circles in plain view
around the sun some 5o,000.000 miles
to our outerward.To the view of the
advanced Areologists,such as Percival
Lowell and $chiaparelli, Mars repre-
sents an elderly planet, one very much
older, in fact, than Mother Earth.
Martians Fight Drouth.
It is, in fact, dry time perpetually
up there. Most of the waters that.
once covered everything have van-
ished in the same way :hat this planet
is all the while losing hydrogen, one
of the two conponent parts of water,
through some form of .diffusion or
radiation, so that while ihere ;s a con-
stant meteoric rain of solids to assist
in the upbuilding of our continents
the breaking down and 'lying away
of atoms of hydrogen c• ntroned in
the water vapor of the atmosphere ;n-
volves a steady loss of maisture.
This proceas has proceeded arrrlar I-
on Mars that most of the liquid re-
freshment of the inhabitants, r.sctim-
ing it has such, is confired to narrow
circles about the two !valet. It is
nude available for the uses of the
Martians, according to the view of
the Areologists, only by means '.f an
intricate nFtwork of canals.
The eiitrtence of this ;ystem o: irri-
gation. which Dr. Ward accepts as an
established fact. is accompanizd by
the circumstances that the surface of .
1 Mars is more flattened out than is 'Man"-
the surface of this world of our. "Ori Mars we can, as it were, sees. The I
processes ot the gradual wearing i with out own eyes a race of vast an-
'tr
mechanical and chemical agencies of ID*. Ward, "clinging desperately to
laainfall, frost, wind, electrolysis and the orb that bore it, half gasping for
the rest have evidently proceededi breath an hoarding every drop of its 
precious water, but doomed in thevery much further in the filling of the
former ocean beds and exposing vast
plains which without water are de-
serts and when irrigated bloom, no
donbt, somewhat like the flat pririe
regions of T,onisiana and Texas bor-
dering on the Gulf of Mexico.
Does Some Tall Figuring.
His belief that the inhabitants of
Mars, a race of beings of great indus-
try and high intelligence, are no 1
approaching their last gasp, having
only L000,oco years, approximately,-
to live, Dr. Ward bases upon an in-
teresting seriesoof generalizations. I
I On this earth scientists have out- •
lined the - various periods of geologi-
cal growth on an estitritted basit, %of
moozoo,000 years from the first be-
. .
R tmtnga of life to the final disappear-
ance of living thins Of this space
between heat ,uo great for the gener-
Continuance Given Until Today in
Warrants Charging Many With
Keeping Unclean Premises.
The good work of the city stock
catcher, Lycurgus Rice, came to
naught in the police court yesterday
morning when Acting Judge Eugene
Graves let go scot free the people
whose cows had rambled at large
over the public streets and pretty
lawns in the community. Tuesday
night Catcher Lycurgus Wee spent
several hours rounding up different
animals, having gotten out of 'bed at
3 , o'clock in the morning fot that
purpose,. He had isureashot cases
against every one of the owners and
secured warrants against them, but
the acting judge let them go. Many
lawns were ruined by the cows.
The animals belonged to Hillen
Futrell, lifts. lilelber and Williatri
Greek. In dismissing the warrants
the judge directed the owners "nev-
er to do :t again."
Henry Petter was warranted on
the charge of letting his mule run
at large, and this was dismissed also.
Mr. Looney was fined $5 and cots
fo engaging in a breach of peace.
Clarence J. Ballowe, Mr. Quincy,
Fred Romaine, Minnie Pruett, Mrs.
Pruett. Mrs. Loftin and Mrs. Finley
were all given continuances until to-
day of the warrants charging them
with keeping unclean premises.
Eva Johnson, colored, was given
thirty days in the county jail for en-
gaging in a fight, while Fanny Jack-
son, colored, was fined $to and costs
and her penalty set aside for ten
(lays.
TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
Three Years for One Dollar.
The Twice-a-Week REPUBLIC,
of St. Louis, Mo., the oldest and best
lanown semi-weekly newspaper in the
United States, is rnaking the remark-
able subscription offes ca three foil
years for $t-312 eight-page papers.
The offer is good until alay 3t. 1a07,
only. Tell your frien14 of this ,ip-
portnnity to get a semi-weekly three
whole years for $1. If you are al-
ready a subscriber, yor- •,rder a ill
be ac-tetited now for a reneaal t.,br-
ain when your present bscription
expires. Remember, (!ar before
June t pays ier three year,
Sead all °Meta :a The Reatil lic.
St. Louis 14,.
ation of protoplasm and cold and
drouth too excessive for its propaga-
Con the earth has already passed
through about 7.2.0n0,000 years.
Human life began between 2oo 000
and 300,000 years ago, according to
these estimates, but the historic
period in which life of man and more
than 25000 years and the age of
written language to not more Ilan
years. The "psychozoic age,"
as it haa.been called, or the period of
the living soul, has indeed been a
very short one as yet and man ill inst
about entering into his inheritance.
Has *3,700,000 Years Yet.
We sometimes speak of ours as old
,earth and lament over the shortness
of existence on a dying planet, but, as
a matter fact.( humankind, on a
conservative prediction has about 23.-
7•oo.000 year" in which to advance to.
ward physical and moral perfection.
Rut not so our neighla rs, the Mar-
tian* Dr. Ward compares the ap-
parent ages of the two planets, as-
suming for reasons which he states
that they have cooled on at about the
same rate, and reaches the conclu-
sion that we have for the pre-ent
total of the geological periods of
Mars about eifimoo,000 years. In 1,-
000.000 years more tht existence of
highly organized beings corresirond-
Ina. to humankind will have become
inmoasible: in 4.000,000 years all life
will have become extinct . on the
1117Wirlarliadtitilitin flltTh
relatively near future to face the lin-
gering death of a dying world."
Cause for Much Optimism.
Gloomy aa this picture may seem
to he to rare who is sympathetically
interested in the Martians, the length
o ftinve which it presents as due to
our own race it certainly encouraging
to hintrin effort It is likely 'that the
people on Mars have transformed
and retransformed themselves, con-
timially improving and developing
higher and higher rein! efficiency.
In the same way it is certain the
inhabitants of this earth will go from
lower to higher stages of civilisation
in aceordance with principles of so-
ciology which ate now becoemIng
definitely understood air sOffle of
„1,1,.s, vs- ware, SA* Seen a pion e4/ in
st- ag.
THE KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS BEBOUT & SMITH (
"Anything in Insurance"
OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 385
MESSRS. DONOVAN, DORIAN
AND WEIKEL RETURNED
YESTERDAY. .
Mr. Weikel Was Made Grand War-
der and Mr. Donovan Alter-
nate for Grand Lodge.
Col. John T. Donovan and Con-
tractor George Weikel returned yes-
terday morning from Louisville
wheer they participated in the an-
nual gathering of the Knights of
Colitunbus from over the state. The
session was conducted Tuesday and
a large delegation was there from
over the state.
Last Sunday eight-one candidates
were initiated into the Louisville
lodge and a large delegation from
Paducah was on hand to witness the
work that was followed by an ele-
gant banquet enjoyed by 400 guests.
Tuesday the state session was con-
ducted and Mr. Weikel was selected
the grand waren for Kentucky, while
Col. Donovan was designated the al-
ternate to at.end the national con-
vention, in case the Kentucky dis-
trict deputy was prevented from do-
ing so.
There were twenty delegates repre-
senting seven districts at the Ken-
tucky convention.
Col. John J. Dorian returned yes-
terday morning also, he having at-
tended the state session only, and
not the big initiat'on o flast Sunday.
. Southern Presbyterians.
Birmingham, Ala., May 15.—Many
visitors are arriving in Birmingham
to attend the annual meeting of the
General Assembly of the Southern
Presbyterians, officially known as the
Presbyterian church' in the United
States, which will meet at it o'clock
tomorrow morning at the First Pres-
byterian church. The assembly will
be called to order by the retiring
moderator, Dr. Allen G. Hall.
The assembly is the governing
body of the Presbyterian church in
the South, the court of final appeal
in matters of doctrine. Its work is
managed chiefly through executive
committees, which are elected each
year. Considerable business will
come over from the last assembly.
The subject of closer relations with
the other Presbyterian churches will
again be taken up for consideration.
The work of the missionary bodies,
the educational institutions and oth-
er organizations of the church will
be reviewed and plans for the fu-
ture discussed and acted upon. Bir-
mingham has made clabatate arrange-
ments ior the reception and enter-
tainment of the visitors.
Show of Phi and Pastry.
Buda Path, May 15.—An interna-
tional balaery exposiCon organized
by the National Union of Hungarian
Bakers was opened ere today under
the patronage of the Archduke Jos-
eph. it is the first international ex-
position of its kind ever held and
promises to attract much attention.
Almost everything in the bakery line,
even to the home-made American pie,
is displayed.
• a
Dog Show at Portland.
Portlitad, Ore., May vs.—The an-
nual bench show of the Portland
Kennel Club opened °day, to con-
tinue through the remainder of the
week. Nearly all the leading Icen-•
nels of the West arc represented.
and the exhibits include nearly eevry
breed known to the fancier.
Firemen's Tournament.
Cedartown, Ga., May Ia.—Vol-un-
tcer firemen from ten cities, many
of them accompaned by bands and
delegations of visitors poured into
Cedartown today for the annual
meeting and tournament of the North
Georgia and Alabama Volunteer Fire-
men's aasociaTion. The cities repre-
suited-include Rome, Dalton. Grif-
fin, Cartersville Anniston Gadsden.
Pratt City and Talladega. Business
housei and residences are decorated
in honor of the occasion. During the
two days' of the tournament a num-
ber of races and other prize contests
waft be ircrtIrtt-
Fruit Growers Complesin.
Los Angeles, Cal., May i.—Mem-
bers of the Interstate Comayrce com-
mission here today took up the com-
plaint of the California Fruit Grow-
ers' association against the Southern
Pacific and the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe rilroad companies. The
fruit growers .complain that the rail-
roads, in refusing to simply-cars in
sufficient number to move the ‘pro-
duct. have threatened. serious damage
to the fruit industry of the state.
Royal Arcimum in Session:
Boston Mass., May t5.- --The su-
preme council of the Royal Arcan-
um began its thirtieth annual meet-
ing Stow an improved condition in
the affairs of the order as the result
of the recent rate adjustment,
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Modern Home Plumbing.
All of our plumbing con-
tracts are executed by the best
skilled mechanics, under our personal sup-
ervision, and no detail, no matter how
unimportant it may seem, escapes our atten-
tion. We use the famous .3ttsaktiodr
Porcelain Enameled Plumbing Fixtures,
which are the best made. By placing
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices.
Ns,
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BIG (SALE
WALL PAM
Read these Prices they will help
you make your bed rooms look
fresh and new.
GET YOUR ORDERS IN BEFORE THE RUSH COMES ON.
8 cent wall paper going at 9c per roll
to cent wall paper going at 
Ccma cent wall peper going at to  ye"; :oil
ac-cent wall paper going at Ise per roll
All high grade papers in proportion. We have on hand a good
lot of canvas and lax BLilding and lining papers and picture frames
and window shades.
c. c. Lee I315 13ROANEFIT
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 Lit$ •80 $F4.8m0ir 
SAILS, TAC
To.. OA GLAIllWON'T LEPIMP SOP Sy OUT THE AIR(CASH WITH °morn sa.ss) —'
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS, TACKS or GLASS. Noties Use Welt rubber area.
-A" sad maimptErs strips ..IrreSerious punctures, like intentional knife cuts,' Can and “D,"- ales Was strip fir'be vulcanized like any other tire. -- --,-- . to preveat ries ratting. ThewTwo Ilmadoml Theusaml pairs sow le salad OM Oyer up well outlast
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EXCURSION
BULLETIN
THE FOLLOWING RE-
NIXED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
- Round trip $16.80.. Special
train will leave Paducah about
noon, ktay 28th, carrying
duorugh sleepers to Richmond,
account Confederate Reunion.
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Account Spring meeting Jockey
Club, $6.g5 roundtrip, May 6th,
returning May 7th; 845 round
trip May ath, good returning
June gth; May 5-it-a-as-as and
as, June 1-5 and 5th, limit two
days.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.
Mystic Shrine and German Bap-
tia Brethren, April 25th to May
slith; round trip $60.5o, limit
•
July 31st.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April igth to November 3oth---z5
days-$23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates--$18.00 -every
Tuesday, Unit To days.
FOR FURTHER PAR
T1CULARS APPLY TO
J. T. Donovan,
Assent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
R. M. Prather
Agent Union Depot-
• 
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attonaey-at-Law.
'Boom 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, K.
Old Phone 1992.
DR. ADRIAN HOYER,
Oltee, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Pb, Moe, 175.
PADUCAH, TANTUCKY.
DX W. C. EITBA.NKS,
(Homeopathist.)
oft* 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
t Ilistiesstct, Si° Broadway, Phone tag
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
Trualseart Building.
Telephone 511-R. .
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Ofice 525 1-2 Broadway.
i Phones: Office 870; Res. 272.
PADUCAH, KY.
.
•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
• 7C Lawyer.
;WA' practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
id P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHIDR.
Vetirrinally Surgeons and Dentists.
$ Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
, 1EX41 Phone 1345. New phone 351.
Residence, old phone t8t6.
J. M. JONES
Dealer in High
-Grade
• Pianos and (irons
6a2 Broadway
(Ai Those 113-r Padocah, Ky.
STATE APPEALS
BANK LAW SUITS
PADUCAH FINANCIAL INSTI-
TUITION AFFECTED BY
LITIGATION.
Banks Contend That the State Au,-
thorities Discriminate in Favor
of State Sank*.
Thcs.:ite officials at Frankfort
have appei..ed to the circuit court of
appeals at Cincinnati, the suits filed
against the officials by the combina-
tion of natOnal banks doing business
in Kentucky, the list including some
of the Paducah banks. The banks
are fighting the manner in which the
commonwealth 'authorities assess the
financial institutions for taxation pur-
poses. The litigation was instituted
in the federal court at the state capi-
tol where a decision was rendered
favoring the banks which protest
against the method of taxation em-
ployed by the state board of valua-
tion and assessment on the ground
that it discriminates in favor of state
hanks and trust companies.
amount involved in each case is over
$5,000. The state rate of taxation to;
1906 was so cents per Poo; that o.
the several counties in which the
hanks are located ranged ,frout about
30 cents to 60 cents on every $100,
and the rate in the cities ran as high
as 1.75 per $too.
The petitions, which are alike, state
that the taxation against said banks
and trust companies. in Kentucky, be-
ing against the assets of the institu-
tions, the value of such assets as are
not by law taxable are required to be
deducted by the board of valuation
and assessment in order to arrive at
the net value of the assets to be taxed
and if such "nstitutions should hold
any United States government bonds
or the bonds of the state of Kentucky,
the value of such bonds must, under
the law, be deducted in order to ar-
rive at the net value tubject to asses-
ment. It is set up that the board re-
fuses to allow the national banks
any credit on the value of their non-
taxable securities, and thus discrimi-
nate against national banks in favor
of state banking institutions. It hap.
us that in the majority of cases
the government securities form the
greater part of the assets of the
banks involved. They applied to the
court below for an injunction to pre-
vent the state officers from collecting
the alleged excess amount of taxation.
This was argued on demurrer, which
was overruled in each case and the
injunctions prayea for were allowed
The state takes the appeal.
West Virginia Doctors Meet.
Huntingdon, W. Va., }.fay 15.-The
members of the West Virginia State
Medical assoc onion have every reas-
on to feel proud of their annual
meeting which opened here today.
The attendance is large and repre-
sentative of the entire state. while the
programme. comprising over forty
papers on up-to-date topics of inter-
est to the profession, is the best
ever arrayed for a meeting of the
society.
The physicians got together this
afternoon for their opening session,
which included papers by Dr. T. M.
Hood of Clarksburg, Dr. Robert W.
Fisher of Morgantown, Dr. H. H.
Young <4 Charleston, Dr. James R.
Blots of 'Huntingdon Dr. S. L. Jep-
son of Wheeling, and several other
medical men of prominence.
The officers in charge of the Con-
vention, which will be in session for
three days, are President Wiliam
W. Golden of Elkins, Vice-President
V. T. Churchman of Charleston; Sec-
retary T. W. Moore of Huntingdon,
and Treasurer T. L. Barber of
Charleston.
South Carolina 15.11rs.
Orangeborg, S. C., May 15.--Dee-
orations of purple and white adorned
the hotels and business houses of
Orangeburg today in honor of the
Elks of South Carolina. who are
holding their fourth annual conven-
tion here. The state organization ie
in a highly tlour.ahing conditionrand
the leadiTik cities of the state are
represented at the convention. The
local lodge has arranged many feat-
ures of entertainment for the visitors
outing their two days' stay in the
city.
G. A. R. of Tennessee.
Johnson City, Tenn., May 15.-The
annupal encampment of the Grand
Army of the Republic, Department of
Tennessee convened at the Soldiers'
Home here today with a consider-
able attendance of veterans from all
parts of the state. During the fore-
noon there were meetings of the
council of administration and of the
Woman's Relief Corps. The e
campment proper began its sessions
in the auditorium early this after-
noon. It is understood that resolu-
tions will be adopted indorsing Gen.
John T Wilder, the present depart-
ment connnander for Tennessee, for
the office of commander in chief, sub-
ject to action of the coining national
coovent;on at Saratoga Springs.
WhiitielllOres1PUTS ICE TRUST
REAL... 1 OUT OF MISSOURI
...ESTATE...
...BARGAINS
FRATERNITY BUILDING wax.-
PHONES 835.
No. rug North 14th. Good three-
room home, 40-ft. tot, $t,to0, half
cash, balance t year.
Vb. 1203 Salem ave., 3-room ell
house, 40-ft. lot. $85o, half cash.
North i6th st. between Harrison
and Clay, new 3-room home, ao-foot
lot, Harahan Addition, $1,45o; ;too
cash, balance $12.50 per month.
Jefferson street, $goo lot; north side
between 13th and Lath streets.
Madison street, Fountain Park ad-
dition, between toth and 17th, lot 5ox
165 feet, $600, half cash.
Harrison street lots, Terrell's ad-
dition, to lots $3oo each, $250 cash,
balance $50 per month.
Kentucky avenue lot near 13th at.,
$400; $50 cash, balance $5 per month.
Lot forty feet.
Harrison street, monthly payment
lots between oth and 14th, shade
trees, lots 4ost165; $400, $50 cash, the
balance easy.
5 acres Hinkleville road, 1 1-2 miles
west of city limits, all in woods, Ticioo,
one-third cash.
Cairo road, Rowlancltown, 4-room
house, forty-foot lot, $t,000, $150 cash,
*lance $12.50 a month.
South 5th street, 603E165 foot lot be-
tween Adams ard Jackson, $2,000
-one-third cash.
Madison street, 4 room house,
northwest corner 9th. joins city
electric light .plant, so foot lot, $2000,
$200 cash, balance $15 per month.
North tith street lots, between
Boyd and Burnett 4oxi75 feet to
build homes to rent, on'.y $300 each.
7-acre farm 5 miles from Paducah
near Mayfield road. Two-room house,
too fruit trees; make a fine poultry
farm; $65o cash.
Trimble street Scotts° foot lot to
alley, rorth side between Ninth and
Tenth. Good home neighborhood,
$1,00ci. half cash.
$2,00o Watts Boulevard Addition.
Two rstory, six oom house on
lot 60xt5o to alley, west side of
Twenty-eighth between Watts Boule-
vard and Jackson street. Faces
Hughes park. $1,000 cash, balance
$15 per month, 6 per cent. interest.
Fine proposition for some one need-
ing a good home on easy monthly
payments. House new.
$1,230 cash. 2o acre upland farm
I mile from Cairo road on Olivet
church road. Small house, orchard
within 3oo yards of R. R. station.
It will make fine poultry farm.
$600. ao west end 50 foot lots on
and near Norton street. Some low,
and some not full size. $9, cash $.50
per year, 6 per cent. Good invest-
ment for some one.
$2,500 Broadway, No. 2404, corner of
Twenty-fourth street, 3 room house,
stable, 50 loot lot, $1,000 cash, balance
easy.
$2,500. Jefferson street, north side
between Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth streets, five room house nearly
new, so foot lot, stone sidewalk, car
line. One-third cash.
$300. Two room Mechanicsburg
house, Vaughan addition, near the
big mills. Rents $60 per year or 20
per cent gross.
$625. Boyd street 5ox150 foot .to
alley north side, between Eleventh
and Twelfth. Faces Trimble street
church. $50 cash, balance easy.
Fountain avenue, northwest corner
.41Arrison -street, 6 room bowie, porch,
bath, itind- neighborhood, $30o0. Easy
terms.
Souht Eighth, corner Norton.
Three houses on one lot, $acioo
$l000 cash, balance easy. Pays 15 per
cent. gross on the investment.
Harahan boulevard lot, west side
between Madison and Harrison. Lot
50xt6o to alley. Stone sidewalk.
Concrete street. Gas, electric light,
sewer. Good neighborhood. $1,000,
half cash.
Twenty West-rnd lots soutit of
Norton between 26th and 29th streets
ome irregular in size, some low.
All for $60o, one-third cash.
'•••Efoadway bargain north tide be-
twain 13th and 14th. LOt 9sxt6o;
two-story 7-room house. $4,000, half
cash.
North Seventh street 5=165 f• lot
between Mauro. and Madison. $4,go0,
$SW olds, Iplessr imp -Olga. Ararat
Fine lot on Willett to boild aparentott
house.
-.m.oa a.
AGGREGATE FINES OF $32,500
LEVIED AND CHARTER .
IS REVOKED.
Central Ice Company, Kansas City
Brewing Company and Others
Are Heavily Fined.
Kansas CU?, Mo., May 15.-The
charter of the People's Ice, Sto:age
& Fuel company, was revoked today
by Judge Walter'A. Powell and the
concern prohibiited from doing busi-
ness in the state of Missouri. In ad-
dition, a fine of $15,000 was imposed.
The Central Ice company was
fined $8,000, the Kansas City Brew-
ers company $5,000, and the Vander.--
slice Lynda lee company, $4,500.
These are the, penalties for viola-
of the Missouri anti-trust law
in the case of the ice trust.
The costs are to be assessed equ-
ally upon the four defendants. If the
three other companies do not pay
their fines within fifteea days their
charters will also be forfeited.
The last three companies according
to Judge Powell's decision must im-
mediately quit furnishing ice to the
People's Ice, Storage & Fuel com-
pany, and the People's company
must not receive any more ice from
them in fulfillment of existing con-
tracts.
In discus.sing amount of the
fines which should -be imposed on
the guilty companies, the prosecuting
attorney said: "The People's Ice,
Storage & Fuel company could pay a
fine of $25,000 every year and con-
tinue to do business without feeling
the loss. This company can never
do business legally. It was conceived
in sin and born in iniquity."
In reply to the charge that the
trust had made from $2400 to $6,000
a day over and above a reasonable
profit, H. B. Timmonds attorney for
the defense, caused much amusement
an the court room by making a pa-
thetic plea for the widows and or-
phans who own stock in the People's
Ice, Storage & Fuel company.
The companies gave notice of ap-
peal.
BANK ROBBERS GET
$ro,000 IN TOPEKA.
Work Vault Combination and Over-
look $5,000; Dynarniters Work
at Centralia, Ill.
Topeka. Kan., May 15.-Robbers
entered the Citizens' State Savings
bank of North Topeka some time be-
tween the close of business Saturday
and yesterday morning. Teo thous-
and dollars was taken. Five thous-
and dollars were left in plain sight
in the vault.
The' work was done either by ex-
perts or by some one who knew the
combinations. No explosives were
used. Evidences of the robbery were
first discovered by a clerk. He found
the door to the vault, which had been
locked at 4 o'clock Saturday .after-
noon, standing open, and money on
the floor of the vault. He at once
notified Peter Smith, president of the
bank, and E. S. Gresser, cashier. The
three men began an investigation of
the contents of the vault, and tried
to open the safe. The locks on both
the vault and safe doo.i were batter-
ed, but ii was evident that the rob-
bers had not secured their entrance
in that manner.
Inside the vault -a number of money
sacks were found scattered about.
Pieces of burned matches, a $5 bill,
torn in two, and $1.17 in small change
were found, The Corner was burned
off the till.
Secure $1,5oo Cash.
Centrallia, Ill., May 15.---The Ex-
change bank at Richview, ten miles
south of this city, was dynamited and
looted by robbers at an early hour
this morning. The secured from
Er.000 to $1,500 in cacti' and escaped
There is no clue.
. Cured by Imagination.
It is conceded by acient:sts that
ititat•fitatinn has much -1,61-crei- -1 3- a
curative agent. A concrete example
occurred in the experience of Sir
Humphrey David. A man suffering
from paralysis went to him to he
treated by electricity. When the pa-
tient had seated himself, Davy, as
a preliminary, placed e small glass
thermometer beneath his tongue to
take his temperature. The sick man
thought that this was an instrument
for curing him and declared that he
felt it rim through all his System.
Davy, curious to see what lasting
effect the imagination would exert,
did not undeceive the man, but tent
him away, telling him to return daily
to have 'he treatment repeated. The
man did as he was told an daily sat
in a chair with the end of the little
thermometer tucked beneath his
tongue. In a few days the paralysis
was completely cured by the pa-
tient's own imagination.--Dundee
Advert
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"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG THINGS'
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON iT-AND SEE HevrsooN YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
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Oro L Weil & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY
FIRE, LIFE,
ACCIDENT, HEALTH,
PLATE GLASS BONDS,
LIABILITY, • STEAM BOILER.
MARINE.
Office Phone 369: Beth Residence: 72F
CAMPBELL BUILDINF
Caron Directory Ciftepany
Of Louisville, KentUM
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, WS
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the morn.
lug Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to cal
when desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITES
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLEVOLNY CITY, PA.,
ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON, MAIM.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO-
COVINGTON, KY.
DAYT_QN, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS,
JEFFRRSONVILLI4 /N11.
KANSAS CITY, XAS.
KNOXVILLE, TWIN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KT.
MANHATTAN, N. T.
MANCHE/ITER, VA. ,
COPIM or rialtAn
4
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Registerir
MANITOU, COLO.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
MILWAUKEE, WIS,
MINNEAPOLIS, ILD/X.
NASHVILIOL, TENN.
1AUGATUCK, CONN.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT, KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND. VA. - -----
SALT LAKE CITY, tIVAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT. CONN.
SPRINOFTKLD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, O.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
DIRECTORY FOR ipobog
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CE $4.0011, ii. a
CTORY COMPANY
523 Broadway
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the Register, per Week
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Rupture
Can be cured if the proper truess is
adjusted. The worst case can he re-
lieved. We guarantee perfect satis-
faction in every instance. Would be
pleased to have you call and let our
-expert examine you.
*rigAef_
A DRUG STORE
41 11T/5c BROADWAY.
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Hu/-
lees Candies.
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FUR RENT—Nice'y furnished sec-
asnd story.. front room, 837 Jefferson
WANTED—Furniture and stoves.
Williams & Peal 205 S. 3d St. New
phone socit-a.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 7205.
LOST—One roan mare pony and
one black horse pony. Return to got
Washington street and receive re-
ward.
Bargains in second-hand upright
pianos, some nearls, new, cash or pay-
ments. 'Phone lova. W. T. Miller
-dt Bro.
— —  
WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
UNDERTAKER FINDS
LIFE IN WOMAN HE'S
READY TO EMBALM;
SHE RECOVERS.
Husband, Out Arranging for Funeral,
Faints When He Sees Supposed
Dead Wife Gazing About the
Room.
Syracuse, N. Y, May 75.—While
an undertaker was preparing to em-
lbalra her, Mrs. John Bogan, wife of
a gate tender employed by the Lack-
awana railroad, was discovered to be
alive this afternoon.
Bogle was notified while at work
that his wife had died The informa-
tion was carried by a boarder at the
Bogen residence and. almost frantic,
Bognor returned home His wife lay
motionless on the bed and he sup-
posed her dead.
He immediately sent for an uner-
taker and made preparations for the
funeral. 'Half an hour later the dead
wagon drew up to the door. One of
the unertaker's assistants went into
the death room and began to unpack
his instruments. He carefully ob-
served the neat' of the woman and
noticed a pulsation. He rushed from
the room and summoned the other
assistant. The woman whom they
thought dead was breathing.
Stimulants were administered and
a physician sent for. Mrs. Bogaa
soon became conscious, and she was
gazing about in wonder at the stran-
gers when her husbaisd entered. He
fainted at the sight.
PADUCAH, TUESDAY,  MAY 21, '07
TWO PERFORMANCES--a AND
8 P. M. SHARP.
Om* Bros.
FamousShon
00 New Animal Acts by soo New
Animal Actors—Everything
New This Season.
WACO"—The only Baby Camel in
America, born in Waco,
Texas, April 27.
T —G RE A T ARENIC ACTS--it
The Wonderful Juggling
5-14 2rmims-5
6—The Marvelous Namba Troupe-6
...• The Most Wonderful of All
Japanese Acrobats and
Athletes.
EVFPI
BANK WITHHOLDING $11,000
OF DEPOSITORS MONEY
I
THIS IS THE CLAIM MADE BY MARSHALL AND GREIST
AGAINST THE CITY NATIONAL BANK — TWO DIVORCE
PETITIONS WERE FILED BY WIVES WHO CLAIM THEIR
HUSBANDS ABANDONED THEM—EVERY MOTION FOR
NEW TRIAL WAS OVERRULED BY JUDGE—MORTGAGE
FOR BENEFIT OF BONDHOLDERS.
J. B. Marshall and Oliver H. Greist
filed suit in the circuit court yester-
day against the C'y National bank
for $71,000 claimed due them as the
balance of deposit made at the
financial institu ion.
April 27, 79:77, Marshall and Greist
sold a large tract of timber to Ayer-
Lord Tie comhany for $85,000 and the
money was paid through the City Na-
tional bank, out of which it has been
checked from time to time. Marshall
and Greist state that now they have
$11.000 .o their credit at the bank but
the officials of that institution will
not pay it over, on the ground theat
W. B. Benedict contends, he has a
claim against it. Marshall and Greist
sue to compel the bank to pay over
their money which they contend the
bank is withholding illegally.
Suits for Divorce.
Essie Ingram filed suit for divorce
from her husband, Clarence Ingram,
and possession of ther child. She
claims that during June, terra, he
seduced her under promise of mar-
riage, and that she became pregnant
and informed him of her condition
during October, 1904, when he then
left the country, but returned during
February, 7905, and married her. He
then left her several times, abandon-
ing her the last instance during July,
Taos, and she says she does not know
his whereabouts. They . married in
Paris, Tenn.
Lisle Jones filed suit for divorce
against her husband, Harmon Jones,
whom she married December 75,
loos, at Paris, Tenn. He lived with
her for forty days and then aban-
doned her, so she claims. Besides
the divorce she asks for possession
of their 1-ttle g'rl. Margaret.
Many New Trial Motions.
The plaintiff's motion for a new
trial was overruled in the suit of
Lacey Hall again,st the Paducah Fur-
niture .Manufacturing company. Hall
was injured while working with a
groovesaw at the furniture factory
and sued for $5,000 damages, but got
nothing. He wanted a second hear-
ing, but this is now'refused.'
The plaintiff's motion for a second
trial was overruled in the case of R.
L. Bean against-H. W. Ellis. Bean
sued Ellis for $112 on the ground
that Ellis appropriated that much
money of Bean's to Ellis' private
use, while ,working for Bean. Bean
lost the case on trial week before
last.
The court overruled the defendant's
request for a second trial of the suit
of Greenleaf soainst Gholson. Ghol-
son ran us horse and buggy into
Greenleaf's horse at Ninth and
'Broadway and Greeleaf got about $56
damages against Gholson who want-
ed the second trial. Greenleaf's horse
was badly hurt by the accident.
The defendant asked tor a new
trial and was refused in the case
of Fred Roman against the Paducah
Traction company. Roman was
thrown Irons a crowded car at Fourth
and Broadway while trying to get
aboard, and was painfully hurt. He
sued for S5,000 damages and got a
judgment for $5oo.
Master commissioner Cecil Reed
reported that parties holding $238.50
worth of bits against Fred Hunter
or Cushman, had Fed their claims
in the. suit of .Henrietta Cushman
against I.u'a White.
The commissioner filed another
statement showing that $262.33 worth
of claims had been filed against the
A. B. Morris estate in the litigation
of Noah Morriss administrator for A.
B. Morr's, against J. B. Morris and
others.
Powell-Rogers were given a judg-
ENGINES, BOILERS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
Forginga; New Work On r Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines.
Works Salesroom and 0 ffice First and Kentucky avenue,
JACKSON FOUNDRY ClIb MACHINE CO.
MOVING TRACK
ALONG FIRST
RAILROAD LABORERS NOW
HAVE POSSESSION OF
STREET.
It Will Take Only About One Week
or Ten Days to Have the Rails
Out of Highway Center.
The Illinois Central railroad has
started its laborers to work digging
for the roadbed in which will be
placed the rails and ties on the east
side of South First street between
Broadway and Washington. The
contractor has Unished laying the
storm sewers . all siting those two
blocks, and now the railroad people
are given full possession in order to
move the river front switch tracks
from ceater of First street over to the
east side where would run the pave-
ment, if one was laid. If good
weather prevails ,the railroaders will
finish in about one week or ten days,
and when they complete removal of
the rails the contractors will again
take charge for the city and -excavate
the entire two blocks for the brick
street and concrete pavement on the
west side of the thoroughfare. It was
orignally intended that the pave-
ment should 'be only eight feet in
width, but the hoard of works has
decided on twelve feet in width, ac-
cording to the wishes of the property
owners who pay for the work.
Hand beat carpets are not clean.
We have a machine. Phone sat.
Must Spell Out Words.
Hopkinaville, Ky., May 75.—County
Attorney Jolla C. Duffy, acting upon
instructions from Commonwealth's
'Aftborsey Denny P. Smith, has filed
ere auks for $sco each against the
A Mile of GI ttering Gorgeousness Cminberland Telephone and Telegraph
-Starts from Show Grounds at to a. m. company charging them with having
ONE _TICKET ADMITS TO ALL. omitted the word "incorporated" from
MamMooth Menagerie Open for their advertisements which were in-
Inspection one hour before Circus sell" In a local newspaper. In The
performance. Waterproof Tents. advertisements complained of the ab-
breviation :Inc " appeared
-4
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(Owensboro Inquirer.)
The state pharmacy board has be-
gun a campaign which means a war
on the 'dope" sellers in Kentucky
There is not a city or town in the
sIate in which drugs are sold that the
law regulating the sale of poisons is
not violated. Morphine, cocaine and
other drugs are sold to men and wo-
men—and even children--indiscrimi-
stately, especially to the habitual users
of such rugs. Many of the negro wo-
men who are arraigned in the city
courts in the state on the charge of
drunkenness, are intoxicated on co-
caine or other drugs instead- of !ft-
toxicating drinks, such as are sold by
the licensed saloons.
Of 'course there are druggists in
Owensboro who do not violate this
law, bt* the police department of the
city can furnish proof of the fact that
there are some who do. because they
make many arrests of persons who
are habitual users of cocaine and mor-
phine. If the law were strictly com-
plied with persons addicted to the
habitual use of poisonous drugs could
not purchase them. But some &rug-
giitg, Vice some saloonkeepers, have
little regard for the law.
Perhaps the recently organized law
and order league might be able to do
some very effective worio along this
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THE ONLY CLOTHING STORE
THAT CARRIES THE
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
BROADWAY
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ment for $87.60 agains. W. S. Nor-
den and to get the money the court
ordered that the master commissioner
sell Norden's gasoline engine and ap-
purthtances, the sale to be made at
some convenient date, at public out-
cry, in the drug store of Dr. Jesse
Gilbert in Mechanicsburg. The judg-
ment was for money due from Nor-
den for machinery sold him by the
plaintiff.
Property Sold.
Property on Kentucky avenue has
been sold by S '. Potter to L. L.
Potter for $484, and the deed filed
with the county clerk yesterday.
Cora I- Peal transferred land in
the county to Henry Hastings for
$1 and other considerations.
Property on the Lovelaceville and
Metropolis road has been bought
by Cora D. Peal from F. M. Kelly
for $5 and other considerations
Big Mortgage Piled.
The Paducah and Illinois Ferry-
boat company filed a document, mort-
gaging their ferryboat, Bettie Owen,
for benefit of Samuel Hughes, trus-
tee, for $25,000 worth of bondholders.
The line s the property of the Owen
brothers who recently incorporated
`under the mentioned head.
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
in family size cases of two dozes
bottles to the case, delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
Branch; both phones tts. J. H.
Steffen, manager.
line by aiding the police in detecting
the guilty drugists, because the po-
lice of any city will tell you that OS&
of the most difficelt criminals to catch.
is the druggist who violates the law
in the sale of poisons. He does not
put up the article illegally sold in a
package bearing one of his labels- and
it seemt,thas the victim of the drug 1
habit cannot be induced by arrest and
punishment to divulge the names of
those druggists"from whom ey,
malice their purchases.
1
ONUMEN TS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
ments which show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
Line of curbing and monuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 210 South Third St.
J.E.Williamson& Co
1111111111M 
FOUNTAIN PEN TALK
And A Guarantee that Makes You Satiated
When you buy a Fountain Pen from us you can give it a thorough
trial, test it in every way, fin d out if the point snits you, we bow
perfectly it feeds, see that it does not leak
you are to be your own judge as to whether
actly the pen you want If it does not suit
lar, return it and GET YOUR MONEY.
We have a fine lists, all kinds of points, from $1.00 to $5-00.
Suppose you try one of our Parker "Lucky Curve" Pens. You can't
L !I wr11321.1EIEHMIIIIIIIIgo wwrong if you buy it.
BOOk 01),D. E. Wilson jj
or overflow, in fact.
or not you have ex-
you in every garden-
c Man
At, Harbour's Departausat,_Store
•
For the most improved method of ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
carpet cleaning, phone 127. AND OET RESULTS.
ere'.
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
PHONE 254
TRADEWATER L COA • PITTSBURGREALGENUINE
•••
est Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
use
 Agpr, wle MOS.VgaL .11.••••
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